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AtsSTR,4CT

Galloping of single and twin-bundled conductors occurs after the conductors have been

coated with a layer of ice as a result of freezing rain. Experimental investigation assess the effects

of the ice accretion on the aerodynamic stability of single and twin-bundle conductors. Variations

in environmental conditions which may lead to galloping are also studied.

It has been found that a freezing rain simulator can be used successfully to simulate natural

ice formations as a means of determining the static load and simulating the wind loading on

conductors undel conditions of freezing rain. Observations from freezing rain simulations show

that the most important environmental parameters in the icing process are the temperature of the

subcooled rain droplets, the liquid water content and the wind speed. Categorizing the simulated

meterological data allows predicting an ice profile's aerodynamic instability based on the

conditions under which the ice was formed. The experimental ice formations indicate that the mass

of ice is about 5 percent of the mass of freeztng rain impinging on the cable.

Aerodynamic quasi-static force and moment measurements have shown that the leeward

conductor in a twin-bundle is more prone to gallop than a single iced conductor based on the Den

Hartog instability criterion. Experimental findings also suggest that an air flow spoiler can be used

to ameliorate galloping of a single iced conductor section.
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Electrical power utilities are often faced with wind-induced aeolian and galloping

oscillations as well as wake-induced vibrations of overùead power transmission conductors.

Generally, galloping and aeolian vibrations are observed on single as well as on bundled

conductors. Aeolian vibrations are caused by changing wind forces which arise from the pressure

difference due to a regular formation of vortices behind a conductor. Galloping, on the other hand,

involves larger (typical 5 to 300 multiples of a conductor's diameter) amplitude, low (0.1 to 3Hz)

frequency, self excited oscillations. Wake-induced vibrations which are observed commonly on

bundled ovelhead conductors arise from the vibrations induced by the aerodynamic forces which

act on the leeward conductor as a result of its immersion in the wake of the windward conductor.

Typically, overhead electrical power transmission cables may gallop due to aerodynamic

instabilities that are caused from asymmetry in a conductor's cross section after the accretion of

ice on a cable's sutface. Galloping instabilities of bundle conductors involve the bulk motion of

the conductor-spacer segments as well as subconductor oscillations in the frequency range of 0.75-

6 Hz. Subconductor oscillations usually involve the motion of conductors within a subspan (i.e.

a segment of the main span bundled by spacers). An inability to prevent galloping can result in

interphase clashing which may lead to repeated flashovers, conductor burns and eventually result

in severe disruption of the electrical power supply. Furthermore, galloping can cause wear and

fatigue of conductors, spacers, insulator strings, support hardware and tower components.

Research on conductor icing has focused primarily on computer modelling the icing's extra

static weight and simulating the wind load as a consequence of afreezing rain, incloud icing or

wet snow. Observations from fully instrumented test lines and laboratory experiments suggest that



wind and ice loadings can be predicted from meterological conditions and ice shapes. Information

about the weight, geometrical and inertial properties of diffelent icings, as well as the

corresponding aerodynamic data, allow the vertical and torsional galloping of an iced transmission

line to be analyzed Understanding the metelological and physical conditions that lead to galloping

can lead to improvements in control devices such as the detuning pendulum or air flow spoiler'.

Moreover, phase clearances, which are presently designed conservatively, can be reduced so that

considerably smaller tower head dimensions or longer span lengths can be employed. Such

strategies lead to savings in materjals and construction costs without the loss of line reliability. In

addition, current research is being performed to improve the forecasting of freezing rain

occurrences and localizing high risk areas as well as providing a guide for plevention measures

by empirically modelling site-specific climatic wind and ice loads. This thesis describes a broad

categorization of simulated ice profiles (and conesponding loads) which is based on the

meterological conditions occurring during the formation of ice. Aerodynamic data is presented for

different ice profiles in each category and it is related loosely to the initiation of galloping. This

broad brush approach reflects the latest knowledge and, with suitable updates, it should lead to a

more reliable assessment of probable damage based on the likelihood of a lreezing rain storm

occurring in a specified geographical region.

The objectives of the research presented in this thesis are to generate empirical ice loads

and quasi-static aerodynamic data for iced, single and twin-bundled conductor, transmission lines

which will be used in future analytical and computational finite element models. In addition,

categorizing simulated ice profiles based on the meterological conditions occuruing during the

formation of ice will lead ultimately to a probability of structural damage based on the likelihood



of afreeztng rain stotm occurring in a specified geographical region. The following tasks described

in this thesis have been performed to achieve the above objectives.

generating iced bundle conductor samples by using a freezing lain simulator which
duplicates different precipitation rates, water drop diameters and subcooling of naturally
occurring freezing rain;

studying changes in the ice accretion formed on the leeward conductol by varying its
position in the wake of the windward conductor;

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

categorizing all ice profiles generated so far in the freezing rain
meterological conditions under which the ice was formed;

determining the likelihood of a fueezrng rain stom occuning in a
region;

simulator based on the

specified geographical

(7)

preparing full size and accurately duplicated plaster cast models of the iced cable samples;

fully automating the experimental apparatus in order that a variety of aerodynamic tests can
be performed efficiently;

measuring static loads due to the weight of the ice and quasi-static aerodynamic forces and
moments to determine the conductors' aerodynamic instability characterjstics.

The circumstances under which an iced single and twin-bundled conductor transmission line

will gallop are investigated in this thesis. They are summarized briefly next. Current research on

conductor icing, is reviewed in Fart X of this thesis. Fart In, on the other hand, describes the

freezing rain simulations which are performed to analyze the changes in the ice accretions formed

on the leeward conductor by varying its position in the wake of the windward conductor. In

addition, a broad categonzation of simulated ice profiles (and coresponding loads) is described

which is based on the meterological conditions occurring during the formation of ice. Fant nX[

details the fully automated aerodynamic force and moment measurements which are used to

determine a first approximation of an iced single or twin-bundled conductor's instability. In



addition, aerodynamic data is presented for diffelent profiles which are categorized by the

meterological conditions analyzed in part II and related loosely to the initiation of vertical and/or

torsional galloping. This broad brush apploach reflects the latest knowledge but, with suitable

updates, it should lead to a more reliable probability of structural damage.
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1.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the galloping behaviour of iced electrical transmission lines observed

in experimental and full-scale fîeld investigations. Previous surveys Ii-3] have described various

static and dynamic aspects of electrical transmission lines and their mechanical components. The

scope of this review will be limited primarily to laboratory and field studies which encompass

monitoring galloping in situ, simulating icing events and evaluating the performance of galloping

control devices.

State of the art in galloping research up to 1989 has been presented by Desai et al12,31n

1990. Additional papers will be reviewed in this chapter under the headings:

. characteristics of ice accretions,

. problems caused by icing,

. accretion prevention and shedding methods,

. experimental and analytical modelling of icing events, and

. field control of galloping.

Various ice configurations have been related to the probability of galloping by using

exhaustive laboratory and full-scale tests. The detuning pendulum seems to be one promising add-

on control device for single and bundle transmission lines. There is still a need to study the

formation of ice on bundled lines and determine the resulting air flow interactions between the iced

cables.



1.2 Characten'istics of ice accreÉions

The accretion of ice on structures has been shown in numerous case histories to depend

upon the topography sunounding a structure, the climatic conditions and the chemical composition

of the accreting surface [2,4-9]. Climatic records and geographical site conditions can be used to

estimate design loads. A load depends strongly upon the ice shape, ice thickness and distribution

of ice along the line. Icing imparts an extra dead weight to the structure and, by presenting a larger

sutface areato the wind, generally produces an additional dynamic load. It is worthwhile to discuss

plocedures defining the frequency and intensity of the ice loading under different conditions and

the effectiveness of various protection measures.

The following forms of atmospheric ice accretion can create aerodynamic instabilities for

power transmission spans, guy cables and supporting structures.

1. In-cloud icing most commonly creates soft rime or frost [2,4]. Frosting seems to create

no major problems on transmission lines and will not be considered further.

2. Precipitation icing can give rise to either rime or glaze ice during fteezrng rain storms

12,4,101or it can produce wet snow accretions during heavy falls of moist snow [5,10,11].

In-cloud icing does not usually occur randomly but it tends to be localized around elevated

sites 12,4,121. Freezing rain is considered the main cause of trarìsmission line galloping in North

America l2,I0l, Europe U3,14) and Japan [15,16]. The occurrence of wet snow conditions is

notable in regions which have nominal winter temperatures ranging from -2 'C to 5 "C [4,1"1].

X.3 Froblems caused by icing

The galloping of overhead transmission lines is characterized by large amplitude, low

fiequency oscillations. The motion can result in repeated contact of vertically aligned lines and



flashovers between conductors. The contacts lead to burnouts, overloaded breakers and

intenuption of the power supply. Furthermore, transmission line insulator strings are often covered

with ice which reduces their insulation strength and may cause flashovers and outages [12,18].

The effect of atmospheric icing on radio and television structurcs has also been observed.

Major problems range in severity from the distortion of a transmission signal due to icecl antennas

and radar dishes to complete tower collapses caused by guy galloping 14,71.

1.4 Accretion prevention and shedding rnethods

Various approaches have been taken to prevent ice accretion, minimize its severity, or aid

its removal. Mulherin [4] investigated icing protection on sloping and vertical surfaces to which

icephobic or low ice adhesion coatings, such as freezing point depressants and low wettability

substances, had been applied. The suitability of coatings for power tansmission cables and towers

seems debatable because no coating has been found todate which satisfies the conflicting

requirements of durability and low cost as well as simplicity of application. A smooth surface

finish of the coating is essential to minimize local flow disturbances in the vicinity of the cable

which, in turt, can induce vibrations [19]. Mulherin [4] also reported a successful application of

a common concrete vibrator, attached to a guy cable, to remove ice and prevent galloping.

Experimental work on suppressing conductor galloping in Japan [16] has focused on

insulated cables. A pair of fins extending longitudinally on a conductor prevent snow flakes from

sliding along the conductor's surface before fteezingand, hence, suppress harmful snow accretion.

The application of fins on inclined guy-cables has been shown to beneficially eliminate a

secondary axial flow about the cable and reduce wind induced vibrations [19].



Ice shedding research has focused on breaking ice by mechanical fracture, particularly in

the proximity of the cable supports 16,12). Dynamic oscillations are apparently suppressed on a

rotational stiffer cable, limiting ice buildup to the cable's windward side and allowing the ice to

shed by mechanical fracture. A flexible cable, on the other hand, twists and untwists continuously

in a wind which enhances the buildup of a heavy cylindrical ice that is not shed. Although a

cable's torsional rigidity affects both the mode of ice buildup and gives a deicing capability [6],

a strong side wind seems to be the most influential factor affecting the formation of ice shapes that

are prone to gallopingt20l.

A variety of electrical deicing methods has been studied 17,8,21,221. Electro-Impulse-De-

Icing involves the discharge of a capacitor through an electrical coil which produces a large

amplitude, electro-magnetic impulse acting on the iced cable. The force makes the cable expand

and contract slightly which causes, in tum, ice to shed. Complete deicing of large spans has not

been successful todate l2ll. Similarly, the use of a heavy curuent to melt snow and ice on a

transmission line is uneconomical presently because of the large electric energy required t8l. The

intensity of a cunent which can prevent a cable from icing in any meterological condition can be

formulated from a steady heat balance equation [22].

n.5 Experimentatr and analytical modelling of icÍng events

Experimental research on modelling icing has aimed primarily at simulating natural ice

formations as a means of determining the static load and simulating the wind loading on

conductors under conditions of freezing rain [10,13], incloud icing [0,12] and wet snow

[5,10,11,13,75,17,23]. These models vary in sophistication t'om simple empirical algorithms to



moro complex approaches incorporating the basic physics and dynamics of ice accretions.

Computer modelling of data obtained from field obseruations of fully instrumented test

lines together with climatic data, topographical data and laboratory results showed that the process

of ice accretion is extremely complex, particularly when atmospheric conditions change U4,23-25).

For simplicity, meteorological parameters have been invariably assumed constant in modelling

icing and shedding rates for a conductor. It was found that the most important parameter is the

conductor's torsional flexibility [12].

The accretion of rime ice on a pair of cables was modelled by using free-streamline,

potentional flow. It was shown that the effect of flow sepalation from the upstream cable and its

effect on the leeward cable has to be determined in order to understand the process of ice accretion

[14]. Wind and water tunnel experiments aided the simulation of the aerodynamic charactelistics

of cables which influence the formation of wet snow 115,171.

Bourassa [26] theoretically simulated both the horizontal and vertical loads from annual

extreme wet snow accretions. In addition, climatic parameters such as the air temperafure, relative

humidity, precipitation rate and wind velocity were estimated continuously and compared with

meteorological data measured during wet snow episodes t5l. A correlation of wind and ice

loadings, as well as the combined occurrence of both, was estimated by employing a computational

model to find weather-related loads on transmission lines from statistical parameters. It was

concluded that there is low conelation between a high wind and heavy ice [24).In contrast,

experimental data indicated that the ice shape formed on a conductor is influenced by the

conductor's angle of inclination, the ambient air temperature and, particularly, the presence of a

strong side wind L20,27,281.

Research has been performed to empirically model site-specific, climatic wind loads for



transmission lines ll5,29l and incorporate wind increases over complex tenain [25,30]. Gaston and

Yukichi [11] showed that data processing can improve the forecasting of wet snow occun'ences

and can localize high risk areas as well as provide a guide for prevention measures.

Resealch has also been aimed at testing instrumentation to measure wind loads more

accurately [31-33], to develop a data acquisition system capable of monitoring weather conditions

and ice loadings in remote locations 134,351, and to evaluate radio telemetry for transfening

meteorological and atmospheric icing data from remote locations t361. In addition, a

microcomputer based, traversing mechanism was developed that is capable of accurately finding

the profiles of ice shapes by automatically measuring the cross-sectional dimensions along an iced

conductor sample [37].

Various sources reported data on ice shapes that actually generated galloping 12,5-9,121.

It is apparent that ice shapes must be obtained under as natural an environment as possible to be

meaningful. However, weather conditions that lead to the formation of ice build ups, such as

freezing rain storms or wet snow events, occur infrequently so that field monitoring can be

problematic and expensive. Presently, only a few natural ice samples have been collected by

installing frames of conductor cables 12,5,6,8,9,201 , and full scale, test line sections t 121 at exposed

field sites. A recent experimental investigation has shown thata simulator can be used successfully

to generate realistic ice shapes by accurately duplicating the precipitation rates, water drop

diameters and subcooling of naturally occurring freezing rarn 12,3,20,27,281. Subsequent research

suggested that the mass of ice accumulated on a conductor sample increases atarate proportional

to the freeztng rain's precipitation rate and the conductor's diameter [20]. Plaster models were cast

from the iced samples and tested in quasi-static wind tunnel tests. These tests gave the

aerodynamic lift, drag and moment about the bare conductor's axis from which the classical Den

10



Hartog or moment instability can be found 19,I9,2J,281. Manitoba Hydro [20], on behalf of the

Canadian Electrical Association, stored the aerodynamic measurements in a computer database

which also allows a design engineer to access the geometrical, mass and inertial properties of

different ice shapes. Desai [38] incorporated this database into a finite element structural program

to systematically analyze the galloping of an iced-conductor transmission line vibrating vertically

and torsionally. He showed that, depending upon circumstances like the shape of a conductoL's

cross section, the twist can either accentuate or alleviate galloping.

Dynamic tests werc required to determine the effects of coupled modes of vibration. Free

vibration testing of a dynamic model of an iced conductor 120,391, an iced hanger cable [40] and

a telecommunication cable [41] showed the beneficial effect of enlarged structural damping to

increase the critical wind speed for the initiation of galloping.

1.6 Field control of galloping

Extensive field studies have been conducted to decrease the amplitudes of galloping by

adding control devices 12,42-491. The amplitude, of course, relates directly to the frequency of

flashovers between vertically aligned phases and to the severity of mechanical damage to towers

and hardware.

A steady galloping amplitude can be determined analytically by balancing the energy

between the aerodynamic (input) and mechanical damping (output) forces, which depend strongly

on the span's natural frequency 144,491, orby using an experimental modal analysis of field and

laboratory measurements [50]. According to the classical Den Hartog criterion for plunge (vertical)

galloping, the amplitude of motion may be altered by changing the aerodynamic drag and lift

forces. A supposedly beneficial increase in the aerodynamic drag, however, will also increase the

1t



loading on the support structure so that a compromise must be determined.

Extensive work has been done in North America 142-46,48,491, Europe l47l and Japan [16]

to obtain more knowledge and data on the performance of devices to control galloping. These

devices include the detuning pendulum 142-45,481, air flow spoilers 142,44,451, interphase spacers

142,43,451, aerodynamic T-foils [45], spacers-dampers 146,411, aerodynamic drag dampers [42],

wind dampers 1441, mutation dampers [49], AR spoilers l44l and AR twisters t441. Laboratory

experiments and full scale trials focused not only on a control device's ability to prevent or reduce

galloping but also on its installation and operation feasibility. Quantitative performance data of

different control devices have been obtained by relating galloping observations on test lines, with

and without control devices, to records of actual outage rates on similar lines 143-481. Detuning

pendulums, for example, when applied properly, can reduce the average amplitudes of motion on

single as well as two and four conductor bundle lines by between 707o and 807o during lreeztng

rain events in North America 142,43,48). Furthermore, results from a probabilistic design approach

determined that the probability of flashovers without detuning pendulums is about 1000 times that

when detuning pendulums are used [51]. Consequently phase clearances, which are presently

designed conservatively, can be reduced. This reduction allows considerably smaller tower head

dimensions or larger span lengths, which lead, in tum, to savings in material and construction costs

without loss of line reliability 142,481.

The aerodynamic properties of an iced transmission span can be altered by adding control

devices that cause the span to twist. Devices like air flow spoilers are operated by aerodynamic

pitching moments, while aerodynamic T-foils are operated by wind induced inertia or acceleration.

The twisting of a span can be maximized by attaching a control device at the one third span point

which, in turn, has the $'eatest influence on stability [44]. Popplewell et al [9] showed both

t2



experimentally and analytically that the twist of especially an intemally lesonant conductor can

significantly influence galloping in plunge.

Statistical field data showed that bundle lines ale much more likely to gallop at maximum

amplitude than single conductors L46-481. Field observations suggested that bundle conductors can

gallop for even very light icng l2l. Zdravkovich L52l found that the galloping of two circular

cylinders can be self excited or triggered by vortex shedding when one cylinder is in the wake of

the other. He concluded that flow interference between the cylinders depends strongly upon their

spacing and their orientation relative to the free wind.

Knisely and Kawagoe [53] measured the static and dynamic lift on the downstream member

of a pair of circular cylinders by mechanically vibrating the downstream cylinder in the transverse

direction, keeping the upstream cylinder fixed. They suggested that a phase lag or time delay

between a cylinder's motion and the resulting dynamic lift should be introduced to quasi-static data

to reproduce the dynamic loading of the vibrating cylinder. Further experimental investigations

indicated that the cyclic pressure distribution around an oscillating cylinder is useful in testing

theoretical or semi-empirical, unsteady flow models [54]. Similarly, the fluctuating pressure on

rectangular bodies, oscillating in a uniform cross flow, showed that the onset of vortex shedding

depends upon the bodies' geometry. Vortex shedding can occur only over a discrete range of wind

speeds for which the vortex shedding frequency is close to the natural frequency of the body t551.

In addition, it was shown that alternating vortex shedding from a cylinder's surface induces

unsteady lift forces. On the other hand, unsteady drag forces are generated by recirculating flow

in the cylinder's wake [56,57].

Pon and Havard [46] assessed aeolian and wake-induced vibration performances of different

designs and zurangements of spacer-dampers by measuring the wind induced, vertical displacement
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of a conductor relative to its suspension clamp. It was concluded that only overall trends could

be compared due to inconsistent recorder readings caused by instalment enors. Hardy and

Brunelle [58] introduced a new conductor vibration recorder which appears more versatile and

simpler than conventional, clamp-mounted instruments and less sensitive to positioning errors.

Fatigue failures of structural members of tower cross arms due to wind induced vibration

of the conductors have been studied. Dynamic testing of a tower head and a modal analysis of its

structural components found that the cross arms vibrate at3Hz,9Hz and 13Hz under the influence

of low wind intensities, causing high stresses and fatigue. Field observations indicated that

additional cross-bracing successfully reduced the visible vibrations of cross arm members [59,60].

Similarly, mechanical testing of composite fibre optic, ground wires showed that these cables can

withstand aeolian and galloping vibrations observed on common conductors [61].

Ultimately, understanding the meterological and physical conditions during the icing process

that lead to the galloping of a transmission line aids in testing design changes of cables, towers

and tower components. Observations from fully instrumented test lines and laboratory experiments

indicate that wind and ice loadings, as well as the combined occunence of both, can be predicted

by analyzng the meterological conditions during the icing process and the resulting ice shapes

fomed on a conductor. Field observations indicate that the accretion of ice on a conductor is an

extremely complex process, particularly when atmospheric conditions change and make field

monitoring problematic and expensive. Experimental investigations, on the other hand, have shown

thaf a fieezing rain simulator can be used successfully to generate ice shapes by duplicating

meterological conditions. The freezrng rain simulations are described next.
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2.1 tsackground

A study is illustrated in this chapter which relates the meterological conditions in Winnipeg,

Canada, which is chalacterised by a flat tenain and frequent steady winds, to observed incidents

of local galloping. The electrical utility in Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, reports the repair statistics

given in Table 1. This table indicates the frequency and annual cost of damage to the utility caused

by icing in Manitoba's central region from 1971 to 1993 162-641. The most expensive damage,

generated by three major freeztng rain storms occurring in 1983, 1984 and 1991, is highlighted in

Table 1. Table 2 lists the corresponding meterological conditions of these particular storms which

are characterized by high wind speeds and precipitations as well as air temperatures around the

freezing point of water. The second row of Table 3, therefore, summarizes the extreme mean

meterological data observed between 1981 and 1993 during freezing rain events having total

precipitations greater than 2.5mm at the Winnipeg International Airport t651. This data includes

the mean or arithmetic average of the ambient air temperature and wind speed, as well as the total

precipitation over the duration of a freezing rain storm. The third row of Table 3, on the other

hand, gives analogous data recorded at the Toronto International Airport but over l0 rather than

i3 years [66]. The fourth row summarizes the meterological data measured during 50 fieezing rain

simulations at the University of Manitoba. The extreme meterological conditions are generally

comparable in Winnipeg and Toronto where differences in wind speed, for example, are
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attlibutable to geographical and climatic variations. Table 3 also indicates that freezing rain

happens almost three times as often in Toronto compared to Winnipeg but the annual Torontonian

average occunence is still an infrequent2.3.

Table I Utility repair cosrs in central Manitoba [62].
Most expensive damage.

Table 2. Meterological data for the three freezing rain storms asterisked in Table 1.

Cost of darnage
caused by freezing

raÍn storms

17t78
78n9
19t80
80/8 1

8U82
82t83
83t84
84t85
85/86
86t87
87i88
88/89
89t90
90t9r
9t/92
92t93

52,065
2gl,6g4
388,401
80,483
1 1,031

980,067-
182,046

4,091,652.
379,601
2g6,gg7
281,740
122,650
169,055

7,769
'l-.,857,453.

371,681

Ðate Mean wind
speed (m/s)

Mean wind
dÍrection

Mean air
úernperature

("c)

Total precipitation
over the duration of
freezing rain storrn

(rnrn)
mean max

March 06, 1983 6.9 r i.8 NNE 1.7 28.0

Ãpnl 27, 1984 t2.2 15.6 NE -0.4 16.8

October 28, 1991 9.3 22.3 SE to NE 2.5 38.7
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Source
{rrequency of
freezing rain

storms
(events per yean)

Mean wind
speed (m/s)

Mean air
temperature

("c)

T'otal precipítation
oven the duration of
freezing rain storm

(rnrn)

mut rnax mrn max mIn rnax
Max.
rate

(rnrn/hr)

Winnipeg
Intl. Airport

t65l
0.8 5.6 t2.2 -5.7 2.5 2.8 38.7 3.8

Toronto Intl.
Airport [66] 2.3 1.8 14.9 -6.5 24.0 4.8

Freezing
rain

simulations
0.0 13.0 -16.0 0.0 6.2 39.0 6.5

Table 3. Comparison of natural and simulated fieezing rain conditions.

Figures 1.a to 1.c show the frequency distributions for the mean daily ambient temperature,

total precipitation and mean daily wind speed, respectively, which were recorded at the Winnipeg

International Airport during all occunences of freezing rain [65]. Again, a mean value of each

meterological parameter refers to the arithmetic average of this parameter over all freezing rain

occurrences. Figures 2.a and 2.b show analogous frequency distributions for the mean ambient

temperature and total precipitation that were recorded so far during freezingrain simulations at the

University of Manitoba. Although the most costly damage is caused by simultaneously high

precipitations, winds and spring or fall air temperatures, the majority of freezing rain stoms in

Manitoba have total precipitations below 2.5mm with moderate winds below 8m/s and air

temperatures around -4oC.
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Figure 2. Histograms of meterological parameters measured during freezing rain simulations: (a)
mean air temperature and (b) total precipitation.

The recorded air temperature is generally a reasonable approximation of the unrecorded

water droplets' temperature because of the droplets' cooling during their exposure to air in free

fall. An air temperature well below the freezing point of water causes rain droplets to solidify

immediately upon impacting a cold conductor. At higher but still freezing temperatures, the

droplets run down the conductor, particularly between its strands, until the droplets' excess heat

is dissipated before solidification. Thus the accretion of ice on a conductor is an extremely

complex process, especially when, in practice, atmospheric conditions change. Moreover the most

damaging, extreme meterological conditions occur infiequently so that the conesponding ice

profiles are difficult and expensive to obtain from the field. A summary of observations taken in

the field during the ice accretion process is given next.
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2.2 The ice accretioxx process during f'reezÍng naÍn stor.n'¡s

Naturally occuming freezing rain is observed commonly in late Fall or early Spring when

the ambient air has a large liquid water content and the air temperature is close to 0"C. Freezing

rain stotms often produce a combination of incloud and precipitation icing that are inherent to a

large droplet size, rapid accretion rate, low degree of supercooling and slow latent heat dissipation

after contact on a conductor's surface. Incloud icing is characterized by the supercooled water

droplets being small enough to remain suspended and their contact with a conductor's surface is

brought about by ail movement, while precipitation icing is generated by large droplets falling

from the subfreezing air layer onto the accreting surface. In both cases, the water droplets are still

in the liquid phase at ground level. A water droplet's freezing time is affected by the droplet

moving through a warm air layer of the upper atmosphere followed by it passing through a sub

fteezing air layer directly above ground. As the water droplets fall through the sub freezing air

layer, they are supercooled by forced convection to sub-zero temperature levels of the ambient air.

For solidification to occur, the subcooled rain droplets must contact a surface having a similar

crystal structure to that of ice so that the surface acts as a freezing nucleus. As water droplets

impact the accreting surface, the droplet's remaining latent heat is dissipated to its suroundings

until total solidification occurs 14,67,681. Therefore, the characteristic shape and amount of

accreted ice depend upon a combination of environmental conditions as well as the accreting

surface.

Glaze or rime ice accretions are observed commonly on overhead transmission lines which

are exposed to freezing rain. Glaze ice will form whenever the droplet's freezing time is

sufficiently long that a continuous film of water is maintained over the accreting surface. Ice
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deposits are generally associated with higher precipitations, air temperatures close to OoC and a

surface temperature of the accreting sudace close to 0oC. Glaze ice normally appears as hard and

well bonded ice that completely coats a conductor's surface and produces icicles. Rime ice, on the

other hand, results when all the supercooled water droplets lreeze immediately at contact. An

energy balance of the accreting surface shows that all the heat added by the impinging droplets

is lost to the environment, by supercooling the droplets at air temperatures between approximately

-3"C to -8oC, while the temperaturc of the accreting surface is less than OoC [69]. Consequently,

rime ice grows into the wind as circular-type hard, granular deposits on a cable's surface 14,691.

Although examples of ice shapes from the field have been reported by vadous utilities

across Canada 120,63,64,70,711 reliable profiles are limited because the ice may have been

damaged when hitting the ground. In addition, field observations have shown that the meterological

conditions described above occur infrequently in nature and often at slightly different locations so

that field monitoring is problematic and expensive. Experimental investigations, on the other hand,

have shown that a freezing rain simulator can be used outdoors in winter to generate ice shapes

by duplicating meterological conditions. The freezing rain simulations are described next.
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3"1 lntroduction

Ice formations have been generated on 16 sets of twin-bundled conductors including

Manitoba Hydro's Nelson River ACSR 72-7 conductor', the standard 61 stranded Al-conductor, the

Condor 54-7 conductor and the 417 kcmil Al subtransmission conductor by using the freezing rain

simulator. Furthermore, ice shapes have been produced on five sections of a 477 kcmil Al

conductor which have an air flow spoiler mounted along their length. The goal of these

experiments is to uralyze the relationship between the shape and amount of ice accretion on twin

bundled conductors under different weather conditions. Changes in the ice accretions found on the

leeward conductor by varying its position in the wake of the windward conductor have been

studied. In addition, the accretion of ice on a single conductor section with an air flow spoiler has

been investigated.

3.2 Surnwrary of generated ice shapes

Ice shapes are generated on 16 twin-bundled conductor sections and 5 conductor sections

with the air flow spoiler. The iced conductor sections are categorized in Table 4 according to the

type of conductor and their location during afreezing rain simulation.
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Cahle type Cable
#

Bane cable
dÍarneter

(rnrn)

Configteraúion Separation ìn

conductor
diarneters (mm)

Nelson River
ACSR 72-7

TB1 to TB8 40.6 twin bundle 11 457.2

Standard 61

stranded Al-
conductor

TB9 & TBlO 33.0 twin bundle t2 406.4

Condor 54-7 TB11 to TB13 28.6 twin bundle 11 304.8

471 kcmll
subtransmissior

conductor

TB14 to TB16
and

AS1 to AS5
20.0

twin bundle
and

single conductor
46

9r4.4

'lable 4. Experimental parameters for fteezing rain simulations.

The following nomenclature is used to identify each model:

TB : Iwin-Eundled conductor models
TB-LW: leeward conductor of a twin-bundle
TB-WW: V/indward conductor of a twin-bundle
AS : Single conductor with Air flow $¡roiler.

The number following the model categories (TB,LW,WW,A^! specifies each individual

model. Table A. i in Appendix A lists the complete environmental data for the freezing rain

simulations. Figures 4.1 to 4.21 present drawings of ice profiles that faithfully represent each

individual test model. All sections are drawn to full scale. The dashed line at the lower side of

model TB6-\ryW, for example, indicates the presence of icicles along the model's length.

Furthermore, the ice profiles are presented according to their position in the freezing rain simulator

during ice formation with the wind blowing from the right perpendicular to the cable's longitudinal

axis. A detailed description of the freeztng rain simulator, including the positions of the conductor

sections, is given next.
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3.3 Cornporaents of'the fneezing nai¡r sirnutraton

The freezing rain simulator is located outdoors in an alcove in the engineering complex at

the University of Manitoba. Existing walls from the suuounding buildings protect all sicles of the

expet'imental area except the west side. Freezing rain simulations are performed during clear,

windless winter nights when the ambient wind and temperature are approximately constant over

the duration of each test. The freezing rain simulator is designed as a compact, easily maintained

apparatus allowing flexible but accurate control over the precipitation rate, water drop diameter

and subcooling of naturally occurring fueezing rain. The experìmental apparatus consists basically

of a fan, settling plenum, spray nozzle unit and test section which are depicted glaphically in

Figure 3.

settlrng plenum

Figure 3. Schematic of the freezing
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A 7.5 horsepower axial flow fan, made by Chicago Blower Manufacturing l72l provides

uniform wind at a fan speed of 1250 rpm. The air flow is directed across the test section through

a settling plenum which is used to contlol the volume flow of air and, in turn, the air speecl by

raising the plenum's top panel. A maximum wind speed of 13mls + 1.0 m/s is measured with the

top panel closed and l.2m downstream of the plenum's outlet where the windward conductor-is

located. Furthermore, pitot static flow measurements at the location of the upstream or windward

conductor with the plenum's top panel opened in 2.5o increments up to 45 degrees result in

maximum and minimum wind speeds of l3m/s and 9mls, respectively. The plenum's outlet is

covered with a honey comb meshed fly screen to reduce the turbulence in the fiee air stream.

Thereforc, air is bled from the fan and blown uniformly over the cable models which are spanned

across the test section. The windward of upstleam conductor section is mounted approximately

1.5m above ground and 1.0m upstream from the detuning plenum's air outlet to allow enough

distance for the freezing rain to penetrate the air stream. A leeward or downstream conductor

section, on the other hand, is parallel to the windward conductor and separated by a distance that

is determined by the bare conductor diameter. The overall conf,rguration of each bundle is

summarized in Table 4.

Ice shapes are generated on single 477kcmil conductor sections which have an air flow

spoiler mounted along their length. The spoiler is made of a 13mm diameter, polyvinyl chloride

rod having a total length of 4.8m. It is mounted on the conductor in the same way used by

Manitoba Hydro in the field by following the installation instructions provided by the manufacturcr

tl3-751. The spoiler's preformed grìpping sections are wrapped tightly around the conductor taking

care that air gaps between the spoiler and conductor are not appreciable. The spoiler's straight

section between the grþping sections is wrapped twice around the conductor and forms the
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spoiling section that has a pitch length of 0.2m. Air gaps between spoiler and cable are created by

misalignments of the spoiler due to differences in linear expansion between the conductor and the

PVC material of the spoiler at varying air temperatures 173,741. In addition, mounting the spoiler

on a straight rather than a curved cable section create gaps which are reduced by effectively

tightening the spoiler with slim pieces of wire. The overall length of the assembly is then divicled

into two 2.5m long half sections which are mounted parallel and horizontal, about 1.5m upstream

from the settling plenum's frontal plane. These short sections a¡e necessary to ensure a uniform

air flow from the settling plenum's unchanneld outlet and a uniform precipitation along the

conductor's length. An alray of spray nozzles allows the simulation of freezing rain at a controlled

precipitation rate, droplet diameter and subcooling of the rain droplets. The spray nozzles consist

of 13.0mm i.d. compression pipe fittings made of brass which are closed on one side with a solid

plug, also made of brass. A 0.7mm diameter hole is drilled through each plug's centre and the

plug's outer wall thickness is reduced to 0.5mm. The resulting orifice enables the water droplets

to be detached with an average outside diameter of 1.0mm by using tap water pressure of 140kpa.

The drop size is found by repeatedly capturing the water droplets on a dish of oil and measuring

an arithmetically averaged diameter of a particular sample.

Precooled supply water, at a temperature of approximately 3oC, is taken from the

university's water system. Impurities in the tap water, which are responsible for the occasional

plugging of anozzle's orifice, are extracted by filtering the water using a water purification filter

located downstream of the nozzles. Additional precooling of the water to a temperature slightly

above the water's fteezing point is achieved by immersing 15m of the supply line,s plastic and

copper tubing in an ice-water bath. A blockheater mounted across the nozzles peimits their

defrosting when the supply water reaches temperatures below freezing point which causes the
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nozzles to ice. The supply line is protected against fi'eezing by attaching a heater-cable along its

length and insulating the heated line with Armoflex (12mm) pipe insulation. A thermocouple

mounted at the nozzle inlet measures the water temperature at the orifices with an accuracy of

+1"C. By knowing this tomperature the operator can pre-cool or heat the supply line and tap water

as required. The water droplets are sprayed about 5m into the air at a steep angle of approximately

20" to the vertical in order to keep the droplets' time of flight as long as possible and, thereby,

provide additional convective and evaporative cooling. On the highest point of the spray path, the

droplets dissipate uniformly and fall under gravity onto the test section where they are blown

against the cable sections by a steady side wind. The water is dispersed uniformly from the

stationary nozzles over an area of approximately 3m2 by adjusting the height of the droplets' free

fall, as well as the spray angle with respect to the direction of fluctuating, ambient wind. The total

precipitation is measured by collecting rain water in two standard laboratory beakers which are

placed between the end pieces of the cable sections, but offset from the wake of the upstream

conductor to avoid air flow disturbances. It should be noted that variations in the total precipitation

over the duration of a freezing rain simulation depend primarily on changes in the spray pattern

caused by ambient wind gusts.

The operation of the freezing lain simulator as well as changes in the precipitation rate and

spray pattern are monitored regularly, at least once every hour. Meterological data, including the

ambient air temperature, relative humidity, station pressure, wind speed and wind direction at the

Winnipeg Intemational Airport [65] as well as the ambient temperature at the test section, arc

recorded hourly over the duration of a freezing rain simulation. Hourly changes in the ice profile

as well as a conductor's freezing time ale also observed. A summary of the observaiions durÌng

the freezing rain simulations is given next.
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4.n A.ccuracy of freezing rai¡r simulations

Experimental investigation has shown that a freezing rain simulator can be used outdoors

in winter to generate ice shapes by duplicating meterological conditions. The faithfulness of the

simulations are indicated by comparing the resulting ice profiles with field evidence obtained under

comparable conditions. Although examples of ice shapes from the field have been reported by

various utilities across Canada L20,62-64,70,71), reliable profiles are limited because the ice may

have been damaged when hitting the ground. Photographs of the ice accreted on a distribution line

during the costliest April 1984 storm are presented in Figures 4 and 5. In comparison, Figure 6

shows the closs section of an iced, identically dimensioned conductor sample formed in the

simulator for analogous weather conditions. Both the natural and simulated ice plofiles have

similar, airfoil like shapes with icicles formed underneath the conductor. The overall dimensions

of the ice profiles and their surface roughnesses are also comparable. This and several other,

similarly agreeing comparisons, suggest that the simulations are reasonable. Consequently, the

simulations should reasonably indicate the static ice weights and aerodynamic loads experienced

in the field.
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Figure 4. Iced distribution line after the April 1984 freezing rain storm.

Figure 5. Profile of ice formed during the April 1984 freezng rain stoün.
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Figure 6. Profile of ice formed during freezing rain simulation.

4.2 Observations during freezing rain simulations

The mass of ice accumulated on a conductor generally increases at a. rate proportional to

the freezing rain's precipitation rate and the conductor's diameter. Therefore, icing will impart an

additional static load on the structure and, by presenting a larger surface area to the wind, produce

an additional dynamic load. It is also observed that about 20Vo more ice is formed on the

windward conductor (which takes the form of a D-Section) compared to the ice formed on the

leeward conductor (which is more round in shape). Typical examples of ice shapes generated in

the freezing rain simulations are shown in Figures 4.1 to A.21. Reducing the nominal separation

between the conductors produces even less ice buildup on the leeward conductor. Moving the

leeward conductor vertically to the wake boundary, which would occur during wake induced

vibrations, causes ice to accrete on its surface with a shape similar to that of the windward
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conductor. Even at large sepalations of 45 diameters for models TB 13 to TB 16, it is observed that

the accretion of ice on the leeward conductor is affected by its location in the wake of the

windward conductor. This is shown clearly in Figures 4.13 to 4.16. These observations contradict

published results from aerodynamic tests on a twin bundle of identical cylinders 116,771which

indicate that the leeward cylinder essentially behaves as a single model at separations greater than

20 cylinder diameters.

It is also observed that ice accretes initially more quickly on smaller diameter cables if

meterological conditions are the same. Once ice accretes on a conductor's surface, the effective

sutface area incleases which causes a decrcase in surface temperature. The transfer of thermal

energy through a conductor depends on the thermal conductivity of the overall surface area

exposed to the ambient air temperature. Consequently, a smaller diameter conductor will reach the

freezing temperature of water sooner than a large diameter cable made of the same matedal.

Freezing rain simulations show that, under the same experÌmental conditions, ice starts to form

after about a 112 hour oxposure to freezing droplets on a 28.6mm diameter bare cable but after

more than t hour on a 40.6mm diameter bare cable. The heat transfer between air, rain droplets

and the conductor's surface is determined by the air temperature and the side wind's speed.

Consequently, variations in the air flow around the windward conductor are caused by an increase

in surface area which, in tutn, affects the heat transfer and dloplet collection on the leeward

conductor.

Figures A.17 to 4.21 show five ice profiles that have been captured along the length of

single conductor sections having an air flow spoiler wrapped alound their length, and a

representative profile of the same (reference) conductor without the air flow spoiler. It can be

noticed from these figures that there are distinctly different aerodynamic profiles along the length
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of the conductor/spoiler section which are noticeably different from the more uniform profile of

the reference iced conductor section. Ice is accreted along the spoiling section in the genelal folm

of an inverted 'U'. Conversely, ice is accreted in the form of an air-foil at locations where the

spoiler is located directly above or below the conductor. Variations in the ice accleted on the

spoiler and conductor can be attributed to the difference in the rate of thermal energy transferred

during the diffusion process of ice. Ice accretes sooner on the air flow spoiler which is made of

a plastic polyvinyl chloride 173,141having a thermal conductivity of approximately 0.1 WmK

[78]. This value is much lower than the corresponding values of l68WmK for aluminum and

1.88WmK for ice at a reference temperature of 0'C [78]. Consequently, the spoiler's lower

thermal conductivity causes the rain droplets to run down the windward side of the spoiler before

freezing undemeath in an icicle-like formation. The icicles are longest where the spoiler is located

directly above or below the cable. Their length reduces gradually where the spoiler winds along

the conductor's sides. High ambient air temperatures around freeztngpoint and a strong steady side

wind generally help the icicles to form while air temperatures below -4"C lead to airfoil shaped,

ice profiles. It is also noticed that air gaps between the spoiler and conductor aid the accretion of

airfoil ice profiles by increasing the conductor's effective surface area. Field observations have

shown that fi'eezing rain storms at air temperatures around 0"C and wind speeds of 15m/s lead to

flat, air foil ice profiles on vadous conductor/spoiler combinations. The resulting ice profiles have

caused the conductor and spoiler to gallop at the same amplitude than an iced conductor without

spoiler [74]. These observations cleally indicate the importance of analyzing the meterological

conditions during the icing process and determining an ice profile's aerodynamic instability

characteristics. The aerodynamic force and moment measurements which are used to determine a

flust approximation of an ice profile's instability are described next.
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5.1 Tests on single and twin-bundled conductors

Blevins and Iwan [79] suggest that an iced conductor's stability can be approximated by

detemining its initial static profile. Later work by Popplewell et al. [9], on the other hand, has

shown that a complete stability analysis must also include the coupling of vertical and torsional

motions of a conductot's dynamic behaviour. This coupling effect depends on the conductor's

structulal parameters as well as on the ice profile's eccentricity which is impossible to determine

prior to afreezing rain storm. Consequently, a first approximation of an ice profile's instability

can be found by determining the negative Den Hartog coefficient which indicates the classical

plunge instability whereas the analogous torsional instability is denoted by a positive slope of the

moment coefficient 120,701. Quasi-steady aerodynamic forces and moments are measured on the

leeward conductor in static wind tunnel tests for different wind inclinations and for different

locations in the wake of the windward conductor, as well as on single conductors with an air flow

spoiler. The scope of the experiments has been confined to providing aerodynamic force and

moment data to help a transmission line engineer analyze the dynamic behaviour of a span of a

line.

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements ale performed in which the location and

oilentation of the models are constrained to four geometric degrees of freedom. These ale sketched
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in Figure '7. The tt z tt is the horizontal cartesian coordinate of the separation between the

conductors' centres and " y " is the analogous vertical cartesian component. Furthermore, 0, is the

angle of incidence to the free air stream of the leeward conductor about its geometrical centre of

rotation and 0, is the conesponding angle of incidence of the windward conductor. The 0, and

0rare measured with respect to a reference mark inscribed on each model's surface where the ice

formation is thickest.

tffiÞ
l-ree ar
stream

Windward
conductor

Leeward
conductor

Figure 7. Sign convention for aerodynamic tests.

A zerc angle of attack corresponds to the air sheam oriented normally to a conductor's

axis. In the sketches of the cross sections, shown in Appendix A, the refercnce mark is indicated

on each cable's section by an an'ow indicating 0 degrees angle of attack. The drag force is positive
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in the downwind direction while the lift force is measured normal to the direction of the air stream

in the upwind direction. A positive increasing angle of attack is defined by rotating the model

clockwise in the wind tunnel, as viewed from top of the cable's cross section. It should be noted

that single conductors are tested following the sign convention described for the leeward conductor.

Prior to measuring the aerodynamic forces and moments, the effects of blockage and interference

of the tunnel's boundaries are investigated for two-dimensional wind tunnel testing. A description

of the Reynolds number and blockage effects is given next.

5.2 R.eynolds nurnber and blockage effects

Models TB14-WW and TB16-WW are tested for a possible Reynolds number effect. The

Reynolds number effect refers to a noticeable drop in the drag force for small increases in the

Reynolds number. Therefore, investigating the drag force as a function of Reynolds number, at

fixed angles of attack, gives information about the effect of the boundary layer on an iced

conductor's profile. The boundary layer at the forward portion of a cable section is generally

laminar initially and undergoes transition to turbulent flow af an aft location. Consequently, the

total drag force must be adjusted to account for the laminar flow over the initial sectional length

by keeping the boundary layer lamina¡ at a low Reynolds number t80-821. Thercfore, aerodynamic

drag forces have been measured at different wind speeds in order to select an appropriate value

below the critical wind speed which leads to the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the

boundary layer.

Aerodynamic blockage in a closed loop wind tunnel refers to conditions which are not the

same as those in free air. In most cases, changes in the static pressure along the tunnel's test
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section, due to the introduction of a conductor sample, produce extraneous forces and moments

on the sample. The most significant proximity effects are called solid and wake blockage [82]. In

a closed test section, solid blockage is equivalent to an increase in the dynamic pressure which

increases the speed of the air stream and, in turn, increases all the forces and moments at a given

angle of attack. A lateral constraint to the flow pattem about the model's wake is called " wake

blockage ". This effect increases with a greater wake size and, in a closed test section, increases

the drag force on the model. Consequently, the effects of blockage on the aerodynamic

measurements are investigated to determine if the wind tunnel's feedback system effectively

compensates fluctuations in wind speed. The components of the automated apparatus are described

next.
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6.1 lntroduction

Aerodynamic quasi-static force and moment measurements are performed in a closed loop

wind tunnel by using full scale conductor cross-sections, each of which must be rotated through

many angles at different spacings. Such measurements are repetitive as well as tediously time

consuming and, hence, are beneficially automated. A reliable, accurate and inexpensive automated

apparatus permits the aerodynamic measurements to be performed efficiently and without

intervention. Most importantly, it relieves the operator of the usual responsibility for manually

controlling the separation and orientation of the sections as well as the need to manually

compensate fluctuations in the free stream air speed.

Automated expedments on two full-scale iced conductor sections involves synchronizing

their relative positioning by utilizing sensory controlled stepping motors, measuring the

aerodynamic forces and moments by using a strain gauge balance, compensating the effects of air

blockage and storÌng the measurements in a microcomputer for processing. Automation allows

flexible and accurate control of positions and orientations without interfering with the tunnel's

continuous operation. The effect of air leakage is eliminated by employing a compact and fully

sealed rotational tlaversing mechanism. Fluctuations in the wind speed due to a changing position

or olientation are compensated by employing a proportional feedback system. The measurements

of the aerodynamic loads are fully computerized and synchronized to the software controlled, pre-

programmed positioning of the conductor sections.
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Figur"e 8 illustrates the automated set-up. Appendices B, C and D provide technical details

about each component of the experimental apparatus.

3.rnotors controllinq
the nosrtlon and
rotation of the wind-
ward model

motor drives

free
airstream

feedback control
to cornoensate
f luctudtions in air speed

test section of
wtnd tunnel HE

ta storage

Figure 8. The automated apparatus.
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6.2 Wind tunnel and Éesú secúion

The model positioning mechanism is used for testing two adjacent models in a wincl tunnel.

The wind tunnel, which is located at the University of Manitoba in the Department of Mechanical

and Industrial Engineering, is shown schematically in Figure 9. The functioning of the tunnel's

components is described next.
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Figure 9. The closed loop wind tunnel.
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Air flow is generated in the wind tunnel by two contra-rotating I.2m diameter axial flow

fans (Aelofoil Fans, Type 48J 2) 1831, with adjustable pitch which are powered by two fixed

displacement hydraulic motors in serjes. The motors are powered, in tum, by a 10 horsepower

Spery and Vickers variable displacement hydraulic pump (Type PVB 5) [84] driven by a 10

horsepower Lincoln Motors AC electric motor (Type IM-257-^) t851. The air flow is directed

downstream through the second diffuser, then tulned 180'by two sets of comer vanes entering the

7.6m long upper test section. The air then continues to flow through a 0.3m long breather section,

which ensures that the upper test section static pressure is approximately atmospheric. The air flow

is then tumed 180' again by two corner vanes passing through two wire mesh screens which are

responsible for reducing turbulence to a value of approximately 0.27o at the test section's inlet.

Finally the air flow is accelerated into the 1.8m long lower test section through a 5 to 1 area ratio

contraction cone. Downstream of the test section, the first diffuser (having an area ratio 0.4m2 to

f .im'z) decelerates the air flow and increases the static pressule upon approaching the fan entrance.

The wind speed range is 0 to 36 mls in the lower test section. Corresponding wind speeds in the

upper test section are 0 to 7.3 mls.

6.3 Data acquisition

Steady aerodynamic lift and drag forces, as well as the moment, are found about the centre

of the downstream conductor section by employing a pyramidal strain gauge balance. Each force

component is measured by using a precision strain gauge bridge containing four general purpose,

120Q constantan, strain gauges [86]. The gauges are attached to mild steel plates that convert the

root deflections of a cantilevered model arising from the forces exerted by the wind into
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proportional strain gauge signals in form of direct curuent DC. Each strain gauge bridge is

connected to a channel of an EXP-RES [87] signal conditioning multiplexer. The conditioner

amplifies the low output voltage from the strain gauge balance, caused by the small aerodynamic

forces, to a proportional voltage which is digitized by using a DAS-16G [88] Analog to Digital

( A/D ) conversion card. The DAS-16G card is installed in an extension slot of an IBM 80386

compatible computer whilst the EXP-RES card is housed externally in a shielded metal box. The

EXP-RES card is configured as eight differential, bipolar input channels having jumper-selectable

gains and an output that transfers the strain signal to the A/D conversion board. Section 8.2

describes the configuration of the EXP-RES board and its connection to the strain gauge balance

while Section 8.3 details the configuration of the DAS-16 A/D board. Experimental data are

collected at20 measurements per second by scanning both the A/D converter's interface and the

multiplexer card. In addition, the computer software described in Appendix E incorporates an

adjustable 40s time delay to allow the wind tunnel's free airstream to stabilize after the movement

of any one conductor section.

6.4 Fositioning mechanism

A rotation about the vertical of either an upstream or downstream conductor section as well

as the translational positioning of the upstream conductor, relative to the downstream conductor,

is accomplished by means of four computer controlled, synchronous stepping motors. A

conductor's angle of attack to the incident free airstream and the relative distance between the two

conductors can be controlled precisely by using a software based, control algorithm. Software

commands are written in Turbo-C++ and provide integrated control over any one motor's stepping
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late, acceleration rate, the number of steps taken as well as the stepping direction t891. The

algorithm contlolling the automated positioning mechanism represents a vital part of program

bundle which is described in detail in Section 8.2 of Appendix E.

The effects of air leakage, which can be caused by the air stream leaking thlough

discontinuities in the wind tunnel's interior walls where a model is mounted, are eliminated by

employing a compact, fully sealed, rotational traversing mechanism. This mechanism traverses the

upstream conductor to any position and, furthermore, it rotates the model about the vertical. The

positioning is computer controlled by means of a three axis, microprocessor-based, PC23 indexer

card [90] employed in combination with three 4 phase, synchronous stepping motors.

The downstream conductor is centred in the test section. It is rotated about the vertical by

means of a synchronous stepping motor which is activated by a computer based, PC-MATE tgll

controller board. The PC23 and the PC-MATE indexer cards receive acceleration, speed, and

position information (in ASCII format) fi'om the IBM personal computer. In turn, the indexers use

this information to generate motion profile command signals for the four stepping motors. Move

commands ale sent to each motor as step pulses. Additional logic provides functions for position

maintenance such as monitoring a limit switch and two infrared sensors, setting the direction of

a motor's motion and providing feedback from an optical encoder which is used to improve the

positional control accuracy of the overall gear system [89]. Sections 8.4 and 8.5 detail the

configuration of the PC23 and the PC-MATE indexer cards, respectively.

Three stepping motors are installed on top of the wind tunnel's test section to control the

motion of two circular plexiglass panels which incorporate spur geil reduction units. Figure i0

illustrate the overall gear reduction system and the circular disks, respectively. Technical details

about the gear train and stepping motors is provided in Section C.2 of Appendix C.
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Figure 10. Plan and side view of the model positioning mechanism.

Rotating the larger panel through a gear reduction unit allows the upstream model to be

traversed radially over the entire width of the wind tunnel's test section. Moreover, a rotation of

the smaller plate, which is located off-centre within the larger plate, changes the radial spacing

between the two conductors. The windward conductor is rotated through the gear train which

controls the orientation to the free airstream. A 100 line, incremental rotational optical encoder is

used to enhance the positional control accuracy of the large plate and to compensate backlash

between the spur gear on the plate and the driver ge¿u mounted on the corresponding motor. The
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encoder is connected to the large plate through a 22 to 1 spur gear reduction unit and provides

feedback to the PC23 indexer in order to indicate the motor's actual position. Therefore, it is

possible to position the upstream model by rotating the large plate with an accuracy of + 0.1

degree.

During normal operation of the positioning mechanism, the small plate and upstream

conductor move an undesired distance when the large plate is rotated due to interferences between

the individual gears. These undesirable movements are compensated by homing the small plate and

conductot' back to a refercnce position on the large plate. The accuracy of the positioning

mechanism is determined by repeatedly moving the upstream conductor back and forth fi.om an

initial reference position to a pre-programmed location and orientation. Good accuracy and

repeatability ale obtained by using infrared sensors and a limit switch to establish home positions

to which the small plate and model can be retumed after rotating each component of the position

mechanism. It is possible, therefore, to locate a model within +0.5mm of its pre-computed location.

Furthermore, homing all motors back to the initial reference position permits repeatable motion

profiles of all motols within +1.0mm accuracy. Technical details about the sensory control are

detailed in Sections C3 to C5 of Appendix C.

6.5 Feedhack system to compensate wind speed fluctuations

A closed loop, proportional feedback system is used to compensate air speed fluctuations

due to aerodynamic blockage ( caused by placing the model in a finite wind tunnel volume ) by

controlling the axial fans driving the wind tunnel's airflow. Blockage increases the air stroam's
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speed around the model which magnifies, in turn, the aerodynamic forces and moments imposed

on the model. A specific airflow speed is maintained by adjusting the spool displacement of a

hydraulic needle valve. Automatic adjustment of the valve provides direct control of a 10

holsepower, variable displacement pump which powers the two wind tunnel's contra-rotating fans.

A pressure transducer is used to measure changes in the differential pressure across the wind

tunnel's contraction cone which relates directly to the air speed. The transducer's output is in the

form of a 0 to + 1 Volt DC analog voltage which changes linearly with increasing pressure. The

voltage is passed fi'om the transducer to a digital readout and power supply as well as to the

parallel automatic controller circuit. The voltage output from the pressure transducer is amplified

100 times by a regulated operational amplifier to a voltage which can be digitized by utilizing two

electrical bipolar comparator gates. These logic gates are used to compaïe the amplified transducer

signal to two preset set points which relate directly to the desired air speed. The comparator's

digital output engages or disengages a 4-phase, 5 Volts, synchronous stepping motor and it also

contlols the motor's direction of stepping. The motor is powered by a custom developed, power

supply and translator module which is required to amplify the signals from the translator module

to a power level needed to trigger the various phases of the motor. The stepper motor controls, in

turn, the spool-displacement of the hydraulic needle valve through a 5 to 1 reducing spur gear.

Technical details about the feedback system and the valve system controlling the flow of oil

through the hydraulic motors is described in sections D.l to D.4 and D.5 of Appendix D,

respectively. Furthermore, a performance analysis of the feedback system and a suggested modified

valve system to reduce possible effects of fan surge at wind speeds below 8m/s is detailed in

Section D.5. A time domain analysis of the controller's performance showed that air speed

fluctuations resulting from changing a conductor's orientation or position at an average L5.7 mls
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air speed l92l arc compensated to a steady state value within 40s after initiating the control action.

Therefore, for a larger differential cone plessure, the motor will be activated to close the control

valve and reduce the air speed in the test section to + 0.5 percent of the desired set point.

Similarly, a decrease in the differential cone plessure will activate the motor to open the valve and

increase the air speed to t2 percent of the desired set point. If the pressure signal is between the

two set points, the motor is disenabled. This control stlategy permits compensation factors for

blockage effects to be calculated at a constant reference air speed [92].

6.6 Experimental Frocedure

Prior to performing aerodynamic tests, the measuring instrumentation is heated to a steady

working temperature. Figure F.1 shows that steady state readings for the aerodynamic drag, lift and

moment should be obtained by allowing at least one hour for the initial warm up. After obtaining

constant state measurÌng characteristics, the accuracy of the instrumentation is checked by

monitoring the initial strain gauge readings referred to as "Zero Offset" for an unloaded balance.

Program BUNDï,E can be used to sample the strain gauge measurements periodically at a

predetermined sampling time. A previous analysis [93] of the instrumentation's sensitivity to

electrical and magnetic noise, as well as to changes in the ambient air temperature and pressure,

have shown the significance of periodically checking the system's calibration and zero-offset data.

If large changes in the zero-offset due to variations in air temperature, for example, are detected,

the EXP-RES multiplexer board and the DAS-16 A/D conversion board are re-calibrated for

"Channel Zero Adjustment" by following the procedure described in sections 8.2 and 8.3 of
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Appendix B. Furthermore, the sûain gauge balance is recalibrated approximately every 2 months

by employing a 4.45N force in the separate directions of the lift and drag. Similarly, the moment

is calibrated by applying the force to various moment arms, following the calibration procedure

detailed by the manufacturer 194). Program BIINIW,Ð is used before each test to measure the

forces induced on the balance's measuring apparatus due to a misalignment of the model's physical

centre of rotation from the balance's measuling axis as well as due to electrjcal and magnetic noise

by rotating the model through 360". These measulements als then subtracted from the

corresponding aerodynamic force and moment measurements.

Finally, aelodynamic experiments are performed on a pair of iced conductor samples which

involve the following automated steps. First, the windward conductor is positioned by rotating the

larger circular plate located on top of the wind tunnel's test section. Second, both the windward

and the leeward conductors are each rotated individually through 360' about the vertical. The

aerodynamic forces and moments are measured on the leeward conductor for each angle increment

on the windward conductor. A closer radial spacing between the two conductors is accomplished

by rotating the smaller circular plate within the larger plate. The measurement procedure is

repeated by rotating both conductors individually. Inaccuracies in positioning the windward

conductor due to backlash of the stepping motors are virtually eliminated by rotating both plates

in one direction only and by implementing encoder feedback on the large plate. Furthermore, the

homing function enables all three axes to be rotated to a reference position. Frjction between the

plates and the top panel of the test section is decreased by lubricating overlapping flanges, needed

to prevent air leakage from the tunnel, with Triflow-Teflon lubricant. Single conductor experiments

are performed by using the automated mechanism following the procedure detailed for measuring

aerodynamic forres and moments on the leeward conductor of a twin bundle.
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7.1 R.eynolds nurnber effect

Models TB 14-WW and TB 16-WV/ are tested in order to select appropriate values of wind

speed below the critical value for transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer. These values

are then used as a reference in the aerodynamic measulements on the single and twin-bunclled

conductor sections. Furthetmorc, the influence on the non-dimensionalized drag force is

investigated at diffelent angles of attack.

Wardlaw and Cooper U7l have shown from aerodynamic tests on twin-bundled cylinders

and unifotmly stranded conductor models that the aerodynamic forces on the downstream

conductor are affected by the Reynolds number, stlanding and the position in the wake of the

upstrcam conductor. They have also observed that the drag coefficient declines with increasing

Reynolds number on the downstream smooth cylinder which indicates a Reynolds number effect.

On the other hand, the drag increased on the downstream stranded conductor, a phenomenon which

is related to the higher air velocities in the wake of the upstream conductor. Stumpf and Ng [70]

have shown that a larger ail speed in a model's wake can contribute to a delayed boundary layer

separation which, in turn, creates a more turbulent wake. The location of the separation points on

a conductor's sutface depends on the air stream's speed or Reynolds number, irregular.ities in the

ice profile at a particular angle of attack and the conductor's surface roughness. Consequently, the

wind speed should be adjusted to a value which generates a laminar boundary layer at various

angles of attack. This value should also conespond to wind speeds observed in the field. Although

field observations t63-661have indicated that fueezingrain stoi'ms are associated, rrrost of ihe time,
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with winds below 15m/s, previous aerodynamic force and moment measurements 120,701have

been performed at speeds up to 27mls. The reason for using such a high wind speed has been to

increase the wind tunnel's strain gauge balance's sensitivity, particularly for measuring the moment

120,101. The automated apparatus, on the other hand, allows an increase in sensitivity by

conditioning the strain gauge signal at lower wind speeds. Consequently, aerodynamic tests can

be now performed more accurately at wind speeds between 8m/s and 15m/s.

Drag forces are measured on single conductors over the rango of 8m/s fo 21m/s in order

to interplet the data fol different cable diameters and surface characteristics. Figure F.2.a depicts

the changes in the drag coefficients of a stranded guy wire (outer diameter : 33.4mm) [70],

uniformly stranded cylinder (outer diameter: 40.7mm) LlTl and two smooth aluminum cylinders

(outer diameter :34.4mm) [70] for various wind speeds. The curves for the two cylinders indicate

that there is no apparent transition in the boundary layer fi'om laminar to turbulent in the range of

5m/s to 28mls (Re: 10,000 to 60,000), although a critical region would exist at considerably

higher wind speeds. The stranded cylinder l17l and the guy wire [70], on the other hand, show an

obvious decline in drag coefficient at 8m/s (Ræ20,500) and24mls (Re:62,000), respectively. The

resulting transition in the boundary layers of these two models is likely caused by the cables'

stranding which delays boundary layer separation and, in turn, creates a more turbulent wake.

Analogously, Figures F.2.b. and F.2.c. show the changes in drag coefficient over the critical range

of 5m/s to 32m/s for the iced conductor sections (models l12,II4 [70] and model TB 14-WW), at

0 and 90 degrees angle of attack, respectively. The corresponding data for the uniformly stranded

cylinder [77] is plotted as areference. Models II2and Il4have ice on their surface in the form

of an inverted 'U' but maintain an overall round shape while model TB14-WW has an airfoil like

ice buildup with icicles formed along the conductor's length. Figures F.2.b. andF.2.c. indicate that
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there is no obvious decline in the drag coefficient for models II2 and.II4 at 0 and 90 deglees due

to theil overall semi-cylindrical shape. The drag coefficient for model TBl4-WW, at0 degrces

angle of attack, exhibits a similar trend but its magnitude is slightly higher which is likely due to

the difference in surface characteristics and to the change in the conductor's profile to the wind.

Conversely, a comparison of the data for the stranded cylinder and model TB 14-WW at 90 degrees

angle of attack indicates that there is a Reynolds number effect at wind speeds above 15m/s.

Figtrre F.2 clearly indicates that the drag force decreases at approximately l3mls and increases

again at 16 m/s which is typical of a transition of laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer

around a model. Fulthermore, the effect of Reynolds number on the drag, lift, moment, slope of

moment and Den Hartog coefficient arc analyzed over different angles of attack for models TB 14-

WW and TB16-WW. Figures F.3 and F.4 indicate that the drag, lift and moment coefficients are

comparable, at a given angle of attack, for wind speeds of 6, 8 and 27 m/s. However, the number

of negative regions of the Den Hartog coefficient grows with increasing wind speed over the range

of angles of attack. The corresponding data is plotted in Figures F.5.a and F.6.a for models

TB i4WW and TB i6-WW, respectively. The slope of the moment coefficient, on the other hand,

appeals from Figures F.5.b and F.6.b to be comparable over different wind speeds. Although there

seems to be no apparent indication of a Reynolds number effect, a cable's instability characteristics

can be affected by high wind speeds. This effect could be caused by static offsets in the

aerodynamic coefficients at different wind speeds which directly affect the magnitude of the Den

Hartog coefficient.

The drag coefficients at different wind speeds should collapse on the same curve after non-

dimensionalizing over a model's characteristic surface area. However, determining an appropriate,

easily detemined characteristic sulface area is very difficult due to the complexities in a surface
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and the changing profile at different angles of attack. For the data plotted in Figures F.2.b and

F.2.c, the drag force is non-dimensionalized over the well known bare conductor diameter

following the procedure described in reference [70]. Figure F.7 on the other hand, shows that much

better agreement can be obtained between the drag data when using an effective area of the iced

conductor to non-dimensionalize the drag forces. Then the chold width of the conductor's profile

to the wind is calculated simply by dividing the effective cross sectional area facing the wind

stream at a given angle of attack by the conductor's length. Although the overall magnitudes of

the drag, lift and moment coefficients change, the corresponding values of the Den Hafiog

coefficient and slope of the moment coefficient are unaffected because they only involve the slopes

of these coefficients and not the magnitudes. Consequently, non-dimensionalizing the aerodynamic

coefficients over a bare conductor diameter is a reasonable approach if the Den Hartog and

torsional instability crjteria are the main consideration. However, a mole detailed analysis is

required when comparing the actual aerodynamic coefficients of different cable sections and ice

profiles.

7.2 Elockage effect

The presence of a model in the test section of a wind tunnel reduces the area through which

the air must flow and by the law of continuity and Bernoulli's equation, the speed of the air will

incrcase as it flows over the model. This increase, which may be considered constant over a model

such as a single, iced conductor section is called "solid blockage". Its effect is a function of the

model's thickness, the distribution of the model's thickness and its size. A wake blockage
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correction can be determined to compensate for a mean air speed which is lower than in the free

stream in the wake of the model. For all practical purposes, it is impossible to determine the

thickness distribution of an iced section at every angle of attack, due to irregularities in the overall

ice buildup along a conductor's length. Nevertheless, an attempt is made to determine the

significance of possible solid and wake blockage effects for a single, uniform D-section which has

comparable dimensions to a conductor section with large ice buildup. The solid blockage effect

on bundled conductor sections depends on the conductors' separation in addition to the above

mentioned structural parameters.

A D-section, which has been used as a reference model in previous aerodynamic

experiments 120,70f, was tested at 0 and 90 degrees angle of attack to indicate possible blockage

effects when rotating a model through different inclinations to the wind. The D-section is made

of aluminum and has a highly polished surface with an outside diameter of 63.5mm . Zero angle

of attack conesponds to the model's flat side directly facing the free wind stream.

Three mathematical models commonly used to calculate solid-blockage corections for a

right circular cylinder in two-dimensional flow arc summarized by Rae and Pope t821. They report

experimental findings by Glaubert [95] who shows that the solid-blockage velocity increment can

be written as:

e* = O.82, o, # (1)

where l, is a constant derived from cule fitting experimental data and lh represents the finesse

ratio in which t is the diameter and h is the model's effective length. Solving equation (i) for the

D-section results in solid blockage velocity increments of 0.05 and 0.03 at 0 and 90 degrees angles

of attack, respectively. Furthermore, Allen and Vincenti [96] rewrote equation (i) as:
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where c refers to the chord width. Solving equation (2) for the D-section results in the same solid

blockage velocity increments. Thom [97] uses the following simplel and more conservative form

of the solid blockage correction for two-dimensional tunnels:

k, þnodel volume)
SD I

cr'

wherc k, is a constant equal to 0.52 for a model spanning the wind tunnel's height. C, refers to

the average cross sectional area of the test section less the boundary layer's displacement thickness

which can be approximated as one third of the laminar boundary layer. Solving equation (3), by

substituting a value of 29.2mm for the boundary layel thickness at the model's location in the wind

tunnel's test section detemined by Stumpf and Ng [70], results in a much smaller and presumably

less accurate solid blockage correction of 0.002. On the other hand, Maskell [98] derived the

following equation:

o=

for the wake blockage effect which relates an increase in wind speed outside the wake to a

reduction in pressure over the model's rear-ward portion. Here Co,, is the uncorrected drag

coefficient and c and h refer to the model's width and height, respectively. It is determined that

wake blockage corrections for the D-section are 0.08 and 0.04 for 0 and 90 degrees angle of

attack, respectively.

Although the above numerical vales for the solid and wake blockage corrections seem

small, they can cause differences of up to 257o in the non-dimensionalized aerodynamic

(3)

(4)
2".
h
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coefficients. Although these blockage effects can be compensated only partially by automatically

adjusting the speed of the free air stream [80,8 1 ] , the accuracy of the aerodynam ic data is indicated

by a compadson of experimental to published data for similar experiments [20,70]. Fot example,

Figure F.8 shows good agreement in the aerodynamic drag, lift and moment coefficients,

respectively over 90 degrees angle of attack for a single D-section regardless if the measurements

are compensated automatically or manually. Superimposed in these plots is the aerodynamic data

for a D-section published by Cheers [99]. Similar agreement between the aerodynamic drag

coefficients measured on model C11 [70] have shown that the measurements are repeatable when

testing identical models in different wind tunnels [100]. Figure F.9 shows a typical example of the

resulting good agreement in the aerodynamic drag measurements which have been taken by using

the automated mechanism and the analogous published data obtained elsewhere t1001. These

results also indicate that the accuracy of the aerodynamic measurements, under otherwise identical

conditions, does not depend on a model's length.

7.3 Measurernents on twin-bundled conductors

Only bare twin-bundled conductors have been simulated todate by employing two rigid

cylinders for which aerodynamic forces are measured on the leeward cylinder when immersed in

the wake of the windward cylinder [102-105]. To the author's knowledge, experimental rcsearch

on iced twin-bundled transmission lines has not been performed yet due to the practical difficulties

of generating realistic models and the costs involved in testing these models. Previous aerodynamic

tests on single iced conductor models [70] have shown that a conductor's proneness to vertical and

torsional instability depends very much on the shape of the ice formed during a freezing :rziin
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storm. Furthermore, experiments on two circular cylinders indicate that repeatable measurements

of the flow interference between the cylindels depends strongly upon accurately locating and

orientating the cylinders relative to the free stream wind [76]. Zan et al [100] have recently tested

a twin-bundled conductol model in which both conductors had identical ice shapes. This model

was generated in the freezing rain simulator located at the University of Manitoba. The initial test

was performed on a single conductor, model Cll 1701, over the range of incidence from 0o to

360'. The variation in drag coefficient over different angles of attack is presented in Figure F.9.a.

Analogous data measuled in the wind tunnel at the University of Manitoba is shown in Figure

F.9.b. Figures F.9.a and F.9.b show a typical example of the resulting good agreement obtained,

in this instance between the aerodynamic drag coefficients measured on a single iced section as

well as two identical iced sections. The testing of the single conductor section confirms the

controller's ability to compensate fluctuations in air speed due to blockage. On the other hand, the

twin conductor test shows the beneficial use of the automated positioning mechanism to locate and

orientate a conductor section.

7.4 Measurements on an air flow spoiler

Ice formations have been generated on a single  lTkcmil subtransmission conductor which

has an air flow spoiler mounted along its length. The air flow spoiler is designed to suppress wind

induced vibrations by offering a changing profile to the wind, thereby modifying the aerodynamic

behaviour of the conductor. Although most field observations have shown the beneficial use of air

flow spoilers to reduce aeolian vibrations and galloping of distribr¡tion lines, several instances have

been reported where cables with spoilers galloped vigorously when ice formed flat, airfoil shaped
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profiles [74]. Nevertheless, to the author's knowledge no aerodynamic data has been reported

todate which could be used to determine the spoiler's effectiveness during and after freezing rain

stolms. This deficiency is most likely due to the difficulty of obtaining reliable ice profiles and

the cost of testing them in a wind tunnel. However, a need clearly exists to test diffelent ice

configurations on cables with air flow spoilers.

The good agreement of the aerodynamic data from tests on single and twin-bundled iced

conductor models in different dimensioned wind tunnels [00,107] under otherwise identical

conditions showed that the accuracy of the aerodynamic measurements, does not depend on a

model's length. Therefore, the spoiler sections 1 and2 and the gripping section 3 which represent

the overall confìguration of the conductor with spoiler (Model AS5) were tested in the wind tunnel

at the University of Manitoba. Figure 4.21 shows the different aerodynamic profiles along the

length of the conductot/spoiler section and the corresponding reference iced section. Table 4.1,

on the other hand, summarizes the meterological data occuning during the ice formation. Figures

F.10 to F.19 show the drag, lift and moment coefficients for the individual iced and bare conductor

sections having the air flow spoiler. The analogous data for an iced and bare conductor without

the spoiler is also plotted as a reference. The Den Hartog and slope of the moment coefficients for

the sections with the spoiler are plotted so that they can be compared easily with the reference

data. Figures F.20 and F.21, conversely, show a comparison of the spatially averaged aerodynamic

coefficients which are determined by non-dimensionalizing the arithmetic sum of the forces and

moments over the total length of the conductor/spoiler sections. The amplitude of the coefficients

of drag, Iift and moment as well as the change in phase between the curves for the corresponding

iced and bare sections, are affected by the change of ice profìle along the conductor's length. The

accretion of ice, in tunt, is affected by the location and pitch of the air flow spoiler. Figures F.10
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to F.15 show symmetry, around 180'angle of attack, in the drag, lift and moment coefficients for

the iced and bare conductor sections. Phase shifts of up to 90o can be noticed between all the

corresponding iced and bare sections with the spoiler. Spoiler section 1, having the longest icicles,

is in phase with the iced reference model and shows comparable amplitudes for the aerodynamic

coefficients. Sections 2and 3, on the other hand, have roundish profiles and small icicles so that

they generate lower aerodynamic coefficients than the iced reference. They also introduce a phase

shift of about 90o. The amplitudes of the aerodynamic coefficients are reduced by a factor of

approximately two when considering the total of the iced and bare conductor and spoiler sections

(Figures F.20 and F.2l). Figures F.16 through F.19, on the other hand, show that the individual

iced conductor sections with the air flow spoiler have generally fewer negative regions of Den

Hartog coefficient at lower amplitude moduli than the iced reference section. The corresponding

bare sections with air flow spoiler can be seen from Figure F.20 to be stable. Figure F.21 shows

that the negative regions of Den Hartog are eliminated completely when the effect of the spoiler

is considered over the spoiler's total length. Similally, large increases in the slope of moment

coefficient are reduced significantly. Consequently, for the particular ice profiles of Figure A.21,

the air flow spoilel seems to successfully reduce the possibility of vertical or torsional galloping

being initiated. More freezing rain simulations and aerodynamic tests have to be performed,

however, to investigate the spoiler's performance under different icing conditions.
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The 33 different ice specimen illustrated in Figure 11 have been generated by utilizing the

fi'eezing rain simulator. Table 5 gives three broad categories of these ice shapes (with a further

division in group II) based simply on different combined ranges of total freezing rain precipitations

and air temperatures during ice accretion - values which can be found easily from meterological

records.

Table 5. The three environmental categories.

Group Total
precipitation

(mm)

Mean air
temperature

('c)

Combined probability of the
simultaneous occurrence of the

given precipitation and air
temperature ranges per year

(7o)

I 0-10 -2 to -8 54.0

il-1 r0-20 0 to -10 1.9

TT-2 r0-20 -12to -16 0.1

UI 20-45 -4 to -10 0.02
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Simulations were performed by keeping the precipitation and wind speed constant but the

ambient air temperature fluctuated slightly during the folmation of ice. Table 5 also lists the

combined probabilities of a freezing rain storm actually occurring with the precipitation and air

temperature ranges specified. It is assumed for simplicity, in these calculations that the

precipitation and air temperature are independent. Although the wind speed has been neglected in

the grouping of ice samples, its influence is indirect in that realistic extreme speeds t5l of either

zero or' 13mls were employed in the simulations.

The first row of Table 5 includes ice shapes which conespond to simulated precipitations

less than 1Omm and intermediate as well as relatively high air temperatures just below the freezing

point of water. These meterological conditions happen most often during freezing rain storms in

Manitoba and they generate roundish ice profiles that are uniform along the conductor's length.

Tables I and 2 (Section 2.1) suggest, however, that these ice shapes have caused little damage.

Simulations from larger precipitations are grouped in the second and third rows of Table 5.

Corresponding ice profiles are similar to those shown in Figures 4and 5 which caused the most

expensive damage in 198411985. Figure l1 indicates that a side wind has more effect for Category

II-1 than Category II-2 samples. In the former cases, water droplets ran down the windward side

of the conductor before freezing underneath in an icicle-like formation. On the other hand, the

lower air temperatures associated with the Category II-2 samples helped to reduce the droplets'

temperature so that they froze immediately on contact at the top of the conductor. Then a side

wind had little effect, merely producing a slight asymmetry to the otherwise approximately semi-

cylindrical ice shape. Group III simulations correspond to the most extreme precipitations and

higher air temperatures which caused the severest damage in the storms of 198211983 and

199111992. These samples can be seen from Figure 11 to have the greatest ice volume because
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their total precipitations wele close to the top of the range associated with freezing rain storms.

Selected observations indicate, however, that the grossest ice shapes in the field can have much

greater volumes than those illustrated in Figure 11 due to extreme freezing rain storms lasting

longer than a day [62,63]. Then, the freezing rain droplets impinging on a conductor's surface are

supercooled more gradually to generate more ice compared to the larger precipitation in a shorter

period typical of a simulation.

Figure 12 presents the mass ice accumulated per unit length as a function of the mass of

water expelled by the freezingrain simulator over a conductor's horizontal profile. The dashed line

shown is a least square fit of all data whilst the dotted lines represent deviations in terms of integer

multiples of the standard deviation's. The slope of the dashed line suggests that about 5 percent

of the subcooled rain droplets impinging on a conductor are converted, on the basis of mass, into

ice. However significant variations occur in the amount of ice accreted due to changes in the air

temperature and in a droplet's speed [101], particularly that created by a strong side wind t9l. On

the other hand, the data generally agree with the maximum icing loads recorded in the field

[70,12,24] and to theoretical results obtained from empirically modelling ice and wet snow

accretions on transmission lines 127,691. Although more work is needed to determine the sources

of the high experimental variability, the data can be used to grossly estimate the additional static

load on a single transmission line caused by the formation of ice.
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Figure F.22 ndicates that the uniform, almost round ice of the Category I samples, whose

shapes are similar to a stable circular cylinder, are typically stable. This figure also suggests that

the Den Hartog coefficient is negative only when a strong side wind is present. The conesponding

aerodynamic data given in Figures F.23 and F.24 shows that a side wind helped to create airfoil-

like shapes in Category II-1 which have significantly more negative Den Hartog coefficients and
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positivo moment slopes but in the same ranges of a conductor's angle of attack to the wind than

the profiles of Category Il-2. However, the Category II-1 shapes have much larger negative Den

Hartog coefficients so that there is a higher probability of galloping being initiated at a lower wind

speed but only if the transmission line's static equilibrium position makes the angle of attack

ranges plausible. Extremely high precipitations produce the larger irlegulal ice buildups of

Category III. Figure F.25 shows that the latter ice shapes have negative Den Hartog coefficients

in the same angular ranges again but they produce a greater static ice load.

Although the site specific meterological data for the Winnipeg International Airport [65]

indicates that, if afreeztng rain storm occurs, thele is a54o/o probability generating the moderate

ice formations of Category I, the comesponding aerodynamic results show that there is a low

probability of galloping being initiated. In addition, Table 1 (Section 2.1) indicares that the

corresponding galloping occunences cause little expensive damage. Table 5, on the other hand,

suggests that the extreme meterological conditions grouped in Categories II and III occur very

infrequently but they typically generate ice formations that have a high probability for initiating

galloping. This table also suggests that Category II-1 ice shapes are formed significantly morc

often during the extreme meterological conditions described in Categories II and III. In addition,

Table 1 (Section 2.1) and Table 5 indicate that Category II-1 ice shapes are aerodynamically more

unstable and they cause more expensive damage than the shapes of Categories II-2 and III.

Category III ice shapes, on the other hand, have the lowest probability to initiate galloping because

they form at very infrequent, particularly extreme meterological conditions. However, these ice

shapes generate the largest additional static load to the structure. Although this broad categorization

is focused mainly on site-specific meterological data fiom Manitoba analogous field observations

in Ontario suggest that this approach can be adopted readily to other regions of the country.
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9.1 Conclusions

1. A fieezing rain simulatorhas been used successfully to generate realistic ice shapes on 16

twin-bundled conductor sections and 5 conductor sections with an air flow spoiler by accurately

duplicating the precipitation rates, water drop diameters and subcooling of naturally occuming

freezing rain. Consequently, ice formations can be simulated as a means of determining the static

load and simulated wind loading on conductors under conditions of freezing lain.

The good accuracy of the freezing rain simulator is indicated by comparing experimental

profiles to field evidence.

3. Glaze or rime ice accrctions are observed most commonly on overhead transmission lines

which are exposed to freezing rain. The most important environmental conditions in the icing

process are the temperature of the subcooled rain droplets, the liquid water content and the side

wind speed.

4. Analyzing the meterological conditions over 13 years that lead to freezing rain storms at

the V/innipeg International Airpoft shows that, although the majority of freezing rain has total

precipitations below 2.5mm, moderate winds below 8m/s and air temperatures around -4oC, the

most expensive damage to a utility is caused by simultaneously high precipitations and winds as
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well as air temperatures alound the freezing point of the rain droplets.

5. The mass of ice accumulated on a conductor sample increases at arate proportional to the

freezingtain's precipitation and the conductor's diameter. Experimental ice accumulations indicate

that their mass is about 5 percent of the mass of freezing rain impinging on a conductor cable.

6. About 20 percent more ice is formed on a windward than a leeward conductor'. Moreover

the ice shape on the leeward conductor tends to be more roundish. Changing the vertical and

holizontal separation between the conductors affects the accretion of ice on the leeward conductor

even at large separations of 45 diameters.

7. Based on the transfer of thermal energy through a conductor, ice accretes more quickly

initially on smaller diameter cables. The resulting increase in surface area affects the heat transfer

and droplet collection rate and promotes the accretion of extreme ice profiles.

8. The aerodynamic instability characteristics of an iced conductor section can be categorized

by the meterological conditions under which the ice was formed.

9. A fully automated wind tunnel test section permits exhaustive and time consuming

experiments to be performed more effectively and without intervention. Fluctuations in wind speed

due to aerodynamic blockage are virtually eliminated by employing an electrical, closed loop

feedback system.
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10. There seems to be no apparent indication of a Reynolds number effect at wind speeds

below 15m/s. An inctease in wind speed, howeveL, causes static offsets in the aerodynamic

coefficients which, in turn, affect the values of Den Hartog and slope of the moment coeffîcients.

11. Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on a single and two identically iced

conductor sections indicate that twin-bundled conductors are more prone to gallop compaled to a

single conductor.

12. Based on limited aerodynamic tests, an air-flow spoiler appears to be able to eliminate Den

Hartog and torsional instability on an bare and heavily iced, single conductor sections.
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9"2 Recornmendations

The results for the iced twin-bundled conductors are preliminary. To establish further trends

for the aerodynamic stability of bundled conductors, it is necessary to investigate the behaviour

of the air flow between the cables. A more detailed analysis of the wake behind the windward

conductor can be done by using hot wire traverses and flow visualizations. Hot wire measurements

will also be useful to investigate proximity and blockage effects in the wind tunnel test section

which are found to be negligible for tests on single conductors but this may not be so for heavily

iced twin-bundled conductors.

Additional aerodynamic tests should be performed under different icing conditions on

conductor sections having an air flow spoiler. A dynamic model can be used to study the

performance of the air flow spoiler at high and low amplitude vibrations. A preliminary analysis

of the air flow spoiler's performance indicates the importance of testing control devices that reduce

or eliminate galloping. Further experiments could be performed, for example, on aerodynamic T-

foils, drag dampers, wind dampers, mutation dampers, and AR twisters.

The performance of the wind tunnel's axial flow fans should be tested to determine the

effects of fan surge that are most likely responsible for inaccurate measurements at low wind

speeds.
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Cable
#

Cabtre
diameter

(mrn)

Ilroplet
dÍameter

(rnrn)

T'otaX

pnecipitation
(mm)

T'est
duratÍon

(hrs.)

,A.mbient,A.ir
ternperature

('c)

Side Wind
speed
(m/s)

TBI 40.6 1.0 11.4 4.0 -12.5 + 0.5 13.0

TB2 40.6 1.0 6.2 3.0 -3.5 + 2.5 13.0

TB3 40.6 1.0 32.4 6.0 -4.5 + 0.5 13.0

TB4 40.6 1.0 21.0 3.5 -4.0 + 0.0 13.0

TB5 40.6 1.0 39.0 6.0 -2.0 + 2.0 13.0

TB6 40.6 1.0 43.5 8.3 -2.0 t 0.5 13.0

TB7 40.6 1.0 17.2 4.0 i.0 + 0.5 i 3.0

TB8 40.6 1.0 13.8 6.0 -2.0 + t.0 13.0

TB9 33.0 1.0 r4.9 4.5 0.0 r 1.0 13.0

TBlO 33.0 1.0 16.0 4.0 -1.5 + 0.5 r 3.0

TB11 28.6 1.0 8.0 4.0 -3.0 + 0.0 r 3.0

TB12 28.6 1.0 10.0 4.0 -3.0 + 0.0 13.0

TB 13 28.6 1.0 12.4 2.5 -1.0 + 1.0 13.0

TBi4 20.0 1.0 10.0 4.0 -1.5 + 0.5 r3.0

TB15 20.0 1.0 9.5 4.0 -16.0 + 0.0 13.0

TB16 20.0 1.0 t2.4 4.0 -13.0 + 1.0 13.0

AS1 20.0 1.0 1 1.6 6.0 1.0 + 0.0 6.0

AS2 20.0 1.0 12.5 6.0 -3.5 + 0.5 6.0

AS3 20.0 1.0 9.6 6.0 -4.0 + 2.0 6.0

AS4 20.0 i.0 11.6 6.5 -0.5 + 0.5 6.0

AS5 20.0 1.0 23.1 7.0 1.0 r 1.0 6.0

Table 4.1 Environmental conditions during freezing rain simulations.
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Figure 4.1. V/indward and leeward profiles of model TB1.
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Figure 4.2. Windward and
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Figure 4.3. Windward and leeward profiles of model TB3.
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Figure 4.4. Windward and leeward profiles of model TB4.
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Figure 4.5. Windward and leeward profiles of model TB5.
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Figure 4.6. Windward and leeward profiles of model T86.
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Figure 4.7. V/indward and leeward profiles of model TB7"
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Figure 4.8. V/indward and leeward profiles of model TB8.
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Figure 4.9. Windward and leeward profiles of model TB9.
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Figure 4.10. V/indward and leeward profiles of model T810.
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Figure 4.11. V/indward and leeward profiles of model T811.
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Figure A.12. IVindwa¡d and leeward profiles of model T812.
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Figure 4.13. Windward and leeward profiles of model T813.
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Figure 4.14. lVindward and leeward profiles of model T814.
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Figure A.15. Windward and leeward profiles of model T815.
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Figure 4.16. Windward and leeward profiles of model T816.
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Figure A.17. Profiles along the length of air flow spoiler AS I and reference section.



Figure 4.18. Profiles along the length of air flow spoiler AS2 and reference section.



Figure 4.19. Profiles along the length of air flow spoiler AS3 and reference section.
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Figure 4.20. Profîles along the length of air flow spoiler AS4 and reference section.
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Figure A.21. Profiles along the length of air flow spoiler AS5 and reference section.
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E"l lntroductÍon

Figure 8.1 shows a block diagram of all the components of the automatecl system that are
controlled by the same PC-microcomputer. This appendix contains a description of the system's
ovelall configuration and technical details of each component's characteristics.

+5V DC
Power 

-ÞSlpply

Limrt Swrtcli @
Encder---Þl-ÏT

4 Phase Synchronous
Stepprng Motors

Strain Gauge Balance

EXP-RES CARD r-r ¿""""': r-4ulijt---:Ìt-^4
l-psrl<- ÉiJ.?Sr¡cply

t-
<l)
aJ
()_><(úo'ìcm

IBM Computer

Figurc 8.1. Configuration of instrumentation.
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8"2 The ÐXP-RÐS signal co¡rditionen and amplif'rer

The EXP-RES [87] signal conditioning multiplexer amplifies the low level output voltage
(which can range from 0 to +400 micro Volts from the strain gauge balance) to a voltage which
can be converted by an Analog to Digital (A/D) conversion card. This card is configured as eight
differential, bipolar input channels with jumper selectable gains and one output channel that
transfers the amplified and conditioned strain gauge signal through an Si600 interconnecting cable
to the A/D conversion board.The following points should be considered when re-configuring the
cards:

. Table 8.1 describes the colour convention for connecting the single ended shielded, twisted
pair wires from the strain gauge balance. Table 8.2, on the other hand, shows the colour code for
the screw terminal inputs on the EXP-RES board.

Colour code Cable connection

Black Excitation Voltage

Red + Excitation Voltage

White + Input signal from strain gauge balance

Green Input signal from sttain gauge balance

Shield open ended at the strain gauge balance

Table 8.1. Cable connections on strain gauge balance.

Table 8.2. Input connections to the EXP-RES board.
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Colour code [nput channel screw terminal on the ÐXP-RÐS

Black - VEXC: negative excitation voltage to strain gauge bridge

White + SENSE: positive signal input from strain gauge bridge

Green - SENSE: negative signal input from strain gauge bridge

Red + VEXC: positive excitation voltage to strain gauge bridge

Shield IEXC: shield to common ground of EXP-RES and DAS-16 boards



. Channels 1 to 3 are selected as input channels for measuring the aerodynamic moment, drag
and lift signals from the balance, respectively. The three input channels of the EXP-RES boar-d are
assigned to a single output channel which must match the input channel of the A/D board. This
is accomplished by designating channel 0 as the common output channel and, accordingly, placing
jumper J4 to 0 on the output channel selection matrix.

. The EXP-RES board is powered internally from the computer's internal power supply via
the DAS-16G A/D board. Therefore, jumpers J3 and J33 for the extemal excitation and J5 for the
signal filtering are kept on the neutral X position. The EXP-RES multiplexer interfaces
automatically with the DAS-16G and does not require a board address.

. A 10 Volt DC bridge excitation is introduced to the strain gauge balance from the EXP-
RES board by connecting an external power source of +12 V DC and 375 milli Amps ( 350
mAmps minimum )t1081. The +5 V/EXT switch (switch S1) on the EXP-RES board is ser in rhe
VEXT position. The connecting cables from the extemal power supply are connected between the
+VEXT and -VEXT terminals of connectors TB5, and jumper J6 is set in position 2 (third
position).

. The strain gauge balance and the EXP-RES board are both grounded and shielded against
spurious electrical noise by leading the analog and LL (digital ground) to the ground terminal of
the DAS-16G A/D board. This is accomplished by placing jumper J31 to its most light position.

. A maximum gain of 500 is selected for input channels 1 to 3 in order to obtain a higher
resolution of force and moment measurements by setting the corresponding jumpers JX, JY and
J32 as shown in Table 8.3.

Channel assignment Configuration of gain

CE{ # .trx .lv G,{TN JX .lY J32

1 124 116 x500 0 0

2 127 J19 x500 0 0 1

J 128 120 x500 0 0 1

Table 8.3. Gain selection on the EXP-RES board.
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. Channels 1 to 3 can be reset by calibrating the EXP-RES board for "Channel Zero
Adjustment" by adjusting the corresponding screw potentiometers as shown in Table 8.4.

ÐXP-R.ES channel Scnew potentiorneten

1 : Moment R20

2: Drag R21

3 : Lift R22

Table 8.4. Zero adjustment for channels 1 to 3 on the EXP-RES board.

8.3 The ÐAS-16G high speed analog I/t board

The DAS-16G t88l is a multi-functional, high speed, programmable AnaloglDigital IIO
expansion board which is used to tlanslate the analog signal from the EXP-RES board into an
equivalent digital value which can be processed by the computer. The following points should be
considered when re-confîguring the card.

. The DAS-16G is initialized at a board address of 310 HEX (784 DEC) through the base
D.I.P. switch. The EXP-RES multiplexer interfaces automatically with the DAS-16G and does not
require a board address.

. The DAS-i6G is configured for i6 single ended analog input signals by setting the slide
switch for channel configuration in the 16-position. This is necessary to make the DAS-16G card
compatible with the EXP-RES multiplexer board.

. The A/D slide switch is set in the B.I.P. position for bipolar (negative and positive) input
full limits.

. The analogue output from the strain gauge balance is transferred directly to the computer's
hard-disk memory and not to its RAM memory (Random Access Memory). Therefore, the option
for hansferring data over DMA (Direct Memory Access) is not used. Consequently, the DMA
switch is set to any arbitrary value (settings 1 to 3).
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8.4 T'he PC-Vï.&TE (T'ÐCfr,{AR) stepper contno}ler hoand

The PC-MATE Stepper Controller Board [91] controls the 4-phase stepping motor on the
strain gauge balance through the microcomputer.

. The PC-MATE is initialized at a board address of 320 HEX (800 DEC) through the base
D.I.P. switches Sl and 52 where 51 is set with ports 7 and 8 open and 52 with port 3 in the open
position.

. The instruction sequence to control the motor is pre-programmed and controls parameters
such as the step rate, acceleration rate, number of steps and the direction of stepping. The software
instructions to control the motor are synchronized with the strain gauge measuring logic and they
can be executed by running program bundle.

8.5 The WC23 indexer board

The upstream or windward model can be rotated about the vertical and furthermore, it can
be traversed to any position in the vicinity of the downstream model. The positioning is computer
controlled by using a three axis microprocessor-based PC23 indexer card (Compumotor-Parker
Cor.) [90] in combination with three, 4 phase, synchronous stepping motors (Superior Electric
Company). The PC23 receives acceleration, velocity, and position information (in ASCII format)
from an IBM personal computer. In turn, thePC23 uses that information to generate motion profile
command signals for the three stepping motors. Move commands are then sent to the motors in
the form of step pulses. Additional logic provides functions for position maintenance such as
monitoring the limit switch and the infrared sensors, setting the direction of the motor's motion
and providing feedback from the encoder.

. The PC23 is initialized at a board address of 300 HEX (763 DEC) through the base D.I.P.
switch.

ts.6 The ÐT'HER net card

. The ETHER net card provides access to the main frame computing system at the University
of Manitoba over the PC microcomputer and allows easy data storage. The PC address is
130.119.8.197 which is connected to ccu using the TELNET linking modem. In ordel to log into
the UNIX system, simply type TELNET CCU and provide a user id and password.
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C.1. Intnoductio¡r

The automated position mechanism consists basically of three individual stepping motors
which rotate a set of circular disks and the model. The motion of these motors can be controlled
precisely by using a software based, control algorithm. For the purpose of obtaining the best
possible accuracy in positioning the model by rotating all three axes, an incremental encoder is
implemented to compensate backlash in a gear reduction unit. Furthetmore, two infrared sensors
and a limit switch are used to establish home positions to which the motors can retum to when
desired.

C.2. The overall gear traÍn

Three stepping motors are installed on top of the wind tunnel test section to control the
motion of two circulal plexiglass panels with spur gear reduction units. Figure C.1 shows a
schematic of the ovelall gear reduction system.

stepping motor ----+

gear train *$

P1

\ upper waltof
test section

Figure C.1 The gear reduction system.

The larger panel, P, is rotated by motor, M,
contains gears G, and G, and allows the upstream

through the gear reduction unit, GRU, which
model to be taversed radially over the entire
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width of the wind tunnel's lower test section. Rotating the smaller plate Pr, which is located off-
center within the larger plate, by using motor, M, and gear reduction unit GRU2, consisting of
gears G, and Go changes the radial spacing between the two models. Finally, motor, M, rotates the
windward model about the vertical through the gear reduction unit, GRU, which contains gears
G5, G¡,, G7, G8 and Gn. Table C.1 summarizes the motor specifications and Table C.2 lists the data
for each gear train.

Motor# T'ype [109] Furpose Torque
(oz.in)

Speed
(steps/rev)

Fower supply
(Volt/Arnps)

M1 M092-FD08 -rotate large plate 300 200 3.0vt4.04
M2 M091-FD09 -rotate small plate 150 200 t.tvt4.7A
M3 M06t-FD02 -rotate model 35 200 5.0v/1.0A

Table C.1. Motor specifications.

Table C.2. Specifications of individual gears.
* 

Same Gear as that on Encoder
*'* 

Double Gear

Gear # Outer
diameter

(mm)

Number
of teeth

ï{umber of motor
steps per revolution
of gear (steps/rev)

Number of motor
steps per degree of

plate rotation
(steps/degree)

G1 4r7.0 207 4380 24.50

G2" 25.5 9 200 idle

G3 i53.6 192 600 .86

G4 52.4 64 200 dle

G5 51.8 64 200 idle

c6-" t02.6 r92 400 idle

G7 102.6 r92 400 idle

G8 64.6 r20 400 idle

G9 64.6 t20 400 f.i6
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Furthetmore, Table C.3 summarizes the values of the reductions obtained from the
individual gears, for each motor.

Moton # Gean reductio¡l u¡rit # nndividuan gean # Overaltr gear
reduction

M1 GRU 1 G7, G2 22

M2 GRU 2 G3, G4 a
J

M3 GRU 3 G5, G6, G7, G8, G9 2

Table C.3. Overall gear reductions.

C.3" Encoder feedback

A i00line, incremental rotational optical encoder (Sandtron Automation, model SL4) t1101
is used to enhance the position control accuracy of the large spur gear, G, and to compensate for
backlash between gears G, and Gr. Thereforc, the encoder ensures that the positional accuracy
exceeds the accuracy of the mechanical system components which is explained in the following
section.

This incremental encoder has five basic elements. The light source (LED or incandescent),
an encoder disk, grid assembly, photodetector and amplification electronics. The disk is one of the
key elements of the encoder. It is made of a glass with imprinted marks or metal with slots
positioned precisely. The quantity of marks or slots is equivalent to the number of pulses per tum.
The resolution of this encoder is 400 (lines), pulses per revolution after quadrature which is limited
to l00lines or marks that are physically located on the disk. The LED or incandescent light source
is enabled constantly. As the disk rotates, light reaches the photodetector at each slot or mark
location. As the photodetector senses light, it allows cunent to flow and produces a sine wave that
lasts as long as the mark or slot is in that particular position. The outputs from the photodetector
are then converted into a square wave form and supplied to the microcomputer's counting device.
The incremental encoder generates a pulse for a given increment of shaft rotation. The total
distance travelled or shaft angular rotation is determined by counting the encoder output pulses.
The number of encoder's steps that the PC23 indexer recognizes is equal to four times the number
of encoder lines. Considering both channels, A and B of the encoder during the same period, a
complete square wave from channel A will generate 4 pulse edges. This allows the resolution of
the encoder to be quadrupled by processing the A and B outputs to produce a separate pulse for
each squarc wave edge. The encoder is connected to the large rotary disk through a 22 to i spur
gear reduction unit and provides a feedback signal to the indexer to indicate the motor's actual
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position. The encoder is mounted externally to the load and there is gearing between the motor and
the load so that the encoder's resolution is affected by the gear ratio. Therefore, for diving the
motor in the Full-Step mode, the Motor-to-Encoder step ratio is 0.5 to 1. On the other hand, the
Motor-to-Encoder step ratio is 1 to 1 when the motor is driven in the Half-Step mode.

It should also be noted that the gear mounted on the encoder is identical to gear G, which
drives the large plate P,. Cate was taken to mount the encoder's gear as close as possible to gear
G, in order to reduce backlash.

C"4" Horning feedback using infrared sensors and a lirnit switch

Two infrared sensors and a limit switch were implemented to establish home positions for
the three stepping motors in both open and closed loop operations. For the purpose of providing
the most accurate positioning control of the automated positioning mechanism, the two infrared
sensors home the small plate,P, and the model to a reference position on the large plate.

Figure C.2 shows the location of the sensols on the gear system.

lnfrared Sensor

G5
Ltmrt Switch

\ lnfrared s.Åro.
-lÀ

\ upper wallof I

test section

Figure C.2. Locations of sensors on the overall gear system.
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The infrared sensors (Archer, model 216-142) [1 I 1] consist of a gallium emitting diocle and
a NPN silicon phototransistor mounted on opposite sides of a 4 mm wide slot. Both units are
housed in polysulfate housings for dust and dirt protection, and for complete opacity to ambient
light. The infrared sensors were chosen for controlling the rotation of the small plate and model
because of their small size which allowed easy mounting on the tightly spaced geal's.

As shown in Figure C.2, one infrared emitter/receiver pair which is located on the large
plate, P, at the desired homing position enables the homing of the smaller plate, Pr. A small sheet
metal strip (8mmx3mmx0.lmm) is mounted at the outer edge of the smaller plate, allowing a 5mm
long flange to overlap the plate's circumference. When the small plate is rotated by initiating the
homing function, the flange will cut the infrared light beam when passing through the slot between
the emitter and receiver. Once the light beam is cut, the sensor will provide a TTL compatible
output signal to a logic circuit. Similarly, the second infrared sensor is located on the metal frame
which centers the small plate. A second metal strip is mounted at the circumference of gear', G,
which is used to cut the sensor's light beam when homing the model.

The limit switch (Cheny model E53) [112] works as a nonnal miclo-switch whose rotary
actuating lever locks into position and enables switching when pushed externally. The switch is
mounted rigidly on the base plate that surrounds the automating positioning mechanism. A screw,
which is mounted at the circumference of gear, G,, activates the limit switch by pushing against
the switch's lever arm while the homing function is initiated. Once the switch is set, the sensor
will provide a TTL compatible output signal to a logic circuit.

C.5. Connections of the sensor to the PC23 indexer

The PC-23 three axis indexer card is installed on the expansion slot of the mother board
of an IBM 80386 compatible computer. A separate adapter box provided an interface to the
extemal motor drives, the infrared sensors, the incremental encoder and the limit switch.

The three stepping motors are powered by individual stepper drives (Parker Hannifin Cor.,
model PK3) [1 13] which are connected, in turn, to the adapter box by means o125-pin connectors.
Table C.4 shows the wire colour code and functions of the connectors.
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Fin # Wire colour Function

I red Step +

2 green Direction +

5 Shield

14 black Step -

15 white Direction -

16 blue Shutdown +

I7 white/red Shutdown

Table C.4. Motor-drive's cable pinouts on the PC23 board.

The adapter box is powered by an external +5V DC power supply [114] which provides
a current capacity of 1.5 to 2.0 Amps when the encoder is connected and 0.75 Amps when the
encoder is disconnected. The cunent capacity has to be checked before activating the motor drives
in order to maintain good performance! The power supply is connected to one of the three adapter
box Auxiliary connectors where the power supply's positive terminal is connected to pin #23 and.
the negative terminal to pin #21 of the 25 pin connector. The encoder is connected to the encoder
input on the adapter box as desclibed in Table C.5.

Table C.5. Encoder pinouts on the PC23 board.

Colour code Fin connections to
interface

ÐescrÍption

Red 23-25 +5V DC

White I OUT-A

Green J OUT-B

Black 14-20 0V - ground

Shield 8 GND
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Furthetmore, the limit switch is connected to the Auxiliary connector of axis-l by
connecting the switch's positive lead to auxiliary connector pin #16, the negative lead to the
extemal power supply ground and pin #3 is connected to the positive side of the extemal power
supply. Similarly, the infrared sensors are connected to the Auxiliary inputs of axes 2 and, 3,
respectively.An extemal transistor amplifier circuit was designed to convert the low power analog
signals from an infrared sensor into a compatible TTL output signal tl151. The modified circuit
for the Archer inñ'ared sensors is shown in Figure C.3.

3,3 k.ç)

Figure C.3. Transistor amplifier circuit.

The circuit is powered by +5V DC [114] which is passed from the auxiliary inputs of the
adapter box, at an input current of 16 mA. The sensor's recsiver is a NPN phototransistor. A 100O
resistor is wired in series with the receiver and transistor amplifier to supply them with the proper
bias. The emitters are wired in parallel with the receivers and they use a 3.3 kf) resistor to supply
them with the rated voltage of approximately 5V and25 mA. A NPN transistor is used to amplify
the output from the receiver to provide a compatible TTL output signal which is high when the
infrared beam is cut and low if the beam is undisturbed. Compatible voltage values arc measured
equal to 5 Volts when the beam is cut and 0.5 Volts when not. A 0.1 pF capacitor is wired across
the output and common ground to filter out electrical noise at the receiver output lead (V.").
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Ð.1. {núroduction

A closed loop, proportional control feedback system has been developed, in order to
compensate wind speed fluctuations due to aerodynamic blockage effects. Positive or negative
changes in the static pressure across the test section are translated into bipolar analog voltages by
using a pressure transducer. The transducer's signal is compared to set point values that activate
a stepper motor which, in tum, r'egulates a hydraulic valve through a spur gear reduction unit.
Automatic adjustment of the valve provides direct control of a variable displacement pump which
powers two hydraulic motors. These motors drive two contra-rotating fans which generate air flow
in the wind tunnel. The overall system is described in great detail in referencelg2l also detailing
a performance analysis of the controller. This appendix includes information about modified
technical components and the configuration of the overall feedback system.

W.2 Cornponents of the autornatic controller

The automatic controller is designed to compensate fluctuations in wind velocity within the
lower test section of the wind tunnel. A block diagram of the automatic controller and measuling
element is shown in Figure D.1.

lnput Voltage Proport'onal
to Destred WInd Velocl[y

Voltage Roportronal
to Wrrd $eed

MEASURING ELEMENT

fresswe Transducer & Dgrtal Feadout

Figure D.1. Block diagram of automatic controller and measuring element.
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A MKS Baraton pressure transducer (Type 223 B) [116] is used to measure changes in the
differential pressure across the contraction cone. The transducer's output is in form of an analog
voltage signal with a full scale range of 0 to + 1 Volt DC which is linear with pressure. The
standard full pressure range is 10 ton (136 mmHrO). The transducer's output is also checked by
measuring the cone pressure by using a micro-manometer (T.E.M. Engineering Ltd.) [117] which
uses watel as the working fluid. The voltage signal is passed from the transducer to a digital
readout (Doric Trendicator model 4104) tl181. The low level output voltage (0 to 1 Volt) from
the transducer is then amplified to a voltage value which can be digitized by an electrical
comparator circuit.

The comparator's digital logic is applied to the controller by setting physical limits (upper
and lower set points) to the desired range of pressure which, in turn, relates directly to the desired
value of the wind speed. The comparator's digital output engages or disengages a 4-phase, 5 Volt
synchronous stepping motor (Superior Electric Company, Type M092-FD08) [109] and also
controls the motor's direction of stepping. The motor is powered by a custom developed power
supply and translator module. This is required to amplify the signals from the translator module
to a proper power level for triggering the various phases of the motor. The stepper motor, in tum,
controls the spool-displacement of a hydraulic needle valve (Deltrol Type N30SK) t1211 through
a 5 to 1 spur gear reduction unit. The hydraulic valve regulates the flow of oil to two hydraulic
motors which drjve the contra-rotating fans generating air flow in the wind tunnel.

The controller's main function is to control the electric stepping motor to open or close a
hydraulic valve which in turn regulates the flow of oil through two hydlaulic motors. A block
diagram of the automatic controller and wind tunnel is shown in Figure D.2.

Deslred Wrnd Speed

AUTOVATIC
CONTROLLER

Figure D.2 Block diagram of the wind tunnel and automatic controller.
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Rotating a model in the test section changes the effective cross-sectional area of the test
section which, in turn, causes an increase or decrease of the air stream's speed around the model.
These changes in wind speed magnify the aerodynamic forces and moments imposecl on the model.
The general principle of compensating a measulable change in wind velocity can be explained as
follows:

Figure D.3 shows the connection of the pressure transducer to the contraction cone of the
wind tunnel. The incremental change of pressure across the cone, ÀP"on" is measured as a pressure
differential between the high static pressure at the cone inlet, Pn,*,, and the low static pressure at
the cone outlet, P,o*. Thus

AP.on":P¡ir¡-P,nru

P(co reþP(h rgh)-P(low)

Wlnd Speed

Test Sect¡on
Contraction Cone

rans-ducer

Figure D.3. Connection of pressure transducer to the contraction cone.

The change of cone pressure is related to the speed of the air stream, U, by:

where
p¡¡eo : density of water
poi. : density of air
ÂP"on" : differential cone pressure
g : gravitational constant

(1)

Q)
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Therefore, an increase in the differential pressuïe across the contraction cone will decrease
the static pressure at the cone's outlet, P,o* which causes the dynamic pressure and the wind
velocity to increase according to:

P,tyn.*ì" : P,o,"l - Prrnti" : Vz Qui, IJt

From (2) follows that,

U = 4.429
&Pro*

Qa,

To achieve a specific value of dynamic pressure, the contlol valve must be driven to an
approprÌate conductance value. This is done by the automatic controller which reads the pressure
value from the pressure transducer and compares it to a desired pressure dictated by the operator.
After amplifying the transducer's analog voltage signal 100 times by using túe opeiational
amplifier (which is part of the controller circuit shown in Figure D.4.), the amplified voltage is
passed to the comparator circuit.

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER o.l pF

COMPARATOR #1

Logrc 0 or 1

controllrno
D¡rection óf

L 4(sz

Logic 0 ø 1

controlhng
Motor-Enable

COMPAFìATOR #2

Figure D.4. Electric circuit of the automatic conffoller.

(3)

(4)
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The first comparator controls the motor's direction of motion while the second comparator
activates or deactivates the motor. The comparator's output signals are compared to two preset
physical set points depending on the magnitude and sign of the transducer's amplified bipolar
voltage signal which can be described as follows: Comparatornumber 1 (LM311 : #1) compares
the amplified voltage signal, Yr, to the voltage value of the first set point, V, and generates a TTL-
logic signal which is equal to 1 (high) when V, is greater than V.. The translator module in the
motor's power supply translates this logic signal and closes the valve. The same value of the
transducer's voltage signal is passed to pin number 3 on the second comparator (LM3lI : #2), Y,
and it is compared to the second set point voltage, V2 . If V, is greater than V, on the second
comparator, a TTl-logic signal equal to 0 (low) is generated. The logic signals from both
comparators are now compared by using alogic OR-gate (74L332) whose digital output is also
converted by the motor's û'anslator module and activates the motor. Figure D.5 shows the part of
the automatic controller that takes the digital control values from the comparator circuit and passes
them to the motor's power supply. This circuit also controls the timing of the stepping rate and
the motor's acceleration and speed.

7lL0!____
l- 7403

Forward Lnnrt

t ïo Power
I Supply of
i Steonrno
lMotcir "

Rev€rse LImÉ

14L10
Pulse Output

Clear
+

Oni0ff

Figurc D.5. Electrical circuit for the motor control modem.
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Figure D.6 depicts the electric circuit that powers the stepping motor.

Power Supply

Connectrons
to Motor
Control Unrt

Conreclrons to
Stepping Motor

Figure D.6 Electric circuit of the motor's power supply.

For an increase in cone pressure, the motor will be activated to close the valve and decrease
the wind velocity in the test section to its desired value. Similarly, a decrease in cone pressure will
activate the motor to open the control valve until the desired cone pressure and wind speed is
reached. If the pressure signal is between the two set points, the motor is disenabled. An example
of analyzing the confioller's electric circuit is presented in Appendix D.3.

It should be noted that the gain of the operational amplifier can be set by adjusting the
resistance of the i00 kO variable resistor, R,. The two set points of comparators 1 and, 2 can be
changed by adjusting the 1 kÇ) variable resistors R, and Rr, respectively. The optimum settings of
R, and R, were obtained experimentally by monitoring the minimum time taken for the motor to
move between the two set points. Currently, Rr, R2 and R, are set to the optimum values, as
measuled in the power off condition:

Rr : i.4 ke), R, :348.0 O and R3 : 23.0 C¿.
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Table D.1 describes the colour code between the connections of the power supply [119],
pressure transducer [116], controller box and voltameter U201.

Connectior¡
on power

supply

colouncodeof cablesf@
digital nead out and pressure transducer

Ground
(GND)

* black ground wire from controller box
* neutral coloured ground from digital readout
* two black ground leads from pressure transducer
* ground from voltameter

+ 15 Volts * neutral coloured wire with two black marks from
pressure transducer

15 Volts * neutral coloured wire from pressure transducer
with no marks

Shield x single ended from pressure transducer

Isolated
connection

x red (OUT\OUT) wire from controller box
* black wire from digital readout
x neutral coloured wire from pressure transducer

(Press,,,)

Table D.1. Connections between powor-supply, digital read out, voltmeter and pressure
transducer.
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Ð.3 Ðxamrple of, analyzimg the Contnollen's ÐlectrÍc Circuit

The controller's circuit can be analyzed as follows.

Assume that the output voltage from the pressure transducet after amplification is 0.5 V.

Known data: R, :348 C)D nar\3 -
R, and R. are in series to 10k0
:) Rtor"r,z: i0348e¿
:) Rt,,r"t,: 10023e)

Therefore, at comparator #1: i : v/R,o,.,¡,, :0.00116 A
V.onrpnro,o, #1, ->3 : 0'4 V .

at comparator #2: i : v/R,u,"¡,3 : 0.001197 A
vcompararor #2, ->z : 0.021 5 V .

Comparing the input voltages to:

comparator #1: v, : 0.5V
v: :0'4V

=) Command Motor to Close Valve !

comparator #2: v, : 0.03V
vs :0'5V

Send the results from both comparators to a logic OR-gate:

=) Command Motor to Engage !

Therefore, the final commands will be to command the motor to close the valve!
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Ð.4. Ðxperi¡'nentan data for seúting nesista¡lces R., and R..

Having the wind tunnel running at the desired wind speed with the power to the automatic
controller turned on or off, the two resistances are determined by measuring the individual
impedances of the resistors and the voltage drop across them. The optimum values are detemined
when the overshoot on the pressure transducer's digital readout were minimum. The final settings
of R, and R. were:

Power On"': R2:4gQ
R3 :49ç¿
Voltage drop across R2 : 0V
Voltage drop acloss R3 : 26V

Power Off:

It should be noted that the resistance of the individual impedances are difficult to check
because of the shunting effect of other components connected, in parallel, in the controller's
circuit. In such a case, it is necessary to disconnect one terminal of the component being tested
(R, or R.) from the rest of the circuit. This will leave the component open at one end, and the
value of the resistance measured will be for this component only. For the rcsistance test, a 0
reading indicates a short circuit and an infinite reading corresponds to an open circuit [i22]. This
procedure was used to measure the individual resistances in the power off condition.

R2 :345Q
R3 :23e¿

"'Note that the measured
are the same as the total

impedances correspond to each resistor connected in the circuit which
resistance in circuit.
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Ð.5. Ðescripúion of úhe valve system

A valve system containing five ll2 inch hydraulic needle valves t1211 is used to provide
direct control of a varjable displacement pump which powers two hydraulic motors. These motors
drive two contra-rotating fans which generate air flow in the wind tunnel. Figure D.7. depicts the
configuration of the overall valve system which consists of two bypasses used to regulate the
amount of oil flowing through the actual control valve, V, which is motor driven.

Hydraulic
pump

¡
¿

Hydraulrc
motors

Figure D.7. Schematic of the valve system.

The first bypass, containing valves Vo and Vr, is used to pass part of the oil flow directly
to the pump's reservoir through valves Vo and V, while the remaining oil flow is controlled by
valve V, passing sufficient oil to the hydraulic motors to maintain the desired motor speed. As a
result, the pump runs at full capacity which produces minimum fluctuations in pump pressure,
compared to running the pump at a low capacity which causes fluctuations in pump pressure due
to the pump's lower operating efficiency.

The second bypass containing valves V, and V, is used to increase the controllability of
valve V, at high and low wind speeds. The sensitivity of control valve V, is adjusted by passing
part of the oil flowing to the motors through valve Vr. Therefore, at high wind speeds and high
pump output, most of the oil is passed through V, making the controller valve V, morc sensitive
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to small changes in spool displacement. Low wind speeds at low pump pressure, on the other hand
are controlled more precisely by valve V, by leducing the flow through valve Vr.

Table D.2 summarizes the configuration of valves V, to Vr. Their effect on the system's
sensitivity is affected by passing oil thlough both bypasses.

Table D.2. Descrþtion of valve system.

Note: Valve V, is used as an overall shut off valve disconnecting the oil flow through the pump before and after the pump
is disengaged or engaged.

Valve # 0bservations

2 3 4 5

open closed open closed
- Large part of oil is passed directly to the pump's reservoir

and valve V, controls the remaining flow to the motors.
The pump runs at full capacity.

- Opening Vo rcduces the oil flow to the motors.

open closed open open Similar to the observations described above, opening V,
reduces the oil flow to the motors.

open closed closed open

- The oil is passed to the pump's reservoir after being
regulated by valve Vr.

- It was noticed that the oil flows much smoother providing
uniform motor output and, in turn, uniform wind flow.

- Opening V, reduces the oil flow and the wind speed.

open open closed closed
- Bypassing the flow of oil around valve V, improves the

valve's controllability. Therefore, at high wind speeds the
sensitivity on V, is increased and at low wind speeds
the sensitivity of V, is decreased.

open open open closed

- Bypass oil around V, to the reservoir.
- Opening V, allows more oil to be passed to the motors

which causes an increase in wind speed while opening Vo
allows morc oil to be passed to the reservoir causing a
decrease in wind speed.

:> The sensitivity of V, is not improved!

open open closed open

- Increase the flow of oil around valve V, to the reservoir.
- Opening V, allows more oil to be passed to the motors

causing an increase in wind speed, while opening V,
allows more oil flow to the reseloir causing a decrease in
wind speed.

:> The sensitivity of V, is not improved!
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Figure F.21 (in Appendix F) shows high fluctuations in the lift, drag and moment
measur€ments on model TB 14-WW at a wind speed of 6mls. It is interesting to note that the non-
dimensionalized lift and drag signals become noisy only at angles of attack ranging from 50 to 120
degrees. Applying the modified valve system to control the performance of the hydraulic pump
and the hydraulic motors does not fully compensate for the fluctuations in the original
measurements. Furtheffnore, a similar phenomenon has been noticed when testing a lightly iced
conductor section such as model C15 [70] which basically lesembles a smooth cylinder-. The
corresponding graphs fol lift, drag and moment coefficients at wind speeds of 6 and 8m/s are
shown in Figures F.26 (in Appendix F). This trend indicates that the noise signal is not created by
the air flow around the iced conductor which seems to indicate that aerodynamic unstable wind
flow is created by fan surge. Typically, turbulent separation of air flow at the turbine blade's
sutface can be noticed at relatively low rotational speeds which might also be affected by blockage
effects due to a model's orientation and position in the test section. This phenomenon is commonly
referred to as fan surge which is most likely responsible for the errol some force and moment
measurements at low wind speeds.
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Ð.X. [rltroduction

This appendix contains details of the following two computer programs:
BUNDLE.C : software used to control the automated measuring procedure in the wind

tunnel;
COEF_FIT.FOR : software used to non-dimesionalize and curve fit the aerodynamic force

an moment data.

W.2 Pnograrxa BUNHILÐ,C @

Program tsUNDLE.C is a software based control algorithm which is written in ANSI C
(Tubo C++) ll23l and implemented to control the positioning of the two models as well as
synchronizing the positioning and aerodynamic measuring systems, acquirìng data and
compensating fluctuations in wind speed.

Ð.2.1 Ðefinition of functions, global constants and variables

Ð,2,1,.1, Include libraries and subroutines
Library INCLUDE on the PC microcomputer contains the following functions which are

linked automatically when executing program BUNDLE.C.

<conio.h> : dilect MSDOS inpuloutput data
<dos.h> : defines structures, unions, macros and functions that deal with MSDOS
<stdio.h> : definitions for stream inpuVoutput
<stdlib.b : definitions for common types, variables a¡d functions
<alloc.h> : memory management functions and variables
<io.h> : definitions for low level I/O functions
<starg.h> : definitions for accessing parameters in functions that accept a variable number of

arguments
<time.h> : structure and function declaration for dealing with time
<math.h> : definitions for the math floating point package
"cursor.c" : control function to move the cursor on the screen.
"pc23.c" :PC23.C provides additional routines that support the operation of thePC23

indexer. They include routines to read characters, write characters, read strings,
write strings, read absolute buffered position rcports and incremental unbuffered
(immediate) position reports [90].

"pc23.h" : creates variable STATUS and CONTROL BYTE masks used in handshaking data
with the PC23 ( see also pages 22-30 of Refercnce t90l).

8 "1,"1,,2 Function declaration
The following functions are declared by specifying their type, function namo, and data

types. The functions and their specific tasks are described next:
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Ð.2.X.3 Ðata ¡nas¡agemremt:
load_data 0 : Read input data from specified file.
close_data_files0 : Close InpulOutput files.
error_message 0 : Display error message if error occul's.
save-data 0 : Define output files: +.out for storing the averaged strain gauge

readings and, *.dmp for storing every strain gavge reading.
W.2.n.4 Ðisplay on screerì:
title-page 0 : Display content of file titlepg.dat which is the introduction to the

program.
clealscreen 0 : Clear output window on screen after displaying 4 measurements.
hit-key-to-continue 0 : Continue program after prompting user for a keyboard event.

Ð.2.n.5 Contnol rnoton on strain gauge balance:
close_motor 0 : Disenable motor on balance
init_motor 0 : Initialize motor on balance
step_motor 0 : Enable & control motor on balance
normalize-angle 0 : Convert rotations of gears

W.2.1.6,4.na1og/Ðigital conversion
nit-a2d 0 : Initialize DAS-16 A/D board (Returns value of 1 if initialization

was successful)
read-a2d 0 : Reads Channels 1 to 3 on the EXP-RES board, averages the analog

values over 20 samples per second (returns a value of I if
successful)

tcm-dasg 0 : Controls A/D conversion, initializes channel 0 to be the output
channel and channels 1 to 3 to be the input channels

W.2.1.7 Function key menu to control positioning mechanism interactively
c_break0 : Quit, ie.: stop program
go0 : Activate all three stepping motors simultaneously
keyhandlerQ : Initiate function keys
FRstatusQ : Report encoder status
RstatusQ : Report indexer status for Pc23
SRstatusQ : Report configuration status
pollposition0 : Report position of motors
pdnttitleQ : Define title bar on screen
printmenuQ : Set up display window
pdntpositionQ : Print motor/encoder positions
printstatusbyte0 : Prjnt motor status
printstatusline0 : Define position status on screen

W.2.2 Global declarations of variables
Global valiables are defined in order to exchange common values between subroutines.
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W"2.2"1 Mer-nony co¡ltrol:
buffer[] : buffer to hold sprintf$ output

W.2.2.2 Fara¡neters defTning screen window:
BOTTOM : bottom of the scleen
LCOL : left side of scleen
RCOL : right side of screen
TROW : top of text window
BROW : bottom of text window
TOP : top of screen
ABORT : handler returxs 0 to abort
YES : ascii value of Y
Y : ascii value of y
SCRN_HEIGHT : define screen height for display

W.2.2.3 nnput/Output data - defTnitions
model*name[] : râme of model to be tested
datel] : date defining the test
cable_diam : characteristic outer diameter of bare conductor
model_length : effective model length between end plates
pressure-amb : ambient pressure corrected for temperature & elevation in [inHg]
pressule-cone : difference of static pressure across contraction cone in [mm H20]
temp : ambient temperature in the laboratory in [degrees Celsius]

8.2.2.4 nnput/Output fïle names
load_namef] : ilârrie of input data file
save_namef] : nâmo of output data file for averaged measurements
dump_name[] : nâffie of output data file for individual measurements
xoutput : file pointer to save_name
*dump : file pointer to dump_name

F,.2.2.5 Fosition control and maintenance on positioning mechanism
theta_l : angle of attack on the leeward model in fdegrees]
theta_Z : angle of attack on the windward model in [degrees]
a LP : angle of rotation of large plate
a_SP : angle of rotation of small plate
z : absolute horizontal position of windward conductor relative to leeward

conductor
y : absolute vertical position of windward conductor relative to leewald

conductor
theta2.min : lower limit of rotation for windward model
theta2.max : upper limit of rotation for windward model
thetaZ.delta : increment of rotation for windward model
thetai.min : lower limit of rotation for leeward model
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thetal.max
thetal.delta
rotate_model
angle

: upper limit of rotation for leeward model
: increment of rotation for leeward model
: variable to define rotation of motor on balance
: variable to define rotation of leeward model

W.2.2.6 Control pararneters for rnotor on balance
rate : acceleration rate for motor on balance
factor : motion profile factor for motor on balance
slope : slope of acceleration for motor on balance
MOTOR_ADD : Indexer address (set to 800 Dec : 320 Hex)
INTRPT_REG : Interrupt address
DATA_REG : Data register
STEPPER_DELAY : Time delay for msmts (ms)
PAUSE : Time delay for screen display (ms)
STEPPER_HOMING : Time delay to home motor (ms)
COUNT : Rotation counter
FULL_CIRCLE : Resolution of one rotation
PULSES_PER_MODEL_REV : Motor steps for 360 deg. of model rotarion
FACTOR : Acceleration factor
RATE : Acceleration Rate
SLOPE : Slope of motion profile
STEPS_PER_REV : Steps/rev of motor-shaft rotation

F,.2.2.7 Control parameters for motors on positioning mechanism
: Address of PC-23 board (768 Dec : 300 Hex)
: Address to quit motion
: Maximum allowable integer value
: Address to start motor
: Clear last character
: Restart motor after stop
: Define positive direction clockwise
: Set flag if motors finished moving
: Stop motors
: Start motors
: Control Byte
: Control Byte
: Control Byte
: Control Byte
: Control Byte
: Control Byte
: Acknowledge Control Byte
: Checks the buffer status - reserved
: Carnage retum

address
FAIL
MAXINT
START_M
INTCLR
RESTART
POSITIVE
ALDONE
STOP
START
CB
CB1
IDB_M
IDB
IDB 1

ODB
ACK
BFULL
RETURN
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W.2,2.8 ,{nalog to l}igítal co¡rvension
A2D_ADD : AzD address (784 Dec: 310 Hex)
A2D_DELAY : Time delay in millie seconds
CMD_REG : Memory register
STATUS_REG : Board status register
CMD_WAIT : Counter for data transfer
\,VRITE_WAIT : Pause between data storage
READ_WAIT : Pause between reading data
CLEAR : Reset
AD_IN : Input analog signals
STOP : Finish data input

8,2.3 n-ocal variables
junki : temporary integer
ascii_val : integer value of an ascii character
pulses : number of pulses to be sent to a stepper motor
length : length of character string
i,j,k,x,count : counters
flagI : status control, if 1 perform experiment on a set of twin conductor

if 0 perform experiment on a single conductor
flag2 : status control, if 1 twin conductor test and rotate windwald model

if 0 twin conductor test but do not rotate windward model
x_LP : desired horizontal location of windward model
y_LP : desired vertical location of windward model
A : fixed separation between the axis of the leeward model and of the large

plate
B : fixed separation between the axis of the small and large plates
C : fixed separation between the axis of the large plate and the windward

model
convert : conversion of degrees into radians
alpha : incremental angle of rotation of large plate
beta : incremental angle of rotation of large plate
radius-LP : polar coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the large plate
radius-SP : polar coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the small plate
x-global-LP : cartesian coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the large

plate
y-global LP : cartesian coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the large

plate
x-SP : cartesian coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the small

plate
y-SP : cartesian coordinate of the windward model's initial position on the small

plate
varl, var2 : variables for position status of small plate
var_SP : variable for position status of small plate
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varx LP : variables for position status of large plate: horizontal direction
vary-LP : variables for position status of large plate: vertical direction
angle_LP : final angle of rotation of large plate
angle_SP : final angle of rotation of small plate
axis : individual axis to be controlled on the PC23 indexer
ch : counter for a string of characters
status_addr : PC23 address for position control
status-register : addless for status register for Tecmar indexer*message : message sent to PC23 indexerxanswer : position status retumed by pC23 indexer
anayf] : array of characters sent to both indexer cards
flag : control flag for the DAS 16 ND board
mode : operating mode of the DAS16 A/D board
voltage[] : sampled strain gauge measurements for drag, lift and moment,

lespectively
sum_of_voltagesf] : SUm of voltages samples
c : character for reading title page
circle-count : number of full circle contained in an angular rotation
d : unsigned integer array, describing function to the DAS-16 boaril
direction : cw (+) or ccw (-) rotation of motor on the balance
fp : file pointer for title page file
interpt-register : address for interrupt register on Tecmar indexer
handle : handle for title page file
lf-count : linefeed counter
normalized_angle : angle divided by 360 degrees

8.2.4 User guide for prograrn EUNÐï.Ð.C

W.2.4.1 Inpul0utput files

The following files are used during the execution of the program.

bundle.exe: executable code for the compiler;

inpat.dat : input data file containing the following information:

Model name : charactedstic name of model to be tested
Date : date of experÌment
Position of windward model relative to leeward model : /y position of windward model

in [cm]
Theta-l (min,max,delta) : minimum, maximum and incremental angle of attack on the

leeward model in [degrees]
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Theta-Z (min,m ax, delta)

Cable diameter
Cable length
Ambient Pressure

Ambient Temperature

Dynamic Pressure

: minimum, maximum and incremental angle of attack on the
windward model in [degrees]

: characteristic outer diameter of the bare conductor in [m]: effective length of model between end plates in [m]: ambient pressure corrected for temperature and elevation
in fmmHg]

: ambient temperature (average of temperature before and
after the experiment) in fdegrees Celsius]

: range in static pressule across the contraction cone in
ImmHr0]

titlepg.dat : preliminary instructions to the user and an introduction to the use of progïam
bundle. This file provides the last calibration data for the strain gauge balance as
well as information about the input and output data files. The content of titlepg.dat
will be displayed when executing program bundle.It is recommended that this file
contains lines no longer than 80 characters.

: file containing the output data in form of averaged analog voltages from the strain
gauge balance for the aerodynamic drag, lift and yawing moment which is sampled
with 20 measurements over 1 second. Specific system identification is included
as a header identifying the data and providing information about the particular
experiment. The file name 'tile' is optional.

: file containing the raw output data in form of analog voltages from the strain
gauge balance for the aerodynamic drag, lift and yawing moment, which is
sampled with 20 measuïements over 1 second. The file name 'JiIe' is optional.

Jile.out

Jile.dmp

8.2.4.2 Ðxecuting program bundle

Program bundle is executed by issuing the following comm¿urd at the DOS prompt in the
BUNDLEIAUTO directory on the PC micro-computer.

EUNÐLE TI{PUT.ÐAT FILE].ØTJT FILE2.ÐMP
where the file names in italics are optional.

The input data file 'INPUT.ÐAT' is described in the previous section. The name of this
input file is arbitrary, but it is recommended not to use file extensions for the input file such as
.OUT or .DMF as they are reserved for the pre-formatted output files. If FILEI.ÛIJT or
FILE2.OUT is omitted from the command line, then the output file will be named INPUT.OUT
or II.{FUT.DMP, respectively.
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E"3 Pr"ognama C9EF-PÍT.F9R @

Ð.3.n. Ðeclaration of vaniables

Ð.3.X.1. Force and rnornenú panamreters
ANGLEQ : Angle of attack
X-POS,Z-POS : Horizontal and vertical cartesian coordinates for the location

of the leeward conductol
MOMENTQ,DRAGQ,LIFTQ : Aerodynamic moment, drag and lift inpur dara
PAMB : Ambient pressure
TAMB : Ambient temperature
D : Bare cable diameter
L : Effective length of cable section
AIRDEN : Density of air
VEL : Free strcam velocity of air
H : Change in static pràrrur. acïoss contraction cone
PDYN : Dynamic pressure
RANGLEQ : Adjusted angle of attack on strain gauge balance
DD0,LL0,MM0 : Dummy variables for drag, lift and moment data
Tlmin,Tlmax,Tldel : Angle of attack on leeward conductor,O, (min, max and

increment)
T2min,T2max,T}del : Angle of attack on windwald conductor,0, (min, max and

increment)
TH1:2O0, TH2:ZO) : 0, and 0, for zero offset measuremenrs
TH10,TH20 : 0, and 0, for actual measurements
MOMENT-ZOQ,DRAG:ZO0,LIFI:ZO0 : Aerodynamic moment, drag and lift zero-offset input

data
I,KK,N,KKK,NNN : counters

8.3.1.2. Coefficient parameters
AALPHA0,ALPHA1Q,ALPHA20 : Convefted angle of artack
CLO,CD0,CMQ : Coefficient of lift, drag and moment data, rcspectively
CLLO,CDDO,CMMO : Coefficient of lift, drag and moment data, respectively for

A0 : ;äå"ri'i:ïr,* ,o. least square curve ritting
SUM : Sum of individual curye fitted coefficients

8.3.1.3. Farameters used f,or curve fTtting
alpp, alppaaQ : Value of angle of attack used in derivation
pcl$,pcdQ,pcmQ : Coefficient of lift, drag and moment data, respectively
paclO,pacd0,pacmO : Veltical components of coefficients of lift, drag and moment

data, respectively
ccll$,ccdd0,ccmmQ : Incremental components of coefficients of lift, drag and

moment data, respectively
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al0,c 10 : Vertical and torsional quasi-steady coefficients, respectively
dyalQ,dyclQ : Vertical and torsional dynamic coefficients, respectively
tempi,temp2,czz,szz : Counters

8.3.n.4. nnpuf/ouúput fTles

FILE2,FILE3,FILE4,FILE5,FILE6,FILET,FILEI 1,FILE8 : File names of output and storage files
which are determined by the user

W,.3,2. Ðescription of subroutines
LESQR: subroutine handling least square curve fitting
PIVOT: subroutine used to increment the stepping through the data being curve fit
CLEAR: subroutine used to clear screen

Ð.3.3. {.Iser guide for program COÐF_FIT.FOR

Program COEF_FIT.FOR is executed by issuing the following command at the DOS
prompt in the BUNDLAAUTO directory: COEF_FIT'

The user is now required to provide the file names for the input files containing the
aerodynamic measurcments and the conesponding zero-offset data, respectively. These two files
were created by running program BUNDLE.C which is described in the previous section.

The non-dimensional lift, drag and moment coefficient data, as well as the curve fitted data
for the Den Harlog coefficient and the slope of the moment coefficient can be displayed on screen
or saved in output files. If the file-save option is selected, the user is required to type the
conesponding output file names which are then used for storing the data.
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8"4 Frogra¡n B{JNÐï.E.C

/tfil'*'++'+*>Xìl'**,k*******:3)k::i)l:!::irj::::l):.>l*'l::.:ß;:.;l'3?3:3:3:¡:¡:3*'l>:.**,f :!;i.**+:i.:!:t;::***>k**>!jf *.++,*'4rt,.t*:r/

/r..

/* Program: BUNDLE.C
/,k

/'? Universty of Manitoba
/'+

/* ç Peter Stumpf, 1993
/'*
/'4 :> løst update: 07.11.1993
/*
/>r

/+ This program provides integrated control over øll stepping
/* motors of the automated positioning ntechanism and the data
/* aquisition. TIrc measurements of the aerodynamic loads are
/* fally computerized and synchronized to the software controlled,
/* pre-progranzmed positioning of the conductor sections. Softwore
/* con¿mands are written in Turbo-C++ and provide control over any one
/* motor's stepping rate, acceleration rate, the nuntber of steps taken
/* as well as tlæ stepping directiort.
/*

/* Function Key Menue to controll positÍoning
int c_break(void);
void go( unsigned int address );
void keyhandler( unsigned int );
void FRstatus( unsigned int );
void Rstatus( unsigned int );
void SRstatus( unsigned int );
void pollposition( unsigned int );
void printtitle( void );
void printmenu( unsigned int );
void printposition( unsigned int );
void printstanrsbyte( unsigned int );
void printstatusline( unsigned int );

/* Includes libraries and subroutines. */
#include <conio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#include <io.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "pc23.c"
#include "cursor.c"

/* Program Pc23.c contains controller-routines't/

>t/

,*/

'?/
'+/

>t/

,*/

'4/

:r/
tk/

,f/

>k/

'*/
'+/

*/
'r/
'4/

'+/

'4/

mechanism *7

/x Quit */
/'r Activate all three stepping motors simultaneously*/
/* Initiate function keys */
/x Report encoder status */
/x Report indexer status for Pc23 +l

/* Report configuration status */
/* Report position of motors */
/* Define title bar on screen */
/* Set up display window */
/" Print motor/encoder positions */
/* Print motor status */
/* Define position status on screen x/
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/'¡function declarations*/
t? data rnanagement +/

void load_data 0;
void close_data_files0;
void error_message (char*);
void save_data 0;

/* Read and store input data '¡l
/x Close Input/Output files */
/* Display error message 'rl
/* Define output files: 'F.out & *.dmp */

/* display on screen V
void title_page 0; /* Define title page 'rl
void clealscreen 0; l'r Clear window */
void hit_key_to_continue 0; /* Continue program after keyb.hit '¡l

/* motor control on balance 'i7
void close_motor 0; /* Disenable motor on balance */
void init-motor (int); l* lnitialize motor on balance */
int step_motor (int, float); /* Enable & control motor on balance */
void normalize_angle (float); /* Convert l'otâtions of gears */

Æ Analog/Digital conversion 'rl
int init_a2d (in$; l" lnitialize DAS-16 A/D card 1,/

int read_a2d 0; l* Digitize aerod. measurements */
extern void tcm_dasg (int *, unsigned nn[15], int'rfl); /* Control A/D conversion'¡/

Æ Global declarations of variables V
/* Memory control *y'

char buffer[8O]; /'t buffer to hold sprintfg output */

/* InpulOutput data - definitions */
char model_name[80],datel15];
float cable_diam;
float model_length;
float pressure_amb, pressure_cone;
float temp,rotate_model;

/* Position control and maintanance on positioning mechanism "y'
float angle,theta_l ,theta_2;
float a_LP,a_SP,z,y;
int rate, factor, slope;

/* InpulOutput file names */
static char load_name[80], save_name[i2], dump_name[12];
static FILE xoutput, *dump;

/* Control parameters defining angle of rotation for models */
struct {

float min;
float max;
float delta;

) thetaZ;
stnrct {

float min;
float max;
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#define SCRN_HEIGHT 25 /* Define screen height fol display "/

/* Motor maintanance for positioning mechanism 'Fl
/* for definitions consult Pc23 users manual 'Fl

float delta;

) thetal;

/* Ðefines pre-formated variables */
/" Screen display */
#define BOTTOM 25
#define LCOL I
#define RCOL 80

#define TROV/ 3

#define BROW 19

#define TOP 1

#define ABORT 0
#define YES 89

#define Y I2l

#define FAIL 0X20
#define MAXINT 132000
#define START_M 0X7F
#define INTCLR 0X20
#define RESTART 0X17
#define POSITIVE 0X8000
#define ALDONE 0X1
#define STOP 0X64
#define START 0X40
#define CB 0X60
#define CBI 0X61
#define IDB_M 0X10
#define IDB 0X70
#define IDBl 0X71
#define ODB 0X8
#define ACK 0XE0
#defïne BFULL 0X80
#define RETURN OXD

/* bottom of the screen */

/'F left side of screen '¡l
l" right side of screen */
/'r top of text window */
/x bottom of text window */
/* top of screen */

/x handler returns 0 to abort 'rl
/x ascii value of Y */
/x ascii value of y x/

/* Address to quit motion +/

/'t Maximum allowable integer value ':'/

/x Addresse to start motor x/

/'i Clear last character */
/+ Resart motor after stop */
/* Define positive direction clockwise '¡l
/* Set flag if motors finished moving */
/"- Stop motors */
/* Start motors 'tl
/'¡ Control Byfe *'l

/* Control Byte r'7

/* Contlol Byfe xl

/* Control Byte "/
/* Control Byte x/

/* Control Byte */
/* Acknowledge Control Byte 'tl
/'K CHECKS THE BUFFER STATUS - RESERVED X/

/'I. CARRIAGE RETURN 'Il

Ê Motor maintanance for motor on balance +/

#define MOTOR_ADD 800 /* Indexer address */
#define INTRPT_REG MOTOR_ADD+3 /x Intemrpt address */
#define DATA_REG MOTOR_ADD+2 l* Data regisrer'r/
#define STEPPER*DELAY 100 /x Time delay for msmrs (ms) use:30000 */
#define PAUSE 3000 /* Time delay for screen display (ms) "/
#define STEPPER-HOMING 5000 /'¡ Time delay to home moror (ms¡ t'7

#define COUNT 2 lx Rotation counter x/

#define FULL_CIRCLE 360.0 /* Resolution of one rotation */
#define PULSES-PER-MODEL-REV 19228 l'? Motor steps for 360 deg. of model

rotation 19440'"1
#define FACTOR 9 l* Acceleration factor */
#define RATE 16 /* Acceleration Rare */
#define SLOPE 2 l* Slope of motion profile */
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#define STEPS_PER_REV 200 /* Steps/rev of motor-shaft rotation */

13 Analog to Digital conversion '¡l
#define A2D_ADD 184 l'+ AZD address */
#define A2D_DELAY 100 /'r' Time delay in milli seconds use: 100 x/

#define CMD_REG A2D_ADD+I /* Memory regisrer'*/
#define STATUS_REG A2D_ADD+I l* Board status register */
#defïne CMD_WAIT 4 l* Cor¡nter for data transfer x/

#define WRITE_WAIT Z l* Pause between data storage x/

#define READ_WAIT 5 l'¡ Pause between reading data'tl
#define CLEAR I l* Reset */
#define AD_IN 12 /x Input analog signals */
#define STOP 15 /* Finish data input */

/* Maintanance of Pc23 indexer V
int address : 0X300; /'t address of PC-23 boald '¡l

/*'+ MAIN PROGRAM :k***:l:3:là3'!Þi.,:,:!;3::.>¡*:k:t:3**:r>k't':.':<)i.>1.>k:k,:.:3'k*:!*{.:k,k;!:!'¡.'t:F */

void
main(int argc, char'l'argv[]) {

extern char load_name[80], save_name[2], dump_name[2];
extern float angle,rotate_model;
extern float theta_l, theta2;
extern float z,yi
extern float a_SP, a_LP;
int junki,ascii_val,pulses,length;
int ij,k,x,count,flagl,f7agZ;
int axis,x_LP,y_LP;
char *message,xanswer;

char anay[256];
double A,B,C;
double convert;
double alpha,beta,radius_LP,x_global_LP,y_global_LP;
double x_SP,y_SP,radius_SP,var1,var2;
double varx LP,vary_LP,var_SP,angle_LP,angle_SP;
int p, ch;

nnsigned int status_addr; lx PC23 address, normally 0x300 {'/

status pc23; /* Union for pc23 status informaton*l
anslver=" ";

title_page 0; /* Display title page 'fl
clrscr 0; /* Clear screen */
cprintf("files: %od Vos %os %os 7os\n",argc,argv[0],argvII],argv[2],argv[3]);
hitJey_to_continue0;
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if (argc>l) { l* File name handler */
strcpy(load_name, argv I I ]);
if (aryc >: 2) /* Save filename x.out ':'/

strcpy(save_name,algv [2] );
else {

for (i: 0; icstrcspn(argvf1],"."); i++)
save-name[i]: argv[ 1 ] [i] ;

stfcat (save_name, ".ont");
)

if (argc>: 3) /x Dump filename 'r,/

strcpy(dump_name,argv [3] );
else {

for (i: 0; icstrcspn(argvIi],"."); i++)
dump*name[i]: argv[ 1 ] [i] ;

strcat (dump_name,",dmp");

)
\ l*endif""l

cplintf("files: Vos Vos 7os\n",load_name,save_name,dump_name);

hitJey_to_continue0;
load_data 0;
save_data 0;
init_motor (0);

/x Load input data */
/'¡ Create output data file */
/':' Initialize motor on balance */

/* Define Single or Bundle measurements: */
/* Note: Flagl = I : Twin Bundled Conductor Measr¡rements! 'rl
l* Flagl = 0 : Single Conductor Measurements! */

if (z::0.0 && y :: 0.0) flagl = 0;
else{

flagl = 1;

)
/* Define limits of rotation for both models */
/* Note: Flag2 = 1 : Twin-Bundle Test and Rotate windward modeM
l>? Flag2 = 0 : Twin Bundle Test but DO NOT rotate windward model! */

if (theta2.min::0.0 && theta2.max:=0.0) flag2 : 0;
else{

flag?: 1;

)

l* Create screen window and display *y'

ctrlbrk(c_break);
textcolor(MAGENTA);
textbackground(BLACK);
count=O;

status_addr = address + 1; /* Control byte address */
cprintf('\\nDo you want to reset the PC23 ? Y or N ");
ch:getchar0;
if ((ch==Y) ll (ch:=YES))
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initialize( address ); t'+ initialize PC23 '+l

printmenu ( address ); /', print screen/window */
cursor_off(i); lx print control display */
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);

/* START'PROGRAM */
lF Remember: Flagl = I : Trvin tsundled Conductor Measurements! 'kl
l"F Flagl : 0 : Single Conductor Measurements! *'/

if (flagl == l){

/,F COMP{JTATION OF DESIRED POSITION FOR UPSTREAM MODEL */

A = 19.5; /u Fixed separation of axes */
B = 10.4; /* on positioning mechanism (cm) "/
c : 6.5;
angle_LP : 0.0; l"- Initialization of individual */
angle_SP = 0.0; /* Axes on balance and pos. mech.*/
theta_l : 0.0; /* Angle on leewald model 'kl
theta_2 : 0.0; /x Angle on windward model */
x_LP : abs(z); /* Desired location of windward model z-coord. 'kl
y_LP : abs(y); /r' Desired location of windward model y-coor.d. */
convert :360.0 I (2*3.1415927); /* conversion into radians */

radius_LP : sqrt(x_LP'¡x_LP + y_LP*y_LP),
x_global LP : (radius LP¿'radius_LP - BxB - C*C) I (2'rB) + B;
y_global_LP : sqrt((C'¡C) - ((x_global_LP-B)x(xglobal_LP-B)) );

varx_LP : x_global LPlradius_LP;
vary_LP = x LP/radius_LP;

alpha: acos(varx_LP) * convert;
beta : acos(vary_LP) x convert;
angle LP : beta-alpha; /* Angle of rotation: LARGE PLATE */
x_SP : cos(angle_LP/convert) x (B+C);
y_SP = sin(angle_LP/convert) * (B+C);
radius_SP : sqrt((x_SP-x_LP)*(x_SP-x_LP) + (y_SP-y_LP)*(y_SP-y_LP));
varl = (z*C*C) - (radius_SP*radius_SP);

var2:Z*C*C;
var_SP : varllvar2i
angle_SP : acos(var_SP)t'convert; /* Angle of rotation: SMALL PLATE x/

if (z<0 &&. z>0){ /* Define +/- angular directions ,i/

angle_LP = 180 - abs(angle_LP);
angle_SP : - abs(angle_SP);

)
else {

ir ( z<0 && y<0 ){
angle_LP : -(180 - abs(angle_LP));
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angle_SP : abs(angle_SP);

)
else {

if ( z>0 && y<0 ){
angle_LP : -abs(angle_LP);

angle_SP : -abs(angle_SP);

)
i
)

a_LP = angle LP; /* Summaly: Angle on Large Plate ':'/

a-SP: angle_SP; /x Angle on Small Plate './

/* Monitor calculated parameters if desired */
l'+ printf(,'\n ");

printf(" z, Y: 7o5.lf 7o5.1fn",z,y);
printf( "radiu s _LP : 7o 6.2frn", radiu s_LP) ;

pri ntf( "x_glo bal_LP, y_global_LP : 7o 6.21 7o 6.2frn",x _g;lobal_LP, y_glo bal_LP) ;
printf( "alpha: 7o 6.21xt",alpha) ;

printf("theta: Vo 6.2fu",beta) ;

printf("angle_LP : Vo6.Zf\n",angle LP);
printf("x_SP: 7o6.2f\n",x_SP);
printf("y_SP: 7o6.2ñr",y_SP);
printf("radius_SP: 7o6.2f\n",radius_SP);
printf("va _S P : 1o 6.Zîvr",v ar_S P) ;

printf(r'a LP, angle_LP: Vof6.2 Vo6.2f.n",a_LP, angle_LP) ;

printf("a_SP, angle_SP: 7o16.2 7o6.2fvt",a_SP, angle_SP);'./

/* Initialize function key / routines V
if (kbhiro) {

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)

/* Rotate Large Plate to desired location */
rressâge:" lMN 1MPA IPZ 1ER4O0 IFSBl IFSC1 1MR0 lLD3 1Al0 1V0.6 ";
writecmd(message);
if ( kbhitQ ) { /* Funcrion keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
pulses : angle_LP+24.5;
if (angle_LP < 0){

length = sprinf(array," I D-7oi",abs(pulses)); )
else {

length = sprintf(anay," I D7oi",abs(pulses)); )

for (i=0; iclength; i++) {
writech(anayIi]);
ìI
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/>k

l'+

message=r' 1G rr;

writecmd(message);
ÍleSSâgê=rr IPX ";
writecmd(message);

readansrve[(answer);
mêSSâge:rr IPR rr;

writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);

if(kbhiro){

/* Obtain Position feedback

keyhandler( addless );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( addless );
cursor_off(O);

Return Small Flate and W.W. model to [nome */
Home Small Plate V

if ( kbhiO ) { /*' Function Keys */
keyhandler( address );

delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
if (angle_LP < 0){

ûìeSSâge:rr2U 2MN
else {

Íìessâge:rr2U zMN
writecmd(message);
rrlêSSâge:rr 2PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);
if(kbhirO){ /'r Function Keys i'l

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
a-SP:angle_LP;
cursor_off(1);
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);

2MRO 2LD3 2GA1 2GHO.3 2C "; }

ZMRO 2LD3 2GAI 2GH-0.3 2C "; }

t* flome Upstream Model
if (angle_LP < 0){
tllêSSâge:rr 3U 3MN
else {
filesSâgê=rr3U 3MN
writecmd(message);
frlêSSâgê=rr 3PR ";
writecmd(message);

*l

3MR0 3LD3 3GA2 3GH-0.3 3C ";

3MRO 3LD3 3GA2 3GHO.3 3C ":

)

)
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readanswer(answer);
if ( kbhirQ ) { /* Function Keys x/

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
theta_2:angle LP;
cursor_off( 1 );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);

/'¡ Rotate Small Plate to desired location. */
if ( kbhit0 ) { /'¡ Function Keys x/

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
ftêSSâgo:rr 2U 2MN 2MPA 2MR0 2LD3 2A,l 2PZ 2V03
writecmd(message);
pulses : angle_SP .' L96;
if (angle*SP < 0){

length = sprintf(array,"2D-7oi",abs(pulses)) ; )
else {

length : spri ntf( anay, "2D 7ol",abs(pu I ses )) ; )
for (i:0; iclength; i++) {
writech(anayIi]);
)
mêssâge=rr 2G 2C ";
writecmd(message);
mêSSâge:rr2PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);
if ( kbhiO ) { /'¡ Ft¡nction Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
a_SP : angle_SP;
cursor_off( I );
printstanrsline( address );
cursor_off(O);

/* Set upsream model to zero angle of attack *l
neSSâge:" 3U 3MN 3MPA 3MR0 3LD3 3^1 3PZ 3V0.3
writecmd(message);
pulses : (2'iangle_SP+beta) * 1.16;
length = sprintf(anay, "3D7oi",-abs(pr¡lses));
for (i:0; i4ength; i++) {
writech(arrayIi]);

)

ll,
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lt
I't
l'*

ffieSSâg€=rr 3G 3C ";
writecmd(message);
fleSSâgê:rr 3PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);
if ( kbhit0 ) { /'r Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
ch'scr0;

)
theta 2=0.0;
cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( address );
cursoLoff(O);

TWIN BUNDLED CONDUCTOR MEASUREMENTS ¿,/

Increment angle of attack on upsteam model and take measurements on downstream model '¡l
R,emember: Flag2 = I : Twin-Bundle Test and Rotate windward model! */

FIag2 = 0 : Twin Bundle Test but DO NOT rotate windward model! *'/

if ( kbhiQ ) { /* Function Keys */
keyhandler( address );

delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
chscr0;
)

if (flag2==l){

if (!init_a2d(0)) erroLmessage("42D initialization problem");
for (rotate-model: theta2.min; rotate_model<=theta2.max; rotate_model+: theta2.delta) {
theta_Z = rotate model;
ûì€ssâge:" 3U 3T5 3MN 3MPA 3MR0 3LD3 3AI3PZ 3V0.3 ";
writecmd(message); /* increment upstream model 'Fl

pulses:rheÂ-z*1.16;
Iength : sprintf(anay, "3D7oi",-abs(pulses));
for (i=0; idength; i++) {
writech(anayIi]);
)
ÍleSSâge=rr 3G 3C ";
writecmd(message);
ÍtêSSâge:rr3PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);
if ( kbhi$ ) { /* Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
printf ("71D : 7o3.ff ; YID : Vo3.11vr", z, y);
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for (angle= thetal.min; angle < thetal.max; angle+: thetal.delta) {
theta_i:angle;
cursor_off( I );
plintstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);
del ay ((unsigned)STEPPER_DELAY);
if (!read_a2d0) error_message ("42D reading problem"); I't ND conversion 'rl
close_data_files0; /" Safety Step to save data at power failure !! "/
if ( kbhitQ ) { /'¡ Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;
)

delay ((unsigned)PAUSE);
theta_ I :angle+theta i .delta;

cursor_off( I );
pilntstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);
step_motor (0, thetal.delta); /* increment downstream model ,r/

printf ("ZD : o/03.1f ; YID = o/o3.Ifrn", z, y);
count=count+ i;
if (count==4){
clrscr0;
count=0;

)
) /* end loop for measurements */
theta_1=angle;
delay ((unsi gned)STEPPER_DELAY);
cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);
if (!read_a2d0) error_message ("42D reading problem");
close_data_files0; /* Safety Step to save data at power failure !! "/
if ( kbhifl ) { /* Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;
i

if (theta_1<360.0){ /* use for GO-HOME position */
delay ((unsigned)STEPPER_HOMING); l* of downstream model x/

step_motor (0, -theta_1);
delay ((unsigned)PAUSE) ;

theta_l = 0.0;

)
else {

theta_l = 0.0;

)
cursor_off( 1);

printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);

\ /* end loop for rotating w.w. model x/
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> l* end if for fTagI:l "'l
ì l* end if for f7agZ=l '+l

/* SINGLE CONDUCTOR MEASUREMENTS: inrement angle of atÍøck */
if (flag1::0 ll flag2:=O) {
if (!init_a2d(O)) error_message("42D initialization problem");
if ( kbhitQ ) { /'' Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
delay ((unsigned)PAUSE);
printf ("71D = 7o3.If ; YID = 7o3.11w", z, y);
for (angle: thetal.min; angle < thetal.max; angle+= thetal.delta) {
theta_1:angle;

cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( address );
cursoloff(0);
delay ((unsigned)STEPPER_DELAY);
if (!read_a2dQ) en'olmessage ("42D reading problem"); l', ND conversion */
close_data_files0; /" Safety Step to save data at power failure !! x/

if ( kbhitQ ) { /* Function Keys +/

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
delay ((unsigned)PAUSE);
theta_ 1 :angle+theta i .delta;
cursor_off( 1 );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);
step_motor (0, thetai.delta); /* increment downstream model */
printf ("ZD : 7o3.11; Y/D : Vo3.lfv;t", z, y);
count:count+ l;
if (count::4){
clrscr0;
count=0;

)
) /'t' end of loop for measurements */
theta_l:angle;
delay ((unsigned)STEPPER_DELAY);
cursor_off( 1 );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);
if (!read_a2d$) enor_message ("42D reading problem");
close_data_files0; /" Safety Step to save data at power failure !! */
if ( kbhiO ) { /x Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
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delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
if (theta_1<360.0){ /* use for GO-HOME position */

delay ((unsigned)STEPPER_HOMING); /" of downstream model '¡l
step_motor (0, -theta*l );
delay ((unsigned)PAUSE);
theta_l : 0.0;

)
else {

theta_l : 0.0;

)

cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);

\ l* end if for flagl or' llag2 *l

Ê After performing bundle-¡neasurernents, EIOME all axes to zero reference V
l* 'Large Plate V

lk Note: - 0SG0 and OSH0 direct the direction of homing to be cw and
the right side of the switch to be active;

FSBO changes axis 1 into the stepper mode from the initial
encoder mode.

- While using the limit switch, move large plate back the
original distance plus some overshoot and home from there!

-.r¡l

if (flagl=:l) {
if (angle_LP < 0.0){

rnessâge:" 1FSB0 lMN 1MR0 lLD3 1410 iV0.6 ";
writecmd(message);
pulses = (angle_LP-5.0)*24.5;

length = sprintf(array, " I D7oi",abs(pu I ses)) ;

for (i=0; iclength; i++) {
writech(anayIi]);
)
rileSSâge=rr 1G rr;

writecmd(message);
mesSage:rr lPRrr;
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);

if ( kbhi$ ) { /* Function Keys x/

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
ÍrêSSâgê:" lU 1FSB0 IOSH1 1OSGO 1T1 lMN 1MR0 1LD3 lGA2 1GH-0.6 lC ";
writecmd(message);
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message=" lPR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer'(ansrver);

if ( kbhi$ ) { /+ Function Keys ':/
keyhandler( address );

delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
)
else {

Ír€SSâge=" lU iFSB0 1T2 IMN 1MR0 lLD3 1GA2 IGH-0.6 1C ";
writecmd(message);
message:rr IPR rr,

writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);

if ( kbhit0 ) { /x Function Keys */
keyhandler( address );

delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;

)
)

a_LP:0.0;
cursor_off( 1 );
printstatusline( address );
curso¡off(0);

/* Small plate */
if (angle_LP < 0.0){
rìessâge:r' 2U 2MN 2MR0 2LD3 2GAl 2GH03 2C "; i
else {
messâgê:r' 2U 2MN 2MR0 2LD3 zGl.I2GH-0.3 2C "t )
writecmd(message);
ÍìeSSâgê=rr2PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer);
if ( kbhit0 ) { /* Function Keys */

keyhandler( address );
delay( (unsigned) PAUSE);
cìrscr0;

)
a-SP = 0.0;
cursor_off( I );
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(0);

lF Windward Model */
if (angle_LP < 0.0){
rresSâgê=r'3U 3MN 3MR0 3LD3 3GA2 3GH-0.3 3C "; )
else {
Írêssâgê=r'3U 3MN 3MR0 3LD3 3GA2 3GH0.3 3C "; i
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lvritecmd(message);
ßêsSâge:rr3PR ";
writecmd(message);
readanswer(answer');
if ( kbhirO ) { /* Function Keys */

keyhandler'( address );
delay( fu nsigned) PAUSE);
clrscr0;
)

theta_2=0.0;
cnlso¡off(l);
printstatusline( address );
cursor_off(O);

) /x end if for Flagl, Go Home 'il

) /* ENÐ OF MAIN */

x c_breøk: This function qllotys the user to break out of the
* progran¿ at any time.
'3 -) CTRL BREAK
t3;3:3*>¡::F:k:k*r3'lrl)F:lrl*r)tr:i)i.*;l>3'k>k>!'k'k:t'¡:f ':.'3*:!:3rt*r3'l*{.{<,3r:.****+>tr3;k:k:k*t:i.***::.*ö'i3::.*},.-E¿.t;r;¿. 

.af

int
c_break(void)

{
window(LCOL,TOP,RCOL,BOTTOM) ;

clrscr$;
gotoxy(LCOL,TROW);
cprintf('\\r Program has been terminated\'Vr');
retum(ABORT);

)

/tk tl*****>3**>k:i:ti*:*>F*:1.*'F*:3>F******13*:ll,{:3r3*rlrk**r.<r.<*rF****rk***;3*:k****:f**

* printposition: This function uses the PRpos function in* pc23.c to read the position with the PR comruand.
'k The position is then dßplayed.* :> use function key; F2
+tl*>l:l:3:F*:3**r3r3**:k***)¡*]¡*.*>l:F**>3*:S:¡***r*****rltl*r3*:lrlrkt&:ltl't>:.***tkXtlrltl* */

void
printposition( unsigned int rw addr )
{

int axis;
long answer;
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cprintf('\\nBelow is the PC23's absolute position\\n");
cprintf(" AXIS I AXIS 2 AXIS 3\\n");
for ( axis:l; axis<4; axis++) {

answer = PRpos( axis, rw*addr );
cprintf(r'7o9ld ", answer );

i
cprintf('\\n");

) /x END OF PRINTPOSITION ':/

/:f *>¡***'f::(*******>l)¡>k>3)3ri.tlrl.:f**:!*ti.:3;k>k*;k:k*)k*:3ljrl;::>3:3*'l:k:k)k>k>l:Flt::r'k*t::'!>3'l)t***>3r¡rl;!;t'3:krþ:k:lr3

't pollposition): Aggressively polls tlrc pc23 for tlrc current position
* oÍ the designated axis and displays it on the screen.* Tlte position displayed is the position of the current

move::: :> use function key: F3
.1.|.| 1. 1. 1. 1.' |.¡., + .¡ l

void
pollposition( unsigned int address )
t

int axis;

cprintf('\\nBelow is the PC23's realtime position. Hit any key to continue\\n");
cplintf(" AXIS I AXIS 2 AXIS 3\V");
cursor_off( 1);

while(lkbhit0){
for ( axis=l; axis<:3; axis++ ) {

cprintf("Vo9ld ", Wlpos( axis, address ) );
printstatusline(address);

)
cprintf( '\" );

)
cprintf('N" );
cursor_off(0);

return;

) /,r END OF POLLPOSITION x/

/>!( 'l*'F:k>S**'F*'i**rl**:l:l:F:þ;3**:3**'k***:F*li*)F;:<*******:'¡r'l*'l*****tÉ*******'l**r:.*:'..*)r
x printstatasbyte: This routine loads the støtus of the pc23 into
* ú union and then prints the individual status
'4 conditions.
'& :> use function key: FI
**{<*:F:F>l***'k**'k******rlr:.>3:F>l;ii>3t<t<>!.>k***'k'F*'k*:k*'i.*;3***r!+*'Frl**'i.*X**X'3**'¡.'l*'1.'l */

void
printstamsbyte( unsigned int rw_addr' )
{

status pc23;

unsigned int status_addr = rw_addr + l;
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pc23.status = inp( status_addr );

cprintf('\'\nThe status of the PC23 at address 7od is: \\", rw_addr );
cprintf("axis_2 in position = 7còr\n", pc23.sbit.axis_2 );
cprintf("axis_l in position = 7oòòn", pc23.sbit.axis_l );
cprintf("axis_3 in position = 7oô,r\n", pc23.sbit.axis_3 );
cprintf("ODB ready : 7od\\n", pc23.sbit.output_ready );
cprintf("lDB ready = 7cd\rV", pc23.sbit.input-ready );
cprintf("board fail = 7oñ'\n", pc23.sbit.board_fail );
cprintf("interrupt active : 7cÀr\n", pc23.sbit.interupt_active );
cprintf("TD buffer > half full : 7oò¡\n\\n", pc23.sbit.buffet_full );

) /x END PRINTSTATUSBYTE '¡l

f'a'a*.r**'a'l'l+*:t::r*ô*:3t<**>k>t*>F>¡:3:3;k't*>Ì****'t;t******:3>:.**>:<*¿t*'k;i<*:i<*'3:kt:'i:,3,t::3
* printtitle0: Prints the title bar on screen display.
*<*:l:k:ltlrjrS*;:.;i'l;3;:.:3*r3:t:t;:3**t:*1.:!:t:tlj:t*:krl:l*>f***:3*>k*rl:!**13:l:l:¡:ß:iil::¡:t;*4i*6:l>lTT::./

void
printtitle( void )

{

/'r Put a header up */
textbackground(LIGHTCYAN) ;

textcolor(WHITE);

gotoxy( 1,1);

cplint( "TWIN-BUNDLE CONDUCTOR EXPERIMENT
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA (c. P.STUMPF/1993)" );

) /'¡ END PRINTTITLE x/

f>k >k>t'4tí*'4t3>k)3**:¡***r*t<>1.***>k'3***r!.*>lrl**r,<rlr.<'::*:¡**;t'þ'+j,.*t¡)t*>Þi**.>l:k*:*:3::!:k>k

* printnzerut): Prints the functíon keymena and windo,w.
*':.;t:f.>3:3;3***;k:k*trrk'3**.k*:t'3**'3r¡:k:i.:k**'k*>3*'3*:t>t't,¡:3***>3:3>3***'t'3'3:3!r***.4.*.4/

void
printmenu( unsigned int address )
{

long i, j;

/* Clear the screen and draw some lines across the screen x/

clrscr0;
textcolor(MAGENTA);
textbackground(BLACK);
gotoxy(LCOL,TRO'W- I );
for ( i=l; i<:80; i++)

cprintf( "-" );
gotoxy(LCOL,BROW+1);
for ( i:1; i<=80; i++)

cprintf( "-" )'
gotoxy(LCOL,BROW+3);
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for ( i:1; i<:80; i++)
cprintf( "-" );

/* Put a header on the screen '¡l
printtitle0;

/'¡ Print the status line menu */
textcolor(WHITE);
textbackground(BLACK);
window(LCOL,BROW+2,80,8ROW+2) ;

cprintf("THETA 1: THETA 2: LARGE PLATE: SMALL PLATE: " );

/'r Print the ft¡nction key menu '¡l
window(LCOL,BROW+4,80,BOTTOM);
textcolor(LIGHTRED);
cprintf(" xFix +F2+ '¡F3'i' 'oF4*' *F5x *F6'¡ *FJ* 'iF8'i " );
cprintf(" i'Fg't *F10* " );

textcolor(WHITE);
cprintf(" Status AbsPos RealPos 'FR' 'R' 'SR' All Stop " );
cprintf("Kill ");

cprintf("Byte All Status Status Status Status Go Motion " );
cprintf("Motion Quit" );

/x Make a window for the terminal emulator x/

window(LCOL,TROW,RCOL,BROW);
textcolor(LIGHTCYAN) ;

) /x END PRINTMENU 'fl

/'k *XX':<**:k*>l:t)3**'l**::.;F:3*:3;l**>k;¡'3*lf**{.)l:***:t*:i::3*'!>Fr¡****:i:{.:k**t<*'k*'!*:f>k*
* FRstatus): Prints the FR status for all tl¿ree axes.
* (Using the PC23's FR command.)
* => use fanction key: F4
;&;k*:i.*>lrk*X::.'3**>l*>l*:k>k>F:k'l'kti*{.t¡.-+**>.t**3:¡*'t****l,r*r¡3>¡<**:k***tk>k'i.rF:k>:.;k**i.*** X/

void
FRstatus( unsigned int address )

{
int axis, j;
char ans[4][12];
charcommand[5]="¡"'
char desc[8][27] = { "Absolute positioning ",

"Encoder step mode ",
"Position maintenance ",
"Terminate move on stall ",
"Turn on ouþut 6 on stall ",
"Stop on trigger 6 ",
"Position loss checking ",
"Output on position loss ");

cprintf('WBelow is the status of the position tracking parameters: ");
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cprintf('W AXIS I AXIS 2 AXIS 3");
for ( axis:i; axis<4; axis++) {

command[0] : (char) axis + ASCIIZERO;
pc23_writecmd( command, address );
pc23_readanswer( &ans[axis][0], address );
delay( I 0);

)
ror ( j=2' j<10; j++) {

cprintf('W7os Voc Voc Vac",

&desc[-2][0], ans[AXIS_1]Lil, ans[AXIS_z][i], ans[AXIS_3][] );
)
cpilntf( '\\" );

) /'¡ END FRSTATUS'i/

/ 1' 1' 1. a' .' a. 1. 1. a. a

't' Rstatus0: Prints tlze R 'støti' for oll three øxes, using
* tlte PC23 commands R, RA, RB, RC.>k :> use function key: F5
**+:ii:i:i.*:i:3:3ã:ktj>ß:3>l:l:::,1*{.'?**;¡****{::k'¡**;34*'3;3:3*;t*;::>!:3*{r***:t+:tt.jl*,.+:+.+.4¿:+ *f

void
RstatLrs( unsigned int addless )

{
int axis, cmd;
char ans[6];
chat commandt4]ts] : {" r ", " fa ", " rb ", " I'c "};
char desc[4][26] : { "Busy/Ready stâtus ",

"Limit status ",
rrl-oop, pause, shtdn, trig",
"Stall & home status "h

cprintf('\\nBelow are the results of the four R status requests: ");
cprintf('\\n*@ or *R means OK.");
cprintf('\\n AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3");

7r' poll the pc23 for the status data for all axes */
for ( cmd:0; cmd<4; cmd++ ) {

cprintf('N7os", &desc[cmd] tOl );
for ( axis:l; axis<4; axis++) {

command[cmd]tOl : (char) axis +'0';
pc23_writecmd( &command[cmd][0], address );
pc23_readanswer( &ans[O], address );
ans[4]= 6'
cprintf(" %os ", &ans[Z] );

)
)
cprintf( '\\r" );

) /+ END RSTATUS x/
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/* '13>3***'k;3'¡*;i*:k:k;k*:&+*::!:3*:3*'t;k:3*'l::<:k:¡*>i.;3*:3)F;3*;F>k;t:i:***>3't*>t*'3*>3>3;k)k)k)k*,i¡'F
* SRstatas}: Prints the SR status for all three axes.

"r (Uses the PC23's SR status comnnnd.);r -> use function key: F6
:3rlx)t'¡:!**X:l*>!.-+>t>t;t>:<*;t*r't':<>k*:r**'t::::t*:¡::.'!.>¡:3*:3)k:l'3;t:i,l;t::.:l.*:f:t:tx)k>i*.X>rX*;::trt.:k */

void
SRstatus( unsigned int address )
{

int axis, j;
char ans[4][2];
char command[S] = " t. "'
char desc[8][25] : { "Not used ",

"Not used ",
"Load and go mode ",
"Stop end of current ",
rrNot used ",
"Velocity range ",
"Save buffer on limit ",
"Save buffel on stop ");

cprintf('\\nBelow is the switch status: ");
cprintf('\\n AXIS I AXIS 2 AXIS 3");
for ( axis:l; axis<4; axis++) {

command[0] : (char) axis + ASCIIZERO;
pc23_writecmd( command, address );
pc23_readanswer( &ans[axis][0], addless );
delay(10);

)
for 1¡=2t j<10;j++) {

cprintf('\\n7os Voc o/oc Voc",

&desc[-2][0], ans[AXIS_1][], ans[AXIS_2]Ljl, ans[AXIS_3][] );
)
cprint( '\\n" );

) /x END SRSTATUS 'il

/X **r.i*:k**X:F*'k**>F**::.'F*'l****:lr&*r:<>:.)k:3**>:<*>l>Fr.<'F:k**'l'!*:!*'l*r,!i¡)3:!**+*ii>:.':.*::.***>f:!

'k printstalusline): Displays the sbsolute locøtions of all motors
* in degrees of plate or model rotøtion. AII
* information is derived fron¿ the status byte so
* it does not interrapt the PC23.
tf**rtt<*'3******X:3*rg:l:+***tJ***:l)ir*:k>k*>k*,tX*ri<**rt>l:F*******{<***rk*r3*r***)k*)F**¿<*-+ */

void
printstatusline( unsigned int address )
{

struct text_info oldpos;
starus pc23;

extern float theta_1,theta_z;
extern float a LP,a_SP;

char failed[2]tsl = { rrOK r' , "FAIL" };
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/* Save original text position. 'fl
gettextinfo(&oldpos);

/* Get and print the status */
pc23.status: inp( address + I );

window(LCOL,BROW+2,RCOL,BROW+2) ;

gotoxy(9,1);
cprintf(" Vo6.1f" ",theta_ I ) ;

gotoxy(26, i );
cprintf(" Vo 6. If ", the ta_2) ;

gotoxy(47,1);

cpr intf (" 70 6. 1 f " ", a_LP) ;

gotoxy(68,1 );
cprintf (" 7o 6 . lf. ", a_S P ) ;

/'r Restore original text position. x/

window(LCOL,TROW,RCOL,BROW);
gotoxy((int) oldpos.culx, (int) oldpos.cur'y);

) /'3 END PRINTSTATUSLINE '7

/:k:!:ir)k:k,3*:3tJri:*:k:t*tr)i.***:ii*:ni..*)i.>3'3;:.*>F>::>13*r::*tr*rl*tl*;:.*:¡***1:'l:k*r*>'r:F*i¡;:<{r::r>:<ri.*>!;3'3:3't
u go0: This routine tells all three eces to begin motion.* :> use function key F7
'l>!::ir:l'3***tl::r>lri.**13*)ir*,k**;&;!**>k**:¡rk*rkrÍr.r:l::.:krk'3r.r*{.:3*>¡:3>3r¡.*rFr3r3ri::¡<;3*t.¿..a.k'k*.>k>f}i'þ t<f

void
go( unsigned int address )
{

pc23_writecmd("9123 ", address );
) /'r END GO '¡l

/*,1*;FX:k*43*{.¿<*>k+*:F**:&**)i::t.*:k'3;l'l:l*t<;3*::<:k***;k*****>¡*:k***:ß*:l:l'l't'l**:l:l:l**:¡*'l:l**.
* keyhøndle(): Parses keystrokes and calls the appropriate routines.
* Note: roaÍines: stop (F8) and kill (F9) are stored
* in program PC23.C which is incladed in BUNDLE.C
,l*;:r*>3>3;l:3:k*:k**:i::tr¡r¡*'l:&****rFrl*'3*;3'3>:<*3:l*****>l+'F*'t*****'k'F***'f*+-ri.t.tr:l:lt *)t*X*>l'ß X/

void
keyhandler( unsigned int address )
{

int ch, chf;

switch(cn=getchQ){
case ESC:

exit ( 0 );
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case FUNKEY:
switch ( (chf : getchQ) ) {

case Fl:
printstatusbyte( address );
break;

case F2:

prinþosition( address );
break;

case F3:

pollposition( address );
break;

case F4:

FRstatus( address );
break;

case F5:

Rstatus( address );
break;

case F6:

SRstatus( address );
break;

case F7:
go( address );
break;

case F8:

pc23_stop( address );
break;

case F9:

pc23_kill( addrcss );
break;

case F10:
window( 1,1,80,25);

clrscr0;
exit(0);
break;

)
break;

case CR:
cprintf('\'\n" );

default:
pc23_writech( (char) ch, address );
cprintf("7oc", ch );

)
) /x END KEYHANDLER '¡l

/*:k)F**rF:i**X*****:k>3:k**'l*rl'l'¡.**¿<**:k*:kX*)F:l*'l***i&:t'F:F*13***>¡.***>i<**'k*':.**
* prinladdrerfl: This routine prtnts ø ntessage if the address
x s'upplied on the command. line cannot be
tt converted easily from a string to a nutnber.
{.t<:l***+rl>l*ã<*:¡.*:3*******t<t<t<*'FlJ********>kr*rtr:<*{<****rF*r3>:('t*>k***'l*r¡*r¡"t:c*:l/

void
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printaddrer( void )

{
fprintf( stderr, '\Bad address. Please tly again.");
fprintf( stderr, '\nUse only decimal numbers, no alpha characters.");

furintf( stderr, '\nSyntax is PC23TERM");
fprintf( stderr, '\nFactory default is 768. ( Range :768 to 812 )");
fprintf( stderr, 'M");
fprintf( stderr, '\nlf you don't know the board address, just");
fprintf( stderr, "press l'eturn at the address prompt.\n");
fprintf( stderr, '\nWalning: This could send other boards in address");
fpLintf( stderr,'\n range768 to 812 out to lunch.V");

) /'r END PRINTADDRERR */

/ a. a' 1.1.1. 1-1-1-..4'

.+ WRITECH: WRITES A SINGLE CHARACTER TO THE PC23. PC23 COMMANDS ARE
'I GENERATED BY SENDING MULTIPLE CHARACTERS TO IT.
*:k'l;¡')3>krt)::>l':.**>:.ã:t,l;l:l:3*>k;t:l'l::<>l;3*>k:3;3>¡:t*::.:l:!:l*:rri**)i.***,3*:l*'k)l**'k*'lr¡:)i:r3>:<>t>::>k;ir'3,i.'3*'f X/

writech ( alpha )
char alpha;

{
while (!(inportb(address+1) & IDB_M));
outportb (address,alpha);

outportb (address+ 1, IDB);
while (inportb(address+1) & IDB_M);
outportb(address+ 1,CB);
while (!(inportb(address+1) & IDB_M));
return;

)

/* tF'f*tF*,lt<XX*{.*:i<tk**rl.*:}*>k**r.<:3{.>¡:f {c*r3t!**:1.)¡.*)FrÉ>f ***{.*:3:t***rl:3*t:.rl;3r3*tr)f t >k**J¡)k>!}3ti*

"r READCH: READS ONE CHARACTER OF A PC23 RESPONSE TO A STATUS* RESUEST. RETURNS THE CHARACTER RESPONSE.
:3****)3*:t:k*j<>l*'*'3:l>l>l>l*rk:l>3***>3>3>k*rkrl*r**t3.**?tr¡.*:F:k***.**;&:t4.tl3'kr,r>k*>l**tfil>lrk*rk*-*-.1*'k-+ 

'k/
readch0

{
char alpha=O;

while (!(inportb(address+1) & ODB));
alpha : inportb(address);
outportb (address+ l,ACK);
while ((inportb(address+1) & ODB));
outportb (address+1,C8);

return(alpha);

i

/rl )i.{.*t )k**tF:¡:i<:krk>k***:**:!rl*rk,3rkrl:t***XrlXX;****lj*}3'::**>k*>l*rl**'k**:i.**.*rl***rl**>!*{<**>k*

* WRITECMD: WRITES A COMMAND SZR/NG TO THE PC23.
******:k*iÉ*****ir'3**t<*>F*'l*'l***>l'k'3*)k*'*'k:3XX***>k*:l>lrFrFrl'l*X**;;:'f **>t ********".t".t.*-+X )¡/

writecmd(s)
char xs;
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while (xs)

writech (*s++);
return;

\
J

/.¡ â+.¡.¡{'.}1..¡1 õ;¡ô;rõ7¡;¡-+-6;¡+;¡++++;¡;F;¡;.r:f+;¡:F;F+rF;F;:.:f;t:t::r:f,f;i.:s:í:5:fä.i.}..õ4.1.+44rf

,I READANSWER: READS A COMPLETE PC23 STATUS RESUEST RESPONSE STRING.
.r1t+¿f/r+ 1.1

readanswer (s)

char 'ts;
I\

while ((*s++ = readchQ) !: 13);
xs : '\0';
return;

\
f

.r<r /rr¡ r¡ ¿ir+ +;F+;5;5 r¡.;¡ ìi +;¡ - õ;¡ +;¡;f -i + -f +;f;F;f;f;F +;F;ñ +;f;f:f;f;¡r;F;f:f:f;5 4;ii:J;ii r

x PÀlNfS TITLE PAGE TO SCREEN to display inpat døta and output files. *
,j;:..*;i.::.:3x;l*{:*:3:¡.*'¡f:*õ;¡***;3:¡::::'3::::l**lrt:*:3rT+:::+:t::.:þ:t:t:3:t*:t*:¡*::::t**:¡':<*:3tc::i:t:!:!:l*:¡;:.:i:*;i;:.;f ;:./

void
title_pageQ {
FILE ,I.fP;

char ch;
int handle;
int lf_count= 0;

if ((fp:fopen("titlepg.dat", "r"))==¡r¡g¡¡¡
retum;

handle: fileno(fo);

clrscr 0;

do { /'rread file to EOF'¡/
read (handle,&ch,l);
printf("%c",ch);
if (ch=:'\n') If_count++;
if (lf-counÞSCRN_HEIGHT) {
llcount: 0;
hit_key_to_continue 0;

\ l"endif*l
) while (!eof(handle));

fclose(Þ);
hit_key_to_continue 0;

| l'+title_page*l

/'rclear screen*/
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fl *>l>k'?*.*.>l'k'i.*>l;l**rl:F:l:i.)k,!>i.*:k*'¡)k*::c**rl)i:)iir¡*+r**;3;3>:<>3*;:<'3:!'i:>3'!>k**:k***>t**:k'k:3*:r*****;::r-r

* LOAD INPUT DATA FROM FILE INPUT,DAT. :3

*tl*tl*t¡*X*X;:rrldi)¡*:l:l;l*****:l*::.:k;k:l)l*:k****):.)k1..;i:)i:;l*>¡:Í>:.;f**:3>3{.*:'3:Ft?.k-*.+*"+.+-&**:l***X*:f :;r/

void
load_data 0 {
FILE *input;

extern char model_name[80],date[5];
extern float cable_diam;
extern float model_length;
extern float pressure_amb, pressure_cone;
extern float temp;
extern int;
printf ("7os \n ",load_nane);
if (!(input: fopen(load_nâme,r'r"))==f1ULL) {

fscanf(inpu t,"Model Name: 7o sM",model_name);
fscanf(input,"Date :7os\n",date);
fscanf(input,"Position of w.w. model relative to l.w. model: o/of, %of:n",&2, &y);
fscanf(input,"Theta-i (min,max,delta): Vof , Vof, Vof'n",&thetal.min, &thetal.max, &thetal.delta);
fscanf(input,"Theta-2 (min,max,delta): Vof , c/of, o/ofvr",&theta2.min, &theta2.max, &theta2.delta);
fscanf(input,"cable diameter: û/of\n",&cable_diam);

fscanf(input,"model length: a/oñr",&model_length);

fscanf(input,"ambient pressure: 7of\n",&pressure_amb);
fscanf(input,"ambient temperature: 1of\n", &temp);
fscanf(input,"dynamic pr€ssure: 7ofui", &pressure_cone);
printf("Model Name: 7os\n",model_name) ;

printf( "Date: 7os\n",date);
printf("Position of w.w. model relative to l.w. model: Vo5.ff, Vo5.Lfrn",z, y);
printf("Theta-l (min,max,delta): Vo5.1f, 7o5.1f ,7o5.1f\nrr,thetal.min, thetal.max, thetal.delta);
printf("Theta-2 (min,max,delta): 7o5.If, 7o5.If, Vo5.lfw",theta2.min, theta2.max, theta2.delta);
printf("cable diametet 7of\n",cable_di am) ;

printf("model length: û/of\n",model_length);

printf( "ambient pres sure: 7o fui",pre ssure_amb) ;

printf("ambient temperature: 7of\n",temp);
printf("dynamic pressure: Tofur",pressure_cone);

ìI

fclose (input);

normalize_angle(theta I .max);
normalize_angle(theta 1.min) ;

) /xload_data*/

f* >f>?*rtr"4*'+*>ltirtltt*ttt:.{.tS*:3:¡:k*:k*:i.**ìt*>!:1i..+r$:l*:l:F}f;l>:<:3>k'k**>3*'¡**rF*rl**r¡.:l;:.**:k*+*r3*)Fr¡}3:ir
.+ SETUP OUTPUT FILE,T.OUT FOR AVERAGED MEASUREMENTS AND *,D* FOR ALL DATA MEASURED.
*'k*>l'&)¡***:F:l*;3:t**:t*:k**.*:k*:k:tX*)ß****:f**'i:>l*:k':<**>13**'l**'l**XXX*:i.*:t,i***>F>lX*XX*Xt< */

void
save_data 0 {

extern FILE r'output, *dump;
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extern char save_namel12], dump_namefi2];
extern char model_name[80];
extern float cable_diam;
extern float model_length;
extern float pressure_amb, pressure_cone;
extern float temp;
extern int;

dump= fopen(dump-name,"a+"); /* Append both files!! './
output= fopen(save_name,"a+") ;

fprintf(ou tpu t, "Inpu t File: 7o s\n ", load_name) ;
fprintf(output,'M");
fprintf(output,"This file contains the following output data:V");

þrintf(output,'M");
fprintf(output,"Model Name: TosV",model_name);
fprintf(output,"Date: Tos\t",date);

þrintf(output,"Output File:\r");
fprintf(output,"Du mp Fi le:V");
fprintf(output,"Position of w.w. model lelative to l.w. model:\n");
fprintf(ou tput,' rTheta- I (m in,max,delta):\n") ;

þrintf(output,'tTheta-Z (min,max,delta):\n");
fprintf(ontput,"Cable Diameter ( meters ):\n");
fprintf(output,"Cable tængth ( meters ):\n");
fprintf(output,"Ambient Pressure ( mm Hg ):\n");
fprintf(output,"Ambient Temperature ( deglees C ):\n");
fprintf(output,"Dynamic Pressure ( mm H2O )M");
fprintf(output,"Theta 1, ThetaZ, Z Position, Y Position:V");
þrintf(output, "Moment, Drag, Lift (Volts):\n") ;

fprintf(ou tpu t,' \r ") ;

fprintf(output,"7o s\t",model_name);
fprintf(output, "7os\rr',save_name);
fprintf(ou tpu t, "7o sV ",dump_name) ;

fprintf(output,"7o3.11, 7o3.Lfrn",z, y);
fprintf(output," 7o 5. 7f , 7o 5. lf , Vo5.ßw",theta l .min, theta l .max, theta l .delta);
fprintf(output ,"Vo5.\f , o/o5.lf , 7o5.lfui",thetaZ.min, thetaZ.max, theta2.delta);
fprintf(ou tpu t, " 7of\n",cable_di am) ;

fpri ntf ( ou tpu t, " 7o f\n ", mo del_le n gth) ;

fprintf(ou tput, "TofV",pressu re_amb) ;

fpri ntf ( ou tpu t, " 7o fui", temp) ;
fprintf(output, "7of\n",pressu re_cone) ;

þrintf(output,'\r");
close_data_files0;

) /*save data*/

/t >¡r:l**'l'¡'krl***>¡'k*****:3**;:+:.>:<*>3:t******:f>f>kr:<>::'l:k>3>k>llF'!3'k>k:l*>l>l'l**'l:þ;l'3*,3:&:l>t{.***:k>k*)k

'+ CLOSES OUTPUT FILES: *.OUT + *.DMP
13**:k*****r3*rk**{.*****i,.ìtrl>l****>l{<>l>k*>!*t:>k*}krli*>¡':.:k*{.:¡:k:krk:¡tc)f*******rl**}f*:l*':.*XX*'¡/

void
close_data_files0 {
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extern FILE *output, *dump;

fclose(output);
fclose(dump);

) /*close_data_files*/

fi :3:l::.X:3:3X:3tf *:k***l:*:i;:i*:3::r:ix;f ã**;lãt:::<:3+;l*tii:k:3+¿:ix::::i;**;t:i.:ix:tä:3:l:i:3;f *::.*>3>:.;:.::r:l:3:3:l:l:3:!3*

,1, NORMALIZES THE ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR THE CONTROL OF THE MOTOR.." ATTACHED TO THE STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE.
:k:l#T:¡:3t:*:¡rt:¡:k*t:*:l:3:l**:i*:l**:ll:;i:l;i:lr¡'x;Í**:l*ti**:*::r;:rti;:*:3rk:3::i:l::+3::i;i;i;:.:3a;:r;¡>!:3:3:l>3:3*:f :3rj :k/

void
normalize_angle (float angle) { /t'coerce angle to be -360.0<-->360.0",1
int circle_count;
float normalized*angle;

normalized_angle= angle/FULL_CIRCLE;
circle_count: normalized_angle;

if (abs(normalized_angle) > 1.0)
angle: (normalized_angle-circle_count)/ FULI -CIRCLE;

\ l*normalize_ angle*/

.+ô¿r.l+rÞó+ââ, 4r4r+.¡r|4r;F+ôõõrñr¡r;F6-;Fliriõ

'I INITILIZES THE MOTOR ON THE STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE.

void
init_motor(int motor) {
int status_register, intrpt_register;

if (moto>l ll motor<0) retum; /'r Motor choice out of bounds */

status_register: MoTOR_ADD + motor;
intrpt_register= INTRPT_REG + motor;

outportb(status_rcgister, 1 90) ;
outportb(status_register,0);
outportb(status_register, 1 90) ;

outportb(intrpt_regi ster,0) ;

step_motor(0,theta l.min) ;

if (rheral.min<0.0) {
step_motor(0,- 1.0);

step_motor(0,1.0);

) /"endifx/

) /*init_motor*/

/x Reset controllers */

la Clear interrupts x/

/x Set initial position */

/* Backlash compensation for cw dirn 'kl
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)k'1.+r...a-a¿;+.t. ¿lt* *:¡*:t**:ii:¡:t+:3::i*:t:;i::¡::<:3;¡,1. a.-¡..1.1.1.-¡4.1

.4 
CONTROLS THE MOTOR ON THE STR,AIN GAUGE BALANCE.

;k*:l*t<:3*;f *;!rjt¡:ttt'l:!)3tkrj*:3;l*:rt:.*tr:3::.*rlrk::.*>k*:k*;k:l:l:!.**r:r***):3;3**>i.;:<*>f ;f *r>l>::*::3>!:'!*:f :¡*'f *:lr3 ::i/

int
step_motor (int motor, float angle) {
int length;
int i;
int ascii-val;
int pulses;

int status_register, intrpt_register;
char anayl256l;
chal direction;

if (moto>1 ll motor<O) renrrn (0); /*motor choice out of bounds*/
if (angle<0) /*check and set direction'k/

direction='-';
else

direction= '+';

status_register= MOTOR_ADD + motor;
pulses= angIet'PULSES_PER_MODEL_REV/FULr -CIRCLE;
length: sprintf(anay, " 7oc\N 7oôrR 7o ô,rS 7oò.rF 7od\rOu'",

direction,abs(pulses),RATE,SLOPE,FACTOR);
for (i: 0; i<length; i++) { /*send data to controller*/

outportb(status_register, I 90) ;

while (inportb(status_register)<1 28);
ascii_val: arrayIi];
outportb(DATA_REG,ascii_val);
outportb(status_register,62) ;

while (inpoltb(status_register)>=123¡t
outportb(status_register, I 90) ;

) /*nexti*/
rcturn(1);

) /*step_motor*/

/* *X*XXX**X'3{.*;3***'¡3*;3*'3'¡.;k*>F*******>k*+'k+'k'S:3'¡.*'i.:l>k'3>3*:k)k:¡*'t:l:+*'f*'::>¡.*;3>k>k*'k;i,*>3>¡<'l

X ENDS MOTOR CONTROL OF MOTOR ON THE STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE.
tk**>l**:k*)kX:t+-*:*;ß*:k:i:*X:kX*'3*::.:1.>ld<*;l;k:l*>t>k'kt<'t****trrk*X*,kt¡:l:k;klr:k:k*:k*:l,k***rF**{.r:r:¡.:i::l r3/

void
close_motorQ {

step_motor(0,-fabs(FUll. CIRCLE+heta_1)); /xreset angle to zero*/
) /*close-motor+/
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/* X*:!.X:f**.*X*:t:t+::3**+*:l*:t:I**:t*>k'l'k>¡>3X*X'r:!:k:¡+:3:3::s"4'4>?'4'4"4'4'4'4'¿r,.'+.itt:**r,t'4rl*.iÍ'4'++**:r+*

x ANALOG to DIGITAL CONVERSION Ot¡ FORCE AND MOMENT MEASUREMEIVTS.
'i.*:k;**;&.3:&,1'k*,F>l*:k:k)T*.:¡rktr*)kt:rl:3>t;3r3***>l;l>k*:l**lÉ*;3*>l***t3*rk*tkàlr3*:l*:3***;l>k:l*rlt.+¿,"+** */

int
init_a2d(int channel) {

unsigned int d[5];
int flug;
int mode;

mode:0;
d[0]: A2D_ADD;
cllll= 2;

d[2]= i;
tcm_dasg(&mode,d,&fl ag );
if (flag) return (0);

mode= i;
d[0]: ç¡onn",'
d[l]: ç¡onn.t'
tcm_dasg(&mode,d,&fl ag) ;

if (flag) retum(O);
return( 1);

\ l"init_4\d*l

/f init board*/

/'iset channels to be scanned':'/

/;k **t **:l*::.:¡:l*:!ij:¡rl:¡ïr:r)f *:l:::lt.>!:l;l:3>l:l:l:l*:l:l**:ir::::i*r*:::t:*::.>:.::.:3tr>¡::r*;i.*;¡'l;¡>¡;3)3:::::.**i:.:3:t:k:!
." 

READS THE AMPLIFIED ANALOG SIGNALS FROM THE STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE.* FROM THE EXP_RES MULTIPLEXER CARD AND DIRECTS THEM TO THE AlD
* CARD.20 SAMPLES ARE TAKEN FOR EACH MOMENT, DRAG AND LIFT!

int
read_a2d 0{

unsigned int d[15];
int flog;
int mode;
int i,j;
float voltage[3], sum_of_voltages[3];
extern FILE '3ouþut, 'rdump;
extern float angle, theta_Z, theta_l;

dump: fopen(dump-name,"a+"); /* Append both files!! x/

output: fopen(save_name,"a+") ;

for (i: 0; i<3; i++) /x Reset voltage acc¡lmulators */
voltage[i]: 0.0;

for (j: 0; j<20; j++) {
for (i:0; i<3; i++) {

mode: 13;

d[0]= i+l'
tcm_dasg(&mode,d,&flag);
if (flag) return(O);

/* Select EXP-RES channel */

/x EXP-RES channel */
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mode: 3;

d[0]: 0;

d[1]= 0;

tcm_dasg(&mode,d,&fl ag) ;

if(flag) return(0);

voltage Ii]: 1 0./4096.'¡ (int)d[0] ;

sum_of_voltages[i]+: voltageIi] ;

delay ((unsigned)A2D_DELAY);
j l*nexti+l
fprintf(dump,"7o4.lf o/o4.1f o/o4.1f o/o4.11 o/of o/of Vofv", theta_1, thefa_/, z, y, voh.agef0l, voltagel1], voltage[2]);

\ l*nextj*l
fprintf(output ,"o/o4.lf 7o4.If 7o4.If 7o4.1ftn" , theta_ 1 , thetaJ, z, y);
fprintf(output,"o/o4.3f 7o4.3f o/o4.3f\n",sum_of_voltages[0]/20., sum_of_voltages[1]/20., sr¡m_of_voltages[2]120.);

cprintf(" Moment= o/o4.3f Y; Drag= o¡o4.3¡ y' Lift= o/a4.3f V.\n", sum_of_voltages[0]/20.,
sum_of_voltagesI I ]/20., sum_of_volta gesl2ll2).);

sum-of-voltages [0] =0.0;
sum-of_voltages I I ] :0.0;
su m-of_voltages [2] =0.0'

cprintf('\\n");
return( l);

I l¿'read_a2d'r/

/.¡ +.1+.> 'r.ù.¡.¡.

,K PRINT ERROR MESSAGES THROGHOUT THE PROGRAM.
+,¡.r,r.r.¡,Þ/¡ró+;¡+;¡+++;s+rF/t

void
error_message (char ãstring) {

printf(rr*'t +5pROR: 7os.\n",string);

) /*enor_message*/

/r. .¡.râ.¡.¡++++

* SET CARRIAGE RETURN SIGNAL.
:k'&*:F,k**t<àkrttk:t***X*X*XX**Xrk**X13rl:krt:krk*rl*:krl*.*:k'lrfài:>k*;k**.*>l*>3::.*****'k**r¡>ltk+*"411.+"4 */

void
hit_key_to_continue0 {

gotoxy (1,25);
printf( "<CONTINUE> ") ;

while (!kbhit0);
gotoxy (1,25);

delline 0;
getch0;

) /*hitjey_to_continue't/
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c

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c

c

C

Ð.5 Fnognarm: COEF FET'.FûR

PROGRAM COEF FIT

This progrøm is used to non-dimensionalize the aerodynømic

forces ønd moment which are measured during the lwin-bundle
conductor experiments. The input to program coef ;fit is provided
by running program bundle.c. The Den Hartog cofficient and the
slope of the mtment cofficient are curve fitted using the least
square method.
last updøte: 20.01.1994 (c Peter Stumpfl

- declaratiott of force paranteters.
REAL ANGLE(400),MOMENT(400),DRAG(400),LIFI(400)
REAL PAMB,TAMB,D,L,AIRDEN,VEL,H,PDYN
REAL RANGLE(400),DD(400),LL(400),MM(400)
REAL TH 1 (400),TH2(400)
REAL T1 min,T I max,T 1 del,T2min,T2max,T2del
REAL MOMENT_ZO(400),DRA G :ZO (400),LrFT_ZO(400)
REAL TH 1_ZO( l 00),TH2-ZO(100),X_POSZ,Y_POSZ
INTEGER I,KK,N,KKK,NNN

- declaration of cofficient puremeters.

REAL*8 ALPHA 1 (800),CL(800),CD(800),CM(800)
REALxS ALPHA2(1500),CLL(1500),CDD(i500),CMM(1500)
REAL*S A(0:30,0: 30),AALPHA(400),SUM

- declaration of pørameters used in curve fittittg.

real*8 pcl(0:750),pcd(O:750),pcm(0;750)

real*8 pacl(0:750),pacd(0:750),pacm(0:750)
real*8 ccll( 1500),ccdd( I 500),ccmm( I 500)
realxS a I (0:30),bl (0:30),c I (0:30)
realx8 dyal (0:750),dyc I (0:750)

real*8 alppaa(0:750)
real * 8 temp 1,temp2,czz,szz,alpp,X_POs,Z_PO S

- declaration of inputl outpttt file s.

CHARACTER'¡3 ANS
CHARACTER'I.30 FILE2,FILE3,FILE4,FILEs,FILE 6,FTLE]
CHARACTERX3O FILE1 I,FILES

OPEN(1,FILE='CON')
WRITE(1,*)"
WRITE(1,*)"

c

c

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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WRITE(1,*)'
WRITE(1,*)'
WRITE(1,*)',
IVRITE(l,x)'
WRITE(1,':)'
WRITE(1,*)'
V/RITE(1,'i)'
WRITE(1,*)'
WRITE(1,")'
WRITE(1,t')'
WRITE(1,'i)'

AUTOMATED FORCE MEASUREMENTS'
BY

Peter Stumpf and Dr.
0r.07.1992

,",, ,OOORAM CALCULATES VALUES FOR COEFFICIENTS OF'
DRAG, LIFT AND MOMENT FROM THE AUTOMATED TEST DATA.'
'r'?'+>!.'a'.' CALIBRATIONUPDATE: 16.02.1993'4*+*>:r'4'
10 Volt Excitation: D:0.244 Y, L:-0.260 V, M:0.085 V'

Pei Yu

C

c

C

WRITE(1,'IA\)')'PLEASE ENTER THE FILENAME OF DATA FILE : '
READ(1,'(A30)') FILEl r

- load input data,

OPEN( i I,FILE:FILEt I,STATUS:',OLD')
DO 5I:t,22
READ(11,,:)
CONTINUE
READ(I 1,,:) X_POS, Z_POS
READ( I 1,*) T 1 min,T lmax,Tldel
READ( 1 i,x) T2min,TZmax,T2del
READ(11,'¡) D
READ(ll,'r) L
READ(11,Ì.) PAMB
READ(11,'¡) TAMB
READ(ii,x) H
write(1,'¡) x_pos, z_pos
write(1,'k) Tlmin,Tlmax,Tldel
write( l,x) Tzmin,T2max,T2del
write(1,'r) D
write(1,'¡) L
write(1,*) PAMB
wilte(1,") TAMB
write(i,*) H

N = 1+(Tlmax-TImin)/Tldel
DO 100 I:1,N
READ(1 I,x) TH 1(I),TH2(I),X_POS,Z_POS
READ(1 1,'r) MOMENT(I),DRAG(I),LrF I(I)
ANGLE(r):rH1(r)
ALPHAl(r)=TH1(r)
CONTINUE

cl-osE(11)

- Ioud second set of input dstø containíng zero offiet measurements.

V/RITE(1,'IA\)')'DO YOU WANT TO COMPENSATE FOR ZERO-OFFSET:
& (Y/N) ?'
READ(1,'(A3)') ANS

100

C
c
c
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IF (ANS.EQ.'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') THEN
V/RITE(I,'(/A\)',)'PLEASE ENTER THE FILENAME FOR THE ZERO-OFFSET

& DATA FILE :'
READ(1,',(A20)',) FILE2

oPEN(2,FILE:FILE2,STATUS :' OLD' )
DO 10I=i,31
READ(2"r)

1O CONTINUE
C

DO 1t0I:1,N
READ(2,'í ) TH I _ZO(I), THz _ZO (t), X_POSZ, Y_POSZ
READ(2,* ) MOMENT_ZO (r), DRAG _ZO (t), LIFT_ZO(I)
MOMENT(Ð:MOMENT(r) -MOMENT _ZO (r)
DRAGo)=DRAG (r) -DRAG _ZO (t)
LrFT(r ) =LrFT(r) -LrFf_ZO (r)

I lO CONTINUE
cLosE(2)
GOTO 25

ELSE IF(ANS.EQ.'N'.OR.ANS.EQ.'n' ) THEN
GOTO 2s

ENDIF
C
c - Calculøte the air speed and dynamic pressure.

c

25 AIRDEN=(O. I 333 *PAMB)/((TAMB+2] 3.1 5)'r0.287 )
V ELF 4. 429 * SQRT( FVA I RD EN )
PDYN:0.5 +AIRDEN'I VEL'¡ VEL

C
c - Convert the analog input into Jorce and moment data
c and non-dimensionqlize then¿.

c
DO 200I=1,N,1

RANGLE0)=ANGLE(I) *0.994

DD(l)= DRAG(I) *4. 4 482221 0.244
LL(I): - 1 .O*LIFT(I) u' 4.448222/ (-0.260)
MM(I): - I .0*MOMENT1Ð'r4.*tr22*"0.02541 0.085
cD(I):DD(I)/(PDYN'¡D'kL)
cL(I)=LL(Iy(PDYN'i D*L)
cM(I):MM(I)/(PDYN*D*D'3L)

2OO CONTINUE
C
c - Curve ftt the Den Hartog cofficient and the slope
c of the moment coefficient using the method of least square.
c This part of the program is a modified version of the
c progr&m wrítten by Dr. Pei Yu, 1993.
c
210 RATrO=DATAN(1.D0y4s.D0

KK: N
DO 221I = I,KK

ALPHA2(r) =ALPHA1(r)-360
ALPHA2(KK+I) : ALPHAI(Ð
ALPHA2(2*-KK+I) = ALPHA 1 (I)+360
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cLL(r) : cl-(r)
CLL(KK+I) : CL(l)
CLL(2*KK+I) : CL(I)
cDD(r) = cD(r)
CDD(KK+I) : CD(I)
CDD(2ïKK+I) : CD(I)
cMM(r) : cM(r)
CMM(KK+I) : CM(I)

221 CMM(2'¡KK+I) : CM(I)
c

ANS:'Y,
if (dabs(alpha i ( 1 )-0.d0).gt.5.d0.or.dabs(alpha I (kk)-

& 360.d0).gt.10.d0) ANS ='N'
C
c NOTE: n : range of data points used in curve fitting
c one segment of overall curve. For snrull sets
c ol data decrease n to 7 or less.
c

c

n =21
IMARK = N/2
N :2*(N/2)+i
WRITE(i,':')"
V/RITE(1,'(/,4)') 'COMPUTATIONS IN PROGRESS: PLEASE V/AIT A MINUTE

&..'
'WRITE(1,*)"

IF (ANS.EQ.'N'.OR.ANS.EQ.'n') THEN
if (alphal(1).ge.0.d0) then

nbegalP = int(alPhai (1))

else

nbegalp = -int(dabs(alphal(1)))-l
endif
if (alphal(kk).ge.0.d0) then

nendalp : int(alphal (kk))+1
else

nendalp : -int(dabs(alphal ( 1)))

endif
ELSE

nbegalP = g

nendalp = 360
ENDIF
npoint = (nendalp-nbe galp)'"Z

C
DO 225IDEX = l,KK

IF (ANS.EQ.'N'.OR.ANS.EQ.'n') THEN
IF (IDEX.LE.IMARK) THEN

IMARK1 = I
IMARK2 = IDEX+IMARK
NNN = IMARK2

ELSETF ((KK-rDEX).LE.TMARK) THEN
IMARKI = IDEX-IMARK
IMARK2 = KK
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NNN : IMARK2-IMARKI+I
ELSE

IMARKl : IDEX-IMARK
IMARK2: IDEX+IMARK
NNN :N

ENDIF
DO 222I = IMARKI,IMARK2

AALPHA(I-IMARKl+1) = (ALPHA 1(I)-ALPHAl(IDEX¡¡xp41¡O
CCLL(I-IMARKl+1) = CL(D
CCDD(I-IMARKl+l) = CD(I)
CCMM(I-IMARKI+I) = CM(I)

222 CONTINUE
CALL LESQR(NNN,3,AALPHA,CCLL,A,A 1,SUM,KKK,2)
CALL LESQR(NNN,3,AALPHA,CCDD,A,B 1,SUM,KKK,2)
CALL LESQR(NNN,3,AALPHA,CCMM,A,C i,SUM,KKK,2)

ELSE
IMARKI : KK+IDEX-IMARK
IMARK2: KK+IDEX+IMARK
DO 223I : IMARKI,IMARK2

AALPHA(I-IMARK I + 1 ) :(ALPHA2(I)-ALPHA 1 (IDEX))'¡RATIO
CCLL(I-IMARKI+l) : CLL(I)
CCDD(I-IMARKI+1) = CDD(I)
CCMM(I-IMARKI+1) : CMM(I)

223 CONTINUE
CALL LESQR(N,3,AALPHA,CCLL,A,A 1,SUM,KKK,2)
CALL LESQR(N,3,AALPHA,CCDD,A,B 1,SUM,KKK,2)
CALL LESQR(N,3,AALPHA,CCMM,A,C I,SUM,KKK,2)

ENDIF
IF (rDEX.EQ.1) THEN

IDEX1 : O

ELSE
IDEX1 = IDEX2+l

ENDIF
rF (TDEX.EQ.KK) THEN

IDEX2: npoint
ELSE

tDEXz : 2':.(INT(ALPHA I (rDEX)
& +(ALPHAl(IDEX+1)-ALPHAl(IDEX))/2.D0)-NBEGALP)

ENDIF
DO 224I : IDEXl,IDEX2

ALPP : (0.5D0*I+1.D0'¡NBEGALP-ALPHAl(IDEX))*RATIO
PCL(D : A1(O)+ALPP"(A1(1)+ALPP"(A1(2)+ALPP'IA1(3)))
PACL(I) = A1(l)+ALPP*(2.D0*Al (2)+3.DO'iALPP*Al (3))
PCD(I) : B1(O)+ALPP'i(81(l)+ALPP*(B 1(2)+ALPP*Bl(3)))
PACD(I) : B1(1)+ALPP*(2.D0*B 1(2)+3.D0*ALPP'IB1(3))
PCM(I) : C1(0)+ALPP*(C1(l)+ALPP*(C1(2)+ALPP'3C1(3)))
PACM(I) : C1(1)+ALPP'3(2.D0*C1(2)+3.DO'iALPP'¡C1(3))
czz = DCOS(ALPP)
SZZ : DSIN(ALPP)
TEMP1 : PACL(I)+PCD(I)
TEMP2 = PACD0-PCL(r)

C DYA0(I) = PCL(\)'+CZ/+PCD(I)+SZZ
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C DYBO(I) : -PCL1¡'i572+PCD(|)'?CZZ
c DYC0(r) : PCM(Ð

DYA 1 (l) : TEMP I *CZZ+TEMPZ" SZZ
c DYBI(I) : TEMP2*CZZ-TEMPI'.SZZ

DYCI(Ð: PACM(r)
224 CONTINUE
225 CONTINUE

DO 883 I:O,NPOINT
883 ALPPAA(I) : NBEGALP+0.5D0*I
C
C
C
900 WRITE(I,910)'SELECT THE OUTPUT DEVICE : 

"f i -- "coN" (THE coNSoLE) 
"z', 2 -- "PRN" (THE PRINTER) 

"3' 3 -- DATA FILE ( FILENAME.ENG )"
4' ENTER THE SELECTION (t,2,OR 3) ::> ',

910 FORMATØA/l Al N Ail A\)
READ(t,x) SELECT
WRITE(1,'(///)',)
IF (SELECT.LT. T.OR.SELECT.GT.3) THEN

coTo 900
ENDIF

C
rF (SELECT.EQ.i) THEN

GOTO 920
ELSE rF (SELECT.EQ.2) THEN
OPEN(t,FILE:',PRN')
ELSE

GOTO 1000

ENDIF
C
920'ù/RITE(1,'(//A)')' FORCES AND COEFFICIENTS:'
c wdte(l,x) airden, pamb, tamb, d, I

V/RITE( 1,925)' THETA 1 

"'THETA2"', 

Xl D"', nD"', MOMENT"' DRAG 

"' 

LIF T 

"&'cM"'cD"'cL'
925 FORMAT(A,2X,A,3X,A,,3X,A,5X,A,2X,A,4X,A,6X,A,"7X, A,JX,A)

WRITE(1,926)'(deg.)','(deg.)','(N m)','( N )','( N )'
926 FORMAT( lX,A,2X,^,r7X,4,3X,4,3x,4,/)

DO 930I=1,KK
V/RITE( 1,935) ALPHA 1 (I),TH2(I),X_POS,Z_POS,MM(t),DD(I),LL(I),

&cM(I),CD(r),CL(Ð
930 CONTINUE
93 5 FORMAT(2(F6. 1, I X), 1 X,2(F 6.1),2X,3 (F8.3),F9.3, 1 X,3 (F8.3 ))

WRITE(1,'(///A)')'Den Hartog and Slope of the Moment Coefhcient
&.:'
V/RITE(1,'(,A)')' ALPHA DEN HARTOG SLOPE OF CM',
V/RITE(1,937) (ALPPAA(I),DYA1 (I),DYCl (I),I=O,NPOINT)

931 FORMAT(3X,F10.4,3X,F10.45X,F10.4)
C
941 WRITE(i,'(/A\)',)'DO yOU WANT TO QUIT THE PROGRAM (y/N) ? '
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READ(1,'(A3)',) ANS
IF (ANS.EQ.'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') THEN

coro 1500

ELSE IF (ANS.EQ.'N'.OR.ANS.EQ.'n' ) THEN
GOTO 900

ELSE
GOTO 941

ENDIF
cl-osE(1)

C
1000 WRITE(I,'(/A\)')'ENTER THE FILENAME OF ANGLE vs CM :'

READ(1,'(A20)') FILE3
V/RITE(1,'(/A\)')'ENTER THE FILENAME OF ANGLE vs CD :'
READ(i,'(A20)',) FrLE4
v/RITE(r,',(/A\)',)',ENTER THE FILENAME OF ANGLE vs CL :'
READ(1,',(A20)') FILE5
WRITE(1,'(/A\)')'ENTER THE FILENAME OF OUTPUT FILE:'
READ(1,'(A20)',) FILE6
WRITE(1,'(A\)')'ENTER THE FILENAME OF ANGLE vs DCM:'
READ(r,'(A20)') FrLET
WRITE(1,'(A\)')'ENTER THE FILENAME OF ANGLE vs DEN HARTOG:'
READ(1,'(420)') FrLES

C

OPEN(3,FILE=FILE3,STATUS:' UNKNOWN' )
OPEN(4,FILE:FILE4,STATUS:' UNKNOV/N' )
OPEN(S,FILE=FILE5,STATUS:' UNKNOWN' )

c - include the followíng lines if using the graphics package:
c ENERGRAPHICS.
c WRITE(3,946)'<EnerGraphics ENG file-V2.O>',1,'l',N
c WRITE(4,946)' <EnerGraphics ENG file-V2.0>',1,'l',N
c WRITE(5,946)'<Eneñraphics ENG file-V2.0>',1,'l',N
946 FORMAT(A,/,IzJ,A,t,r3)

DO 950 I:1,kk
V/RITE(3,' (F1 4.5,A,F1 4.5)')ALPHA 1 (I), ",CM(I)
WRITE(4,', (F1 4.5,A,F1 4.5)')ALPHA l (I), ",CD(I)
V/RITE(5,' (F1 4.5,A,F1 4.5)')ALPHA I (I), ",CL(I)

950 CONTINUE
cl-osE(3)
cLosE(4)
cl.osE(s)

C
OPEN(6,FILE:FILE6,STATUS=' UNKNOWN' )
OPEN(7,FILE=FILET,STATUS:' UNKNOWN' )
OPEN(8,FILE:FILES,STATUS=' UNKNOV/N' )

C
WRITE(6,'ØA)')' FORCES AND COEFFICIENTS:'
WRITE(6,925)', THETA 1 

"'THËf 
Az"',XJD"', VD"' MOMENT"'DRAG 

"'LIFI"&'cM"'cD"'cL'
V/RITE(6,926)'(deg.)','(deg.)','(N m)','( N )','( N )'
DO 1200I:l,kk
WRITE(6,935) TH I (D,TH2(t),X_POS,Z_POS,MM(I),DD(I),LL(I),
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&cM(I),CD(I),CL(r)
12OO CONTINUE
C
C
c WRITE(1,946)' <EnerGraphics ENG file-V2.O>',1,'l',(NPOINT/5)+1
c WRITE(8,94ó)'<EnerGraphics ENG file-V2.0>',1,'l',(NPOINT/5)+t
c

DO 960I=O,NPOINT,5
wRITE(7,' (Fi 4.5,A,F1 4.5)',)ALPPAA(I),",DYC i (I)
wRITE(8,' (F 1 4.5,A,F1 4.5)')ALPPAA(t), ",DYA r (I)

960 CONTINUE
cl.osE(7)
cl.osE(8)

L

GOTO 94i
C
1500 sroP

END

S U B ROUT I N E LE SQR ( N,M,X,Y,A,B,S U M,N LT M,I O RDE R)
C

IMPLICTT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N),2(200),8(0:M),4(0:M,0: M),C(0: 30,0: 30),D(0:32)

C
NLTM: O

IF(N.LT.M) RETURN
DO10K=l,N

10 z(K) = 1.D0
DO20J=0,M

A(O'J) = 6.¡9
B(J) :0.D0

DO20K=l,N
A(O,J): A(0,J)+Z(K)/N
B(J) : B(J)+Z(K)'IY(KYN
z(K) : z(K)l'x(K)

20 rF (roRDER.EQ.4.AND.J.EQ.2.AND.X(K).LT.O.D0) Z(K) =-z(K)
DO 30 I: l,M

A(I,M) :0.D0
DO30K=l,N

A(I,M): A(I,M)+Z(K)/N
30 z(K) : z(K;x¡1¡1'

DO 40I = l,M
DO 40 J: i,M

40 A(I,J-i) : A(I-i,J)
C

rF (rORDER.EQ.1) THEN
L = (M-t)tz
DO50I=0,L

D(l) = B(2*l+1)
DO50J=0,L
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50 C(I,J) : A(2^|+1,2*J+I)
DO 60I = 0,L

B(r): D(r)
DO60J=0,L

60 A(t,J) : C(I,J)
CALL PIVOT(A(0,0),8 (0),M+ I ,L+ I , i ,0. I D-20,KEY)
DO70I:O,L

D(2"I) = 0'D0
10 D(2*I+l) : B(I)

D(24L+2) = 0.D0
DO 80 I :0,M

80 B(r) : D(r)
ELSE

CALL PIVOT(A(0,O),8(0),M+1,M+l,l,0.lD-20,KEY)
ENDIF

C
rF(KEY.EQ.0) GO TO 110

SUM : O.DO

DO 100 K: r,N
S = 0.D0
DO 90 I: O,M

90 S = S'FX(K)+B(M-I)
100 SUM = SUM+(S-Y(K))'þ¿'2

NLTM = i
RETURN

110 NLTM : 2

RETURN
END

SUB RoaTI N E P MT(A,B,N N,N,N I,EP S,KEY)
l

TMPLICTT DOUBLE PRECISTON(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(NN,NN),8(NN,N I ),C(30,3),KK(30)

DOIOI:l,N
DOl0J:1,N1

10 c(I,J) :0.D0
DO90M=l,N

P: 0.0D0
DO 20 I: M,N
DO20J= l,N

rF(ABS(A(r,J)).LE.P) GO TO 20
P = ABS(A(I,J)
K:I
L=J

20 CONTINUE
KK(M) = L
KEY :O
rF(P.LE.EPS) RETURN
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DO30J=l,N
A : A(K,J)
A(K,J) : A(M,J)

30 A(M,J) : Q
DO 40 J: 1,N1

o : B(K,J)
B(K,J) : B(M,J)

40 B(M,J): Q
DO 70 I: M,N

Q = -A(r,LyA(M,L)
rF(r.EQ.M) GO rO 70
DO50J=l,N

50 A(I,J) = A(I,J)+A(M,J)*Q
DO 60 J: t,Nl

60 B(I,J) : B(I,J)+B(M,J)*Q
10 CONTINUE

Q = A(M,L)
DOSOJ:I,N

80 A(M,J) : A(M,JyQ
DO 90 J: i,Nl

B(M,J): B(M,JyQ
90 CONTINUE

DO 120 J: I,Nl
DO 110I = 1,N

C(KK(NJ+1),J) = B(Nl+1,J)
DO 100 K: N-I+1,N-1

100 C(KK(N-I+l),J) : C(KK(Nj+1),J)
A(N-l+ I,KK(K+ i ¡*'61¡ç*(K+ I ),J)

I IO CONTINUE
I2O CONTINUE

DO 130I: l,N
DO 130 J: t,Nl

130 B(t,J) : c(I,J)
KEY: I
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CLEAR
WRITE( 1,' (A,A)') CHAR(z] ),' lzJ',
RETURN
END
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